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Our Specialties are
Fish and BBQ meat

Established in 1999
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AUTOMOCIONES UREÑA
Puerto de Mazarrón

Tel: 968 153 838 or 631 116 772Agencia Oficial Renault / Dacia

Please ring 642 032 098 for a free quote
See our advert on page 85

Tree Surgeon/Gardener

PROPERTY SALES &
PROPERTYRENTALS
Centro Comercial B, Urb Camposol,

Mazarrón 968 592 679

Used in recent groundbreaking Diabetes UK (DiRect)
and Droplet medical trials to reverse T2 Diabetes,

high blood pressure, fatty liver and more. 1:2:1 private support is unique to us.
Mel Lay 673 162 695 or Email: mellymujer@live.co.uk

Spain: 711 001 721
info@car-registrations-spain.com www.car-registrations-spain.com

Car Registrations Spain
Do you have a UK registered vehicle?

If so, we are specialist importers of all foreign vehicles.
Call us or see our full ad on page 3

Calle Jara,
Camposol B,

30875 Mazarrón
Tel: 968 979 876

www.2let2sell2buy.com

There is light at the end of the tunnel !
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As a Community Advertising Magazine,
we have all been aware of the work and
sacrifices that the wonderful nurses, doc-
tors and staff at hospitals, medical
centres, the police, the ambulance ser-
vice and the Spanish Legion have put in
during these extremely difficult times.
We have also been astounded by the
wonderful community spirit, with every-
one helping neighbours and people who
they have possibly never had any con-
tact with before the crisis. A prime ex-
ample is people checking on their eld-
erly neighbours, or those who live alone
or who don’t drive, who had no way to
get to the shops as the buses were not
running.

One example - although it was in the UK
– Martine’s stepfather is 92. He had a
neighbour call round with some things
from her online shop, saying she had
over-ordered and did he want it. She re-
fused to take payment and then she
offered to add anything he wanted from
the shops to her weekly online order.
Two other neighbours pushed a note
through his door asking him to get in
touch if he needed shopping or help
with anything. This has been happening
in Spain too with people spending a lot
of time baking and popping biscuits/
cakes round to elderly neighbours (leav-
ing them on the wall and sending him a
text to say they are there!)

We would also like to thank all the busi-
nesses that have helped us out being
distribution points for the April
magazine. See page 8 for a full list of all
these.

One positive thing to highlight is just
how busy businesses are going to
be once the lockdown is over and
people can get out to visit their favourite
restaurants/bars. Gardening & building
companies, estate agents, electricians,
carpenters, beauty salons and hairdress-
ers are going to be working hard to
catch up on business that had to be put
on hold during the crisis. We need to
support and be patient with these busi-
nesses so that they can recover and re-
coup some of their lost income without
being totally overwhelmed. Check out
websites and Facebook to see if busi-
nesses are open or if you can order items
online.

Welcome
Pump Fix
The Red Square Group Spain

Welcome Back
A Time 4 A Change
Clinica Veterinaria Mediterraneo
Quicksave
Solar Light Centre

Hopefully by the middle of this month
we will have a clearer idea of how we are
to come out of this unprecedented crisis
and we can then move forward.

We hope that you are safe and well, but
we also are thinking of those who have
lost loved ones during the crisis. Maybe
we have all learned some things about
ourselves and others and we can move
on to possibly a better world.

Stay safe and take care from all of us at
the Chronicle.

Dave Bass - F1

Dean Colwell – Northwest Murcia
News

Gema Serrano – Keep Fit

George Mitchell – Never a Dull
Moment

Jane Cronin – Learning Spanish

Keith Littlewood - Finance

Martin Freeman – Renewable
Energy

Martin OHanlon – Birding in
Murcia

Rainbow Satellites – TV News

Sara Millbank –Ma Millbank

Silvana Buxton – News From Your
Councillor

Think Spain – Spanish News

€ 25 +
base for free

MAY
SPECIAL
OFFER

Bene�it from our outlet area 1, 2, 3 €

OUR POTS DON'T
GET STAINED BY

LIMESCALE
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• Import Tax Paid
• Road Tax / SUMA paid
• New Spanish Registration Plates

We'll Provide you with:
• Fully Managed Process
• Headlight Realignment
• Spanish Registration Documentation

We are specialists in all aspects of vehicle importation and can provide
you with a low cost, professional, and quick service

Free Quotation Available

Spain: 711 001 721 UK: 02380 200 706
info@car-registrations-spain.com www.car-registrations-spain.com

Need to Import your UK registered vehicle
into Spain?

Car Registrations Spain

We are Europe's Headlight Realignment Specialists

Need new LHD headlights? Call us 868 990 576
Calle Severo Ochoa B1, 3 - Polígono Los Alcázares, Murcia 30710
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CONTACT US
Sales & Marketing - 619 199 407
Eva - Sales Representative - 651 659 109
Patti Benn - Editor - 646 005 017
Jo Wrench - Graphic Design
- costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Martine Shindler - Office Manager
& Customer Services - 618 451 798
costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
www.costacalidachronicle.com
www.costacalidachronicle.com/articles-
main/costa-calida-chronicle-blog/

Our office address is:
Calle Jara,
Camposol B,
Mazarrón,
Murcia 30875
FIND US INSIDE ANOTHER WORLD
PROPERTIES ON CAMPOSOL B.

Office Opening hours:
Tues & Thurs 10am-2pm
Weds 3.30pm-5.30pm
Payments can also be made in our office on
Monday-Friday 10am - 5pm (4pm - Friday)

If you would like to place an advertisement
or write an article to be included in the
Costa Cálida Chronicle, then please send it
to us costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

To our advertisers.
If you have sent an email to the CCC and
NOT received any acknowledgement then
you can assume that we have not received
it.

In line with our customer service policy we
always reply to every email even if it is just
a short note to say “got it”.

Costa Calida Chronicle

PRICE LIST - ALL PRICES ARE EXCLUDING IVA

Full Page Half Page Quarter Page Medium Small Business Card

Size of advert 19cm wide x 26,5
cm high

19cm wide x
13,1cm high

9,3cm wide x
13,1cm high

12,6cm wide x
8,7cm high or

6,25 wide x 17,5
cm high

6,25cm wide x
8,7cm high

9,3cm wide x
5cm high

Full Colour 250,00€ 135,00€ 85,00€ 75,00€ 45,00€ 40,00€

To advertise with us contact Sales on 619 199 407 or email us on costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

DISCLAIMER

Whilst the CCC are happy to accept monthly reports from the various organizations in the area, the articles printed are not necessarily
the opinions of the editor or publisher and the contents should be viewed as a guideline only. Professional advice should be sought to
cover any information printed therein. Advertisements and reports are not formally endorsed by the CCC. We cannot accept
responsibility for advertisers’ works, service or goods. The publishers endeavour to ensure the contents are correct, but cannot accept
responsibility for the effects of errors or omissions.

Special Pages
Health and Beauty 58-62
Northwest Murcia 72.74
South East Murcia 40-45
South Murcia 32-36
Sports 88-90
What's On 80-84
Aditorial
2let2sell2buy 16
247 Locksmith Spain 76
Abbey Wealth 13
Airpark Murcia 46
Alan Eustace Locksmith 31
Alex Woods 56
Anchor Landscapes 98
Another Planet Brewing 26
Another World Properties 50
Autodesguace El Valle 30
Cambridge Weight Plan 60
Camposol Aluminium 66
Camposol Insurance 75
Car Registrations Spain 6
Cash, Cash, Cash 56
Compusurf 98
Corral & Alcaraz Law Firm 52
Curtain Call 7
Damian Canovas Alfereros 15
David’s Pools 46
Decklid Auto Services 18
Easy Move Spain 77
Eriks Metal Works 54
Eurospas 10
Evergreen Electrica 26
Iberoptima 61
IBEX Insurance 28
IPhone Repairs 24
Jardineria El Milagro 14
JD Construction 7
Karalee’s Hair & Beauty Salon 56
Kevin’s Flyscreens 78
Kruger Canopies 20
Liberty Seguros 96
Lords Removals 6
Olivier Houdusse Dental Clinic 60
Pedro Acosta Pinturas 50
Quicksave 75
Rhys Brightman 37
Rose Parker Galería de Arte 68
Spanish Number Plates 37
The Beauty Palace 98
The Red Square Group Spain 16
The Salon 58
The Solar Light Centre 68
Trade Cars Spain 54
Watermaid Europe SL 20

Around the World
Never a Dull Moment 70
Charity
Andrea's Animal Rescue 64
Cavalli Foundation 24
FAST 33
Forget Me Not 32
Friends of Mazarron Animals 32
Los Infiernos 44
Making a Difference 33
Noah's ARC 66
Pets in Spain 28
Education
Jane Cronin’s “Step by Step Spanish” 76
Finance
Financial Advice 18, 64
Food and Drink
Ma Millbank's Kitchen 85
Groups
Camposol B Clean 34
Ladies Chatterbox 33
Health and Beauty
Beauty Tips 62
Information
Animals reclaim the streets 91
Birding in Murcia 22
Cartagena 40
Life in Spain 15
Renewable Energy 10
Spanish Artists You Need to Check Out

38
Tech Guru 14
The Top Common Misconceptions 86
TV News 29
Leisure
Miracles on the Camino de Santiago 65
Walkers Around Murcia 72
News
News from Your Councillor 34
Northwest Murcia News 74
South East Murcia News 45
South Murcia News 36
Spanish News 87
Property
Property Matters 93
Religion
Mass in English 77
Puerto Lumbreras Christian Fellowship

30
Rios de Vida 46
St Nicholas Ecumenical Church 78
The Rockin' Vicar 73
Welcome House 73
Wellspring Victory Church 31
Sports
Camposol Golf 89
Fuente Old Guard Golf Society 89
Los Amigos de Mazarron 88
Mazarron Bowls 90
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The longest established Spa specialist in this part of Spain

Find us inside Amber Pools, Camposol

Call us to find out our “deal of the month”

Quality Hot Tubs and Swim Spas

All our Spas are CE certified. We deliver anywhere in Spain

NO DEPOSIT, PAYMENT ON COMPLETION & SATISFACTION
We supply chemicals, filters, and spare parts for all makes of spas.

650 722 905 or 650 769 103
www.eurospas1.com

email: eurospas gmail.com

We will buy, move
or part exchange

your old Spa
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Registering your UK car on to Spanish
plates can be a reasonably complicated
process at the best of times, but in these
new days of the Covid19 Pandemic, you will
almost certainly require a professional com-
pany to carry out the process for you.

If this is you, here are some of the main
things you should consider:

Pricing
Now more so than ever, most people will
look for a vehicle import company that of-
fers the cheapest price. In our experience
prices can differ by hundreds of Euros, but
do be warned as there could be numerous
hidden costs. Questions you should be ask-
ing are:
1) What additional charges will I have to
pay?
2) Does your quote include engineers’ re-
ports and the physical import test?
3) Is Road Tax included?
4) How will you deal with my UK head-
lights?

We have heard of numerous examples
when customers have agreed a price for im-
port only, they then have to pay the fees at
the ITV Station (up to 300€), or having
agreed a price, they have been informed
that they need to replace their UK Head-
lights at an additional cost.

Headlights
As a guide, older style Halogen lights can
cost in the region of 180€ each. Xenon
Lights can be up to 700€ each and the more
modern LED lights are thousands per indi-

vidual unit! However, you could save hun-
dreds if not thousands of euros by choosing
a company that can realign your existing
lights.

Process
Think about how long you can be without
your vehicle. Some companies offer an im-
port service that is second to their main
business and as such your car could be
queued behind mechanical repairs, or ap-
plications for Residencia or Spanish Driving
Licences.

We have heard horror stories of customers
being without their cars for many weeks.
Will you be provided with a free or ex-
tremely cost effective replacement vehicle
or be expected to hire your own?
You should ask “How long will I be without
my vehicle and how long until I get my
Spanish Plates?”

After Care
Assuming the process has been well man-
aged and you now have your shiny new
Spanish Registration plates, can you collect
your car immediately, or will you then be ex-
pected to get insurance quotes and pur-
chase a policy before you can collect your
car?

Remember, as soon as your new registra-
tion is through, any existing policy is void.
Of course you will need your new registra-
tion number before you can look to get in-
surance quotes. Will the company that im-
ports your car also be able to arrange com-
prehensive, cost effective insurance
quotes?

Conclusion
In our experience and that of numerous cus-
tomers, we recommend that the cheapest
initial quote may not end up as the
cheapest and certainly not the most hassle
free. We recommend that you look for a
company that can handle the entire process
from start to finish and will not require you
to purchase expensive replacement head-
lights and will not present you with addi-
tional costs such as engineers’ reports, test
fees or road tax.

For more information or a free no-
obligation quote, contact Roger, Louise or
Chris at Car Registrations Spain on Spain:
711 001 721 or UK: 02380 200 706
Email info@car-registrations-spain.com
See our advert on page 3

The Professional’s Guide To Importing Your Car
Aditorial

Lords Removals have over 30 years’
experience, specialising in European
removals and storage. They are a friendly
experienced removal company with offices
in both Alhama De Murcia, Spain and
Exeter, England. They offer a complete and
highly efficient removal service from
packing and removals to containerised
storage, with a highly service tailored to
your individual requirements. They can
offer both full and part load transportation
throughout Europe and the United
Kingdom.

The advantage of transporting a full load is
that a vehicle is allocated only to that one
customer’s requirements, whether the
journey is from the UK to Spain or Spain to
UK. This allows a specific delivery date to
be agreed in advance. If a vehicle is shared
with other customers (which is a part-load

service), a wider delivery window period is
specified. This service is more cost-
effective and is preferred by many
customers, especially those transporting
single items.

Both domestic and commercial moves
throughout the Costa Cálida and

surrounding area are also catered for.
Lords Removals have years of experience
in transporting various items such as,
motorcycles, antique furniture, kayaks and
even a life-sized model Gorilla as well as
household appliances and furniture.

Call 0034 608 061 872 Spain or 0044
7709 557109 UK
Email lordsremovals@hotmail.com for
further information.
See our advert on page 95

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!

Aditorial

mailto:mailto:info@car-registrations-spain.com
mailto:mailto:lordsremovals@hotmail.com
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PALSOLICITORS

www.palsolicitor.com
Gran Vía, MM, 49 (OPPOSITE Exit 12)
30380 La Manga
Cartagena - España
E-mail: info-lamanga@palsolicitor.com
Direct Line (0034) 968 175 552

Avda. Doctor Meca No 107
Local 11,(Mercadona Centre)
Puerto de Mazarrón, Murcia -España
E-mail: info-mazarron@palsolicitor.com
Direct Line (0034) 968 595 826
Direct Fax (0034) 968 595 827

Open: 9am to 3pm - Monday to Friday

Mazarrón: Latitude: 37.57176
and Longitude: 1.26629

La Manga: Latitude: 37.64608 and
Longitude: 0.71508

Multi Language Office: English Spanish
French German Dutch Scandinavian

Conveyancing

Inheritance and Spanish Wills

Property Taxes: Resident & Non Resident

NIE/Residencia

Contracts, Litigation & Court Matters

‘Curtain Call’
Upholstery & Blinds too

Call Sally or Peter on

616 240 171
Website: www.curtain-call.es
E-mail: sally@curtain-call.es

Curtain Call, Spain

Reliable
and
Professional
Service
since 2002

Curtains, blinds
and soft furnishings.
Made to measure and
fitted at sensible prices.

Choose from over 2000
fabrics in your home.

We also offer:
*Curtains, and Roman blinds.
* Upholstery of outdoor
cushions in Teflon coated,
water repellant fabrics.
*Upholstery of indoor furniture
in stain-resistant fabrics.
*Roller, Vertical and Venetian
blinds.
*Awnings and outdoor
curtains in acrylic canvas.

For a complete
bespoke service

Here Comes The Sun!
The last few weeks have been difficult in so
many ways for so many people and it will
take us all time to absorb the changes
which have been forced on us by recent
events, but now hopefully the worst is
behind us and we can all focus on living
every day of the coming summer to the full.

Curtain Call had the busiest January and
February in their eighteen year history and
they had just been given some new sample
ranges of outdoor fabrics by two of the
fabric houses which they deal with. These
are new soft, but weather resistant fabrics
in vibrant colours which Sally remembers
thinking captured the summer mood
perfectly.

Although it has started a little later than we
all envisaged, summer is now upon us and
there are still BBQ’s to be cooked and
drinks to be shared with all the laughter
which summer brings.

If you think that maybe your patio furniture,
your indoor curtains and blinds, or your
outdoor awnings won’t take the strain,
there is still time to get everything ready for
summer.
Give Sally a call on 616 240 171 and you
can make sure that this summer is one to
remember!

Let’s all have a great summer!

JD Construction
Roofing & Building Services Camposol
We are one of the longest established
roofing & construction companies in the
area.

We specialize in roofing from total finca
rebuilds to new build properties.

We are also
available for walls
that need raising,
extensions, under
builds, terracing,
pool surrounds,
balustrading &
bathrooms.

JD Construction
has been
established in
Spain for 16 years
and are fully legal
& registered.

Our previous work can be viewed and
references are available.

For your no-obligation quote call John on
630 269 994

JD CONSTRUCTION

For your no obligation quote
Tel John on 630 269 994

Jd Construction Camposol

Previous work can be viewed and references are available
Stage payments available or pay on completion/satisfaction

Established in Spain for 15 Years
(Legal & Registered in Spain)

Walls raised
Extensions
Underbuilds
Terracing

Pool surrounds
Roofing

Balustrading

Specialising in roofing

Aditorial ‘Curtain Call’
& Upholstery too

JD CONSTRUCTION
Aditorial
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We would like to thank all the businesses who helped us out by allowing us to put the April magazine either inside or
outside their premises during this very difficult time.

Having gone into lockdown in the middle of March, the April magazine had already gone to the printer. Our problem
was then – how did we get to distribute the new magazine?

Our printer Entorno Grafico in Bullas have been absolutely brilliant over the years and producing the April magazine
was no exception. As a ‘media company’ we had permission to deliver the magazine and obviously as a printer, Miguel
Angel and his team were covered by ‘the press’ and they agreed to transport the majority of magazines to our usual

meeting point on Camposol so that we could then distribute the April magazine around Camposol and Mazarrón. Unfor-
tunately the ones allocated for San Javier etc were delayed because of the increased restrictions, but they should be dis-

tributed by the time you are reading this.

Alen’s Supermarket, Camposol A

Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A

Another World Properties, Camposol B

ANRA, Camposol B

Bar Salud, Camposol B

Best Wishes, Camposol B

Bodega, Camposol A

Consum Supermarket, Camposol B

Dia Supermarket, Puerto de Mazarrón

Happy Pets, Camposol B

Iceland, San Javier

Lesco Supermarket, Sucina

Medical Centre, Camposol A

Oceans 7, Camposol B

Petrol Station, Camposol B

Quality Indian, Camposol B

Quicksave, Camposol B

Raspaoil Petrol Station, Mazarrón

Restaurante Pizzeria Toscana, Roldan

Spar Supermarket, Bolnuevo,

Tabac/Newsagent, La Tercia

The Diner, Camposol B

The English Butcher, Camposol A

The Food Co, Puerto de Mazarrón

The Post Room, Los Alcazares

Valle del Sol Restaurant

Thank You!

!SALUD!
BAR
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In these strange unprecedented times with
Covid 19 still hanging around us all and
inevitably consuming our thoughts and
minds, we are looking forward to
‘normality’ resuming quickly, timely and
above all safely. That can surely be
enhanced by thinking about the benefits of
a spa.
Eurospas hold more than 50 spas in stock
at all times, which in most cases means
there in no waiting time between ordering
and installation and there is a spa to suit
every taste and budget. Eurospas also
offer reconditioned models from as little as
€2,000.

Some of the many health benefits of
owning a Hot Tub are:
Stress Relief

Stress results in muscle tension,
headaches, fatigue and soreness.

Regular Hot Tub use, through a
combination of buoyancy, heat and
massage relieves tension and stress.
Buoyancy eases pressure in joints and
muscles, while heat increases blood
flow to muscles and accelerates
healing. Additionally, Hot Tub jets
provide therapeutic massage,
stimulating the release of endorphins,
which are the body’s natural painkiller.

Minimise The Pain Of Arthritis
The Arthritis Research Campaign
recommends using a Hot Tub as an
excellent way to apply heat to arthritic
joints. Benefits of a soak in a Hot Tub
can include muscle relaxation,
decreased pain and joint stiffness and
greater ease when performing exercise
and daily activities.

Lower Diabetic Blood Sugar Levels
A study by the New England Journal of
Medicine found that bathing in a Hot
Tub simulates the beneficial effects of
exercise. The result is that patients with
Type 2 Diabetes who soak in a Hot Tub
for 30 minutes a day, 6 days a week for
3 weeks, experience a reduction in
blood sugar levels by an average of
13%.

Sleep More Soundly
A study in the journal ‘Sleep’ showed
that soaking in a Hot Tub prior to
bedtime will not only help you fall

asleep, but will provide a deeper, more
relaxing sleep as the body cools.

Lowers Blood Pressure
A study for the Mayo Clinic
recommended that relaxing in a Hot
Tub can be beneficial for heart disease
patients. The study showed that
relaxing in a Hot Tub is less stressful on
the heart and more beneficial than
working out on an exercise bike!

Please check Eurospas’ 5 * Facebook
reviews to see why they have the best
aftersales service in the Costa Cálida.

To get on the path to a healthier feeling of
relaxation in your own home, call Eurospas
now for friendly, no-obligation advice and
to find out more about their affordable
offers and payment upon completion &
satisfaction plan.
Call +34 650 722 905/+34 674 694 558
or visit www.eurospas1.com

Aditorial

INFORMATION

Coronavirus: How To Keep Your Energy
Bills Low

The whole world has been impacted by the
recent outbreak of COVID-19 with people’s
lives affected as a result. We have kept the
article shorter this month and hope you are
all keeping safe.

During these difficult times, many people
are concerned that they will face higher
household bills as they are spending more
time at home than usual. Under the current
conditions, we have little choice but to stay
at home, so a rise in energy bills may seem
unavoidable. However, there are a few

things that you can do to help keep the
costs down.

A few simple changes can help reduce
your water usage:

• Turn off the tap while you brush your
teeth.

• Take a shorter shower. Spending one
minute less in the shower each day
saves on energy and water bills.

• Always use full loads in your washing
machine and dishwasher

Similarly, you can also save on electricity
costs by:

• Opening curtains and blinds to let the
sunlight into your home.

• Always turning off the lights when
leaving a room.

• Unplugging your appliances and
electronic devices when not in use.

• Defrosting fridges and freezers
regularly.

• Boiling only as much water as you
need – don’t fill the kettle if you only
need enough for a cuppa.

• Using energy-efficient lightbulbs. LED
bulbs use 80% less energy than
incandescent bulbs.

The Spanish government has decreed that
during the state of alarm, the supply of
electricity, gas and water to homeowners
must be maintained. There are also
discounts on energy bills of between 25%-
40% available to citizens or families
designated as ‘vulnerable’.

Companies and individuals are all working
hard to protect the health and safety of
people and prevent the spread of the virus,
whilst maintaining essential services. We
are very grateful to all the frontline workers
and our thoughts are with all those
affected.

http://www.eurospas1.com
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Start saving with solar

Contact us now to arrange your free,
no obligation solar survey

www.free-sol.com
Tel: +34 659 232 507

Email: info@free-sol.com

Solar water heating
Solar electricity
Solar pool heating
Solar ventilation
Solar security lighting
Biomass heating
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Investments, Pensions and Financial
Markets
Although incredibly important in terms of
one’s personal wealth, it seems this is a
topic pushed to the back of one’s mind as
the significance of the global pandemic,
whether justified or not, it takes the front
seat instead. The reason I say ‘justified or
not’, is that a quick search on Google will
identify that the common flu has killed
almost double the number of people in
2020 alone than Covid-19 has and yet that
doesn’t bring the world to her knees each
year. There is a difference here though.
This particular virus was previously unknown
to be found in humans and therefore we do
not know what potential damage it can
cause to the global population. There is
also no vaccine for it yet. As with most
situations that have an effect on financial
markets, it is the uncertainty that causes the
most disruption.

Markets do, however, have a habit of
assuming the future and pricing in future
possibilities, both positive and negative.
After a significant downturn, share prices
tend to rise 3 to 6 months ahead of an
economic recovery. This is one of the
reasons that investors who try to time the
market will more often than not, miss out on
the main part of a market upturn. By the
time we see markets ‘settle’, a large gain
will already have been missed.

With the speed at which the markets and
news are changing, it is particularly difficult
to ensure that this article will still have
relevant and applicable information that is
valid, both at the time of writing as well as
at the time of publishing and then of course
at the time of reading. I have therefore
focused more on the fundamentals of stock
market behaviour in general and offer some
insightful statistics from similar past events.

Below you will find details of previous
market downturns, followed by the
subsequent rally and length of time it
lasted.

The following table below shows the
importance of staying in the market during
volatile times and avoiding trying to time
the bottom, or over-trade. Over a period of
30 years (to December 2018), you will see
that an investor who stayed invested
throughout the period would have enjoyed
an average annual return of over 8.5%,
whereas for someone who missed out on
just 20 of the best days in the entire 30-year
period, would have seen their annualised
return slashed to just 2.71%. To repeat; that
is only missing the best 20 days out of 30
years!

Whilst it may be
easier to ‘stay
invested’ if you are
already in the market
and riding through a
volatile time, what if
you are not invested
but looking to ‘enter’
the market?
How do you know
when is the right
time?
There is no right
answer and a
number of factors

need to be taken into account, including
your ‘risk appetite’ as well as your objective
for investing and the time frame over which
you are looking to invest.

If the investment has a medium to long
term horizon, then buying in at a significant
discount from a previous high is always a
good entry point, regardless of whether it is
the very bottom or not. The reason for this
is that if you were to fast-forward 12 months
and look back with the benefit of hindsight,
you would see that you had actually done
quite well despite any smaller short-term
dips you may have seen in the early days
before upward traction took hold again.

An alternative option is to consider a
‘phased approach’ whereby you choose
what period you wish to deploy your capital
over and stick to a well thought-out plan.
This may mean you invest in 4 or 5 tranches/
stages over 4 or 5 months. It will serve to
average out your entry point and also helps
to remove the emotional part of investing
which almost always causes added stress.
Whilst this option may not be the most
profitable, it is simply a more comfortable
strategy for some.

If you are feeling unsettled, concerned or
vulnerable during the current market
volatility and would like some guidance or
even just a conversation to better
understand the situation and influencing
factors, speak to a regulated financial
advisory firm like Abbey Wealth. Likewise,
if you see the latest reduction in market
prices as an opportunity and would like
some assistance in taking advantage of it,
financial advice can be key. This is not only
regarding opportunities in the markets, but
also to ensure your financial assets are in
the right tax efficient structures for your
particular residency status. As the saying
goes; it is not what you own, but HOW you
own it.

Abbey Wealth specialises in tax efficient
pension, savings and investment vehicles
for expat clients around the world. For
further information or to arrange a no-
obligation chat, call Iain McKay on +34 660
289 615 or email
iain.mckay@abbeywealth.com

Prime Property Murcia

Office: 0034 868 580 320 Mob: 0034 646 692 471
info@primepropertymurcia.com
www.primepropertymurcia.com

Avd Antonio Segado del Olmo, Bolnuevo (opposite Farmacia)
Estate Agents / Inmobiliaria

TALLERES NORBERTO
YOUR LOCAL BODY & CRASH REPAIR WORKSHOP

NEW WORKSHOP NOW OPEN - NEXT TO MERCADONA IN MAZARRÓN TOWN

*Repair of small dents and scratches to full
re-sprays (especially from sun damage)

*We guide you through the whole process
of dealing with your Insurance claim

*Courtesy Cars Available

POP IN TO SEE US OR CALL US ON 968 591 221
EMAIL:info@talleresnorberto.com
WWW.TALLERESNORBERTO.COM

Professional Chimney Sweep

660 478 881
658 548 490

Inspection of Chimneys
by CCTVAvailable

Sooty and Son

Established family business for over 60 years

mailto:mailto:iain.mckay@abbeywealth.com
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Jardineria
El Milagro
G a r d e n
Centre in
B o l n u e v o
are still
w o r k i n g
hard ‘be-
hind the
scenes’, tak-
ing orders,
carrying out
de l i v e r i e s
and offering
you advice
via Face-
book and
Whatsapp. Their Facebook page is up-

dated regularly with beautiful plants and
flowers that they can provide.

At Jardineria El Milagro you will find ex-
pert gardeners. They carry out all kinds of
gardening:
Design, pruning, maintenance, transplant-
ing and cutting of trees including palms.

They can also advise you of the best plants
for your garden, as well as the care you
need for each plant chosen in order for it to
grow beautiful and healthy. They will
explain everything you need about pest
prevention, plant and soil fertiliser. The
most important thing is the degree of long
term satisfaction, as they care just as much
as you that your garden looks nice
especially coming up to summer.

Jardineria El Milagro also have a wide se-
lection of colourful bedding plants to give
your home fabulous ‘kerb appeal’ and to
make it look beautiful and welcoming.

Phone or whatsapp 610 949 595 or send a
message via their Facebook page for fur-
ther information.

During this unprecedented time, it’s im-
portant to remember that your devices can
also be hotspots for contamination. The
global state of affairs regarding the COVID-
19 outbreak has made it clear to everyone
that small hygiene practices can make a big
difference.

Now, more than ever, we all need to be
aware of possible risks to our health and
the health of others. It takes some effort to
keep devices clean and to sanitize them, so
keeping germs and other such problems at
bay is a two-fold strategy.

Strategy One is the easiest approach.
Limit your direct contact with your devices
where possible, or make sure you cleanse
afterwards.

A practical example
is using video call or
loudspeaker where
available to stop
your phone touch-
ing your face. If you
have to handle a
device that you are
unsure of, wash your
hands afterwards
before you touch
anything else (eg
food). If you have
disposable gloves to

hand, put some on until you’ve cleaned the
device.

Strategy Two is cleaning the device before
you use it, to ensure that it’s clean.

Most electronics are possible to sanitise us-
ing isopropyl alcohol of 60% or higher
without causing damage, but every device
is different, so there is always a possibility
of damage with incorrect application. A lot
of manufacturers lately have put out state-
ments on best practices to clean your
devices, so a quick Google search before
you start will help.

Even after this pandemic is over, please
consider this advice when the yearly flu
comes around, or when giving your phone
to someone with a weakened immune sys-
tem. When sitting round a table having cof-
fee with your friends and someone says
“Look at this picture on my phone”, con-
sider the advice.

Once a device is deemed safe by cleaning
(or essentially quarantine) then you can re-
lax and enjoy some of the finer things in life
without worry.

Aditorial JARDINERÍA
EL MILAGRO

Matthew Harris
Tel: 602 642 842

Information

TECH GURU

JARDINERÍA
EL MILAGRO

Sale of Plants &Accessories
Garden Care &Maintenance

inc Pruning
Building

5% discount
with this
advert

Paco +34 610 949 595
pacogardener@hotmail.com

www.jardineriaelmilagro.es

Send your orders by Facebook or Whatsapp

M: (+34) 669 046 167 T: 968 199 121
Email:info@hrinsure.es www.hrinsure.es

Harriett Richardson Liberty Seguros
Urb. Camposol Centro Commercial Sector A

All Your Health Insurance Needs For Residency
& Peace Of Mind.

INSURE
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Life in Spain
Lockdown Diary
As I write this edition of my Lockdown
Diary, the days have become a blur! I no
longer differentiate between weekdays and
weekends and can’t believe that over a
month has passed since this all started and
we have seen over 18,000 deaths in Spain
and over 2 million people infected
worldwide.

I have ventured out a grand total of 4 times
in the last month, to the supermarket and
the boys can’t believe I get so excited
about leaving the house! Full make-up and
hair styled and off to do battle in
Mercadona!!

I have only been able to speak to Davíd
each night on a video call, but we are
keeping each other’s spirits up. The only
time I saw him really down was the day that
the extension to the first lockdown was
announced, with the realisation that we
would have to wait a month to see each
other again. Haaa.. that is now looking like
closer to 2 months, if we are lucky!

My son Alex, who has thick, wavy
(gorgeous) hair was due to go for a haircut

at the beginning of March, but in typical
teen fashion ‘couldn’t be bothered’. After a
month he is now sporting an impressive
afro and I think he might be regretting it a
little, especially as we may have another 4
to 6 weeks to go before he can get out. I
offered to trim him with the dog’s clippers,
but as he rightly says, “I’m just gonna leave
it - No-one can see me!”

The boys have set up a gym in the
underbuild with all the spare weights, old
exercise bike, yoga mats and sit-up bars
and try to keep fitness going by doing daily
routines. I give the bike a go, but realise I
prefer walking and trying to jog around the
pool area. I measure it to be about 40m lap
and then drive myself crazy with Alex’s
Fitbit working up to 5k. I feel like a hamster
on a wheel and almost get dizzy, but make
it by the end of week 3. I feel fitter, but am
also more than impressed that my
breathing and lung capacity outdoes that
of my legs!! Good training in case I am
unlucky enough to get hit by the virus.

My son Cameron’s dive school boss Karlos
Simon was in hospital in Madrid,
diagnosed with the virus. He is the first

‘real’ person we know affected. It really
brings it home and all of a sudden makes it
all feel very real. Fortunately, he recovered
and has been released from hospital to
convalesce at home.

On the positive side, family time is lovely
and the boys can be good company. I have
had more hugs in a month than I did in the
whole of last year and the boys are
enjoying the home cooking and baking,
now that I have more time on my hands
and am looking for stuff to do. (Someone
who will remain nameless ate 25 peanut
butter and chocolate mini cookies in one
sitting!). Good job there is that gym
downstairs!

Stay safe everyone, and let’s see if I can be
re-united with my lovely patient Spaniard
by the time the June edition comes out.
Cruzamos los dedos!

Liz Edmiston + 34 662 556 433
liz@murciasolutions.com for more
information or visit
www.murciasolutions.com to view the full
range services.

The origin of
this Spanish
pottery com-
pany goes
back to the
19th century,
when the
craft work
was predom-
inant and
aimed at sat-
isfying the
basic needs
of the popu-
lation, spe-
cialising in
the manufac-
ture of jars
for storage.
In the middle
of the century, manufacture declined as do-
mestic utensils fell into disuse and as a res-
ult, gardening pieces began to be manu-
factured.

A family business that has been passed
down from father to son for generations
until the present day, when Damian Can-
ovas proudly and tenaciously continues
this artisan trade.

The handcrafted manufacture of ceramic
pieces combining the experience of their
staff, has been unaltered over the years.
The handcrafted manufacturing process is
completed from design to clay modelling.
They have master potters with decades of
experience in the craft of clay.

With a material as noble as clay, Damian
Canovas Alfereros are able to make
ceramic pots that
will leave you really
impressed. This
gives us the greatest
satisfaction and mo-
tivation to continue
manufacturing our
products in which
every day more
people are inter-
ested. Thanks to the
effort, dedication
and continuous in-
novation of our
team, we have a
great variety of mod-

els and colours with which you can decor-
ate your house or garden with style and el-
egance.

We are located in Totana and are one of the
fundamental pillars of the pottery crafts,
continuing to be faithful to our values, re-
sponsibility, improvement and commit-
ment. This makes us look ahead to produce
new items on a regular basis.

Damian Canovas Potteries Put Passion In
Every Pot We Make.

Come and see for yourself at:
Ctra Nal 340, Km 620
30850 Totana

Tel 968 422 543
Email info@alfareriadamiancanovas.com
Website
www.alfareriadamiancanovas.com

See our advert on page 2.

Aditorial

mailto:mailto:liz@murciasolutions.com
http://www.murciasolutions.com
mailto:mailto:info@alfareriadamiancanovas.com
http://www.alfareriadamiancanovas.com/
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Antony Neilson, CEO of The Red Square
Group Spain, explains how his business has
been affected by the recent Covid-19 virus
and his thoughts.

Where do I start? For us as a business and I
am sure the same as many, the situation
happened so quickly, it gave little time for
anyone to prepare and being told to shut
down or stop work with immediate effect
was difficult, especially when you employ a
reasonable number of staff and have
multiple projects running.

The law and the health and safety of our
staff, clients and other people was more
important than the inconvenience to the
business.

5 weeks on and with still no confirmed end-
date in sight, things remain more frustrating

than anything else, as it is very difficult to
plan or know what to tell your staff or clients
when you don’t know when it’s all going to
end, but as a business we have had to adapt
and do as much forward planning as
possible. It has given us time to sit back and
look at the business and plan much further
ahead strategically and for our future growth
plans.

We have been very fortunate in that
although we had not planned for anything
quite like this, we had been setting aside
funds for our expansion plans of the
business and therefore are able to ride out
the current situation. Listening to the news
and speaking with our business colleagues
back in the UK, I can’t help but feel the UK
do seem to be doing a better job in looking
after the workers and small businesses
though, which is one of the things I do find
very frustrating with the Spanish
government. I am sure many of the other
businesses in Spain do too, as to date we
have not received any relief of any kind. 5
weeks in and we still had to pay our monthly
taxes and this month our IVA as normal. This
can have a big impact on a small business
when they have not been earning for a
number of weeks and contrary to belief,
although the government have said
construction workers are allowed back to
work, (week commencing 13th April 2020),
they have put so many constraints/
restrictions on that it makes it near
impossible for us to return to work. We, as a
business, have taken the decision to remain
closed (except for emergency work) for the

health and safety of our staff and clients,
with a constant review in place.

We are still
receiving a
number of
enquiries via
t e l e p h o n e
and email,
some of which
we are able to
deal with
remotely with
the use of the
l a t e s t
t e chno logy
f o r t u na t e l y
and we can
p r o v i d e
clients with
quotations ‘subject to survey’. Hopefully
when this is over we will have more work
added to the order book which currently
stands at approximately 4 months ahead, so
it is not all doom and gloom and good news
for our staff as they are all guaranteed their
jobs with plenty to get into on their return.

Stay safe, keep calm and use the time where
possible to enjoy valuable time with family
as I am, because as soon as this is over, most
of us will go back to our normal ways of
living to work rather than working to live!

If you would like any potential projects
quoted during lockdown, why not get in
touch on 0034 634 959 183
Email
info@theredsquaregroupspain.com
www.theredsquaregroupspain.com

Aditorial

2let2sell2buy Is Under New Owner-
ship!!

The new
o w n e r s ,
Dawn & Neil
are from
Birmingham
West Mid-
lands in the
UK. Dawn
has worked
in sales all of
her adult
life, dealing
with busi-
nesses and
the general
p u b l i c .
Dawn & Neil
set up a home improvement company back

in 2001 win-
ning con-
tracts with
several dif-
ferent com-
panies.
After look-
ing around
Camposol,
Dawn & Neil
decided to
make it their
home.

They took
over the
b u s i n e s s

2let2sell2buy on 28th February, but they
haven’t had the best start of owning the
company as they took it over 10 working

days prior to the Covid-19 virus and the
lockdown.

Dawn & Neil are both looking forward for
the lockdown to be over when they can get
back to work and a bit of normality. They
will always try their best and go above and
beyond, so please pop in and take a look
at their new office as they have had a little
refurbishment done. Pop in and meet
them. You will all be made very welcome
when they are back open.

In the meantime, with all the time on your
hands, have a look at their website and you
might just find your dream home in the sun
on www.2let2sell2buy.com

Please stay safe.

Dawn & Neil

Aditorial

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!

mailto:mailto:info@theredsquaregroupspain.com
http://www.theredsquaregroupspain.com/
http://www.2let2sell2buy.com/
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WE ARE
HIRING
It hopefully won't be much longer
and we will be back to normal!

So please get in touch as we have a
big order book and also want to
accelerate our current projects as
soon as we are able to start back!

General Builders / Plasterers /
Tilers / Landscape Gardeners

Camposol / Condado / Bolnuevo /
Mazarrón / Hacienda / La Manga

Call / WhatsApp: 0034 634 959 183
info@theredsquaregroupspain.com

Struggling to sell your property, contact us today!

www.2let2sell2buy.com

Calle Jara,
Camposol B,

30875 Mazarrón
Tel: 968 979 876

Opening Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9am till 6pm

Sat: 9am till 2pm
Sun: Closed

SELLING FEES 2.5%
WITH A MINIMUM FEE

INCLUDING
MULTI AGENT

MORE PROPERTIES NEEDED URGENTLY
Our sales success means we urgently need more

properties in & around Camposol to sell.
Immaculate 2 bed 2 bath Rosa style villa offering a
sun terrace, conservatory, spacious lounge with an
electric fire, dining room, modern fully fitted kitchen
with all white goods, family shower room, en-suite
bathroom.
Outdoor space offering plenty of space for al-fresco
dining, outside Bar, seating area, outside shower,
solarium with plenty of space for sun loungers
stunning mountain views.

As new, never been lived in, 2 beds, 1 bath Clasico
style villa situated on the third phase (Sector C) within
walking distance to the golf course. The villa has s low
level entrance, spacious lounge-dining room, fully
fitted kitchen, fitted wardrobes, front and rear tiled
terrace, solarium, power coated rejas, window locks,
blinds, has been decorated throughout and is being
sold unfurnished.

Well-presented detached Fortuna Deluxe style villa on
a 350m2 corner plot, which comprises of 2 bedrooms
and 2 bathrooms. Master suite with dressing room
and en-suite shower room, family shower room,
glazed sun lounge, utility room, off road parking,
basement storage, outside summer kitchen, 7x3 pool,
low maintenance gardens, rear terrace, rejas, blinds,
log burner, air conditioning to lounge and both
bedrooms. To be sold with integral white goods in the
kitchen only.
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Finance

Financial Advice

Investing Wisely
As I am writing from behind my home desk,
it strikes me how fast we get used to this
new reality.

Since my last article we have further
witnessed some of the largest daily
fluctuations in stock markets since the
financial crisis, with the last one being a
jump of most indices of well over 10%
following the $2Tn stimulus package
agreed by the US Congress. If one could
only time this! This volatility of the last
weeks comes on the back of continued
concerns with the virus; how long it will last
and the impact on the global economy.
When discussing this with colleagues and
clients and when reading reports from
Fund Managers and the financial press, the
human dimension and our loved ones’
health is everyone’s primary concern and
then of course, this contraction and our
clients’ interests are paramount.

For new investors, this can be an extremely
worrying time, as they will not have been
used to such short-term volatility. For
seasoned investors who went through the
financial crisis of 2008, the technology
bubble of 2000 and even black Monday in
1987, the short-term plan being witnessed
is often seen as a confirmation that,
although stock markets can’t always go up,
over the long term they have done so.

How long will we continue seeing these
jumps?
It is generally assumed now that with this
contraction, a recession seems inevitable.
Whether this will be a V shaped one, i.e.
suggesting a strong recovery, or a U
shaped one where the bounce back can
take much longer, is a popular topic of
discussion. Some analysts say this
contraction should prove the shortest ever,
suggesting it could last two quarters,
compared to the average of four quarters.
As the cause of market stress is a public

health crisis rather than a leverage or
profitability crisis, fundamentals would
improve when we have a peak and then
slowdown in covid-19 daily infection rates
in the US and Europe.

Another question raised is if we have hit
the bottom yet?
At the moment we are still very much in this
over-reaction phase. The next few weeks
will be critical to see the effects of the
containment measures and to estimate the
potential length of the economic
contraction. Until then we can expect the
high volatility to continue.

For long-term investors and fund managers
alike, this offers new buying opportunities.
However, markets are unpredictable, so it
would be wise to spread your risk through
diversification in a longer term investment
strategy, keeping a few core principles in
mind:

Diversification – diversification –
diversification.
The best long-term portfolio is one that is
diversified across asset classes such as
stocks, bonds, cash and property as well as
being spread geographically, not being
solely reliant on one economy such as the
UK or US.

Start investing early if you can.
Compound interest can have an incredible
effect on an investment portfolio.
Think twice before putting your money in
cash. With low interest rates likely to stay
with us for a long time, the eroding effect
of inflation cannot be overstated.

Invest for the long term and stay
invested.
Trying to time the markets is really only
done by luck; missing the best up-days can
be as bad as enduring the worst down-
days.

Always take professional financial
advice.
Emotions can play a key part in an
investor’s decision making and a rash
decision could have a negative impact on
your portfolio. An adviser will review your
portfolios and guide you through the
investment cycles.

Please remain safe with your health and
your wealth and contact us if you want to
have a review of your portfolio, or would
like to look into the opportunities ahead.

Blacktower
120 Avenida Dr. Artero Guirao 2C
San Pedro Del Pinatar
30740 Murcia

Our office suite is easy to find on the main
N332 through road of San Pedro del
Pinatar with easy parking.

If you want more information or wish to
make an appointment to discuss your own
situation, please email
keith.littlewood@blacktowerfm.com or
visit www.theblacktowergroup.com

Blacktower Financial Management
(International) Limited is licensed by the
Gibraltar Financial Services Commission.
Licence 00805B and is registered with both
the DGS and CNMV in Spain.
Blacktower Financial Management
Limited is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority in the UK.

Decklid Auto Services are expert car
mechanics for all makes and models of cars
and they are back to work now, offering a
collection and delivery service during the
crisis. They are based on the outskirts of
Mazarrón Town, but the workshop is closed
to the general public while restrictions are
in place, so if your car requires attention,
has a fault or has broken down, please
contact them by email at
decklid@hotmail.es or call on 626 678
840. If they can help, they will advise you
the best way forward.

The Decklid team thanks you for your
support in this difficult time.

Dave & Diane

Decklid Auto Services
Run by Dave the English Mechanic

Telephone: 868 056 278
Mobile: 626 678 840
Email: decklid@hotmail.co.uk
Web: www.decklidautos.com

Avda de las Moreras S/N
Mazarrón, 30870

All mechanical and electrical work
including computer diagnostics
All makes and models
Pre ITV inspections & ITV’s arranged
A/C regassing and repairs
Professional and friendly service

Open: Monday to Friday 9am-6.30pm

Aditorial

Decklid Auto Services
Run by Dave the English Mechanic

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!

LOUIS HARRIS
ELECTRICAL

Air Conditioning
& Electrical Installations

30 Years Experience

Fully Registered
in Spain

All Work
Guaranteed

Tel: 619 712 821

louisharriselectrical@hotmail.com

mailto:mailto:keith.littlewood@blacktowerfm.com
http://www.theblacktowergroup.com
mailto:mailto:decklid@hotmail.es
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16 Carretera
Fuente Alamo 30153, Murcia

Tel: 617 899 288 and 868 781 062
info@62corvera.com
www.62corvera.com

facebook.com/62Corvera
Opening Hours:

Sunday-Thursday 12pm-12am
Friday-Saturday from 12pm til Late

Kitchen open from
12.15pm until 11pm everyday

COME AND CHECK OUT THE WEEKLY
SPECIALS,

YOU WON'T BE DISAPPOINTED:

Monday to Thursday:
Freshly prepared daily specials

from €5.95

Every Friday: 12.30pm-6pm
Homemade fish and chips 7.95€.

Sunday: Roast 12.30pm-5pm
from 7.95€.

If you have a special
occasion or private

function, we can cater to
your needs.

For more information,
please contact us on

Facebook or check out our
Website.

OUR LOCAL MUSIC SCENE IS
POPPING.COME BY TO ENJOY LIVE
MUSIC. WHO KNOWS, MAYBE YOU'LL
FIND YOUR NEW FAVOURITE BAND!

May
2nd - Magic Number

9th - Rufus y Los Bandidos

16th - Los Duques

23rd - One More Time

30th - TBC
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How to Change a Chlorine Pool to a Salt
or Mineral Pool
https://www.watermaid-europe.com/
Mineral_Pools.html
Traditional chlorinated swimming pools can
make swimmers’ eyes red and give them
dry skin. There are alternatives to the high
levels of chlorine found in home swimming
pools, including Saltwater Pools and
Mineral Pools. Your home pool can be
converted to minimise the level of
Chlorine.

Reducing the levels of Chlorine will help
the environment and your family’s
health.
When using commercial chlorine tablets &
granules you are also adding high
concentrations of other chemical which
build up in the pool, (illegal in a public
pool), reducing the effect of chlorine and
over time causing damage to the pool’s
concrete structure.

Benefits of a Salt/Magnesium Chloride
Spa Pool
The addition of Magnesium Chloride to
baths and spas is a common therapeutic
practice that I am sure many of us could
relate to. Evidence suggests that when
bathing in Magnesium enriched water,
Magnesium will be absorbed through the

skin (transdermal therapy) and offer the
bather the following benefits:
• Soothe the skin, relieving those with

sensitive skin to enjoy a swim.

• Detoxify the skin and body, by way of
relaxing the nervous system. Perfect
for those facing anxiety and stress in
their day to day lives.

• Softens and smooths the water,
enhancing the bathing experience.

• Also acts as a flocculent. This flocking
capability will help filter out extremely
fine material such as dust and dirt –
No requirement for additional
flocculent.

Contact: Watermaid Europe SL
Email info@watermaid-europe.com

Kruger Canopies is in its eleventh year
now and still managing to work through the
crisis, maintaining the rules and staying
largely contactless with our local clients, so
please do keep calling us with your
requirements, even if you are outside our

area of Mazarrón. We will get your order to
you somehow, or have it already made
for the moment we can reach you again.
The postal system here is very reliable and
economical. A pergola cover which weighs
four and a half kilos costs only 20€ to send
and usually arrives within a couple of days.

We are very much afraid that many will wait
until everything is back to normal and the
markets open again before customers
place their orders. Such a sudden demand,
probably in June, will be impossible to deal
with without delivery dates being months
away. Only one pair of hands doing the
sewing is limited after all. Preparation for
this has been impossible as every order is

different, so don’t delay, send us your
orders now!

At present we are working from our clients’
photos, emailed to us from outside our
immediate area. This is all we need, as after
all these years we have a comprehensive
record of sizes of different models of
pergola covers for example and we can
send you photos of the colour choices. For
existing customers, we may well have your
measurements on record already.

We also make Car Covers now and Fly
Nets for pergolas and of course many
other products made from canvas including
covers for cushions, hot tubs and
replacement umbrella covers.

Kruger Canopies can now offer a heavier
duty fabric, suitable for carports and sail
shades, which is more waterproof and very
hard-wearing. All items are made to
measure.

The summer is now approaching and we
will hopefully be spending our time outside
again, so don’t forget to get ready for it
now.
HELP US TO HELP YOU.
Give Kruger Canopies a call on 968 971
854 or 667 879 399 or 654 245 056

BOLNUEVO CARS SL

CAR HIRE

Office 968 150 979
Rebecca 600 007 283

Jan 675 890 617
bolnuevocars@msn.com

www.bolnuevo-cars.eu Krugercanopies@yahoo.co.uk

Car cove
rs now available

BUSINES
S AS USU

AL

Aditorial

https://www.watermaid-europe.com/Mineral_Pools.html
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Join us in the skies above Murcia in our 2 seat aircraft.
We offer trial flights and full training by

fully qualified British instructors.
Be a passenger or take the controls on your first flight

For more information go to our website at
WWW.SUNFLIGHT.INFO

COME FLY WITH US

SIGHTSEEING TOURS

Gift
Vouchers
Available

SUNFLIGHT AVIATION
Alhama Airpark

Tel: 07775 742582
or 0034 634 313 972

Email: flyren12@gmail.com
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Like everybody, I am at home on lockdown
and hoping the situation will have
significantly improved by the time you are
reading this article. Fortunately, we live in
the countryside and have a fairly large
garden. The restrictions aren’t as difficult
for us as they must be for somebody living
in an apartment, but I am still missing the
mountains and countryside. However, prior
to the emergency measures being
introduced I managed to go birding and
enjoyed several trips during the last week
before confinement.

On the last outing I went to the Saladares
del Guadalentín (between Alhama de
Murcia and Camposol) encouraged by the
fact that local birders had reported seeing
a juvenile Pallid Harrier (Cercis Macrourus)
in this area. It was a bird I had never
previously seen, but had read about
occasional records of vagrancy to Western
Europe. Its home-breeding range is in
Asiatic Russia, Kazakhstan and North-west
China; far from our shores. After breeding
it migrates via the Bosphorous or the toe of
Italy, to spend the winter in either the
Indian sub-continent, South-east Asia or
sub-Saharan Africa. It is certainly not a bird
you would expect to see wandering around
in Murcia. It is a species with an interesting
history. It suffered a population decline in
the 1990’s due to the introduction of
intensive agriculture of the steppes and
wet pastures of its breeding range. Also,
the extensive use of pesticides to control
locusts in its wintering areas had a very
negative impact. However, since the turn of
the century, numbers may have started to
increase as it is now being seen more
frequently in Western Europe. In 2011
there was an influx of birds that over-
wintered in various countries and much to
everybody’s surprise, a pair bred
successfully in 2017 and raised 4 young in

the northern province of Groningen,
Holland. It was the first time this species
had bred in Western Europe. Equally
surprising was that a pair also bred in
Castilla y León last summer and raised 2
young. Another surprise was that the
female was one of the chicks from the 2017
nest in Groningen (identified because it
had been ringed).

This is good news, but it leaves the experts
with a wildlife puzzle that has yet to be
solved. Is the global population increasing
and colonising new territory, or is it merely
shifting due to climate change and habitat
deterioration in its home range?

Besides the Pallid Harrier, there are
another 3 species of Harrier found in
Europe and all can be seen in the region.
They are medium-sized birds of prey with
relatively long wings and tails and a
characteristic hunting style of flight. It
consists of a leisurely low flight of several
wing beats before gliding with slightly
raised wings as they quarter the ground, in
the hope of surprising small mammals,
reptiles or birds.

Returning to my search for the Pallid
Harrier, I went to the southern end of
Saladares del Guadalentín where there is
an uncultivated area of low growing saline
vegetation. It had been seen near there a
few days earlier according to my
information. My search was carried out by
slowly driving around the field tracks,
quartering the ground as best I could. A
few minutes after starting I noticed a
couple of large birds perched on the
electric pylons that required further
investigation. As they were a bit distant I
viewed them through the telescope and
was disappointed that both were juvenile
Golden Eagles (Aquila Chrysaetos). I
would normally be delighted to see them,
but on this occasion I was clearly focused
on the search. Juvenile Golden Eagles can
be distinguished from the adults because
they have white patches on their wings and
the inner part of the tail. As they age they
will gradually lose the white on their
plumage and become a more uniform dark
brown colour. The golden hues are only
noticeable when seen closely and with
good sunlight.

As I continued driving I saw a distant bird
flying low over the ground that was clearly
a Harrier, but this one looked larger and
with heavier, wider wings than my target.
As it got closer it confirmed my first

impression; it was a Marsh Harrier. It
proved to be a female with uniform brown
plumage and a creamy-golden crown and
throat. Another good bird, but not what I
was looking for.

Further along I became somewhat
distracted by some ‘little brown jobs’
(LBJ’s) that were flitting about on the
ground in between the plants of Marsh
Samphire (Salicornia species) and
stubbornly refusing to stay still so that I
could identify them. They were quite small;
pale underneath with slight streaking on
the upper part of the chest. I managed to
get a reasonable photo which helped me
confirm that they were Lesser Short-toed
Larks (Calandrella Rufescens).

They are
s c a r c e
residents in
the region,
so I moved
on very
happy to
have seen
them and
looking for
other small
birds that
might be
hiding in the
l o w
vegetation. My eye was obviously getting
attuned as it wasn’t long before I picked
out other LBJ’s, but this time a lot easier to
identify. They were the slightly larger
Calandra Larks (Melanocorypha Calandra)
that have a very characteristic white trailing
edge to their wings when in flight and if
seen on the ground, a very noticeable

Birding in Murcia
by Martin O’Hanlon

INFORMATION

Calandra Lark Saladares

Juvenile Golden Eagle

Juvenile Pallid Harrier

Lesser Short-Toed Lark

Continued on page 23Male Pallid Harrier

Marsh Harrier Female
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black patch on their lower neck. It is
another nice bird to see and found only on
the steppes and plains of the region. In the
same area were Crested Larks (Galerida
Cristata) which are very common, but very
difficult to distinguish from their practically
identical relative the Thekla Lark (Galerida
Theklae). Larks are a topic for another day
and by now I had become seriously
distracted by them so decided to
concentrate a bit more on the skyline
searching for Harriers.

Continuing along the tracks it was good to
see that the summer-visiting Lesser
Kestrels (Falco Naumanni) were already
back in the area where the artificial nest
boxes had been erected. It is a species that
is officially categorised as being in danger
of extinction within Murcia because there
are only small breeding colonies in just 5 or
6 different locations across the region.
They are slightly smaller and more elegant
than their close relative the Common
Kestrel (Falco Tinnunculus). The females of
the two species appear similar, but the
Lesser Kestrel males have a cleaner,
neater and less spotted plumage. Feeding
primarily on insects, they are very
vulnerable to both changes in agricultural
practice and the increased use of
pesticides. They are migratory and over-
winter in areas such as Western Sahel and
the borders of Mauritania, Mali and
Senegal.

Leaving the Kestrels behind I started to
edge towards some cultivated areas and
soon started to pick up more Marsh
Harriers hunting, but across the fields
came another bird quartering the crops
that had the jizz of what I was looking for.
The danger was that Pallid, Hen and
Montagu’s Harriers look very similar, so I
would need to get a reasonably good view
of this bird.
Hen Harriers (Circus Cyaneus) are winter
visitors to our part of the world and
although fairly uncommon, are seen here

regularly and especially at this site. They
have received a lot of publicity in the UK
press because of their persistent
persecution by the grouse-shooting
fraternity. As a breeding bird in Great
Britain it is now close to extinction.

Montagu’s Harrier (Circus Pygargus) is a
scarce summer visitor, but my trip was on
12th March; probably a bit too early for
them to have arrived. 3 or 4 weeks later it
would definitely have been a good
possibility. The juvenile Pallid and
Montagu’s Harriers look very similar. The
bird I was watching turned out to be a Hen
Harrier; an excellent bird to see in normal
circumstances, but on this occasion slightly
disappointing. After 4 hours of searching I
decided to head back towards my start
point on the Saladares and try my luck
there.

Driving along I could see a group of
Spanish birders in the distance with
telescopes scanning the area and
presumably they were looking for the same
bird. Instead of heading directly towards
them and disturbing anything they may
have found, I turned to the left and worked
my way parallel to them across the open
ground. As I progressed, another Harrier
flew low across the track a little way in front
of me, but then I lost sight of it. That was
puzzling, so I carefully got the telescope
out of the car and started to scan the area
where I had last seen it, but the horizon was
clear. Maybe it had landed? I then scanned
the ground in front of me and lo and
behold, there was a juvenile Harrier on the
ground.It had an orangey-rufous chest, so
it was either a Montagu’s or a Pallid. The
conclusive evidence I was now looking for
was a dark ring around the side and rear of
the neck with a very light collar in front.

It had a collar! At last I had my very first
sighting of a Pallid Harrier. I managed to
get a blurry photo just to prove to myself
and others that it was a clear ID. I was a
very happy bunny as I drove back North to
the mountains of Ricote!

The photos of Pallid, Montagu’s and
Marsh Harrier were taken by a birder/
photographer I recently met at El Hondo;
John Thompson. John has kindly given me
permission to use them in the article. I think
you will agree that they are amazing
photos.

You may have noticed that instead of
putting the Spanish name in brackets, I
have now reverted to using the Latin name
after a request from a reader who isn’t
British and doesn’t necessarily recognise
English bird names. I’m quite happy to
oblige as this is the officially accepted way
of doing it and used in all the bird guides.

If you like the photos you can see more on
my new Instagram account
‘birdinginmurcia’.

If anybody wishes to comment or has a
query, please contact me on
antrimbirder@gmail.com

Crested Lark Saladares

Juvenile Hen Harrier

Male And Female Lesser Kestrels

Continued from page 22

Montagu's Harrier Juvenile

Ring us with your best quote and we will do our best to beat it!

We now take credit
card payments

mailto:mailto:antrimbirder@gmail.com
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Charity Cavalli Foundation
“Helping Horses Help People”
Call 636 172 198 or infocavallifoundation@gmail.comCharity Nº: G73786279

We lost our amazing, playful, loving
protector, Queen, shortly after lockdown
started. She kept coming to tell us she
wasn’t feeling well, but a game with a ball
worked wonders.

Eventually it became obvious that she was
poorly so we took her into the Veterinary
Hospital where, after doing tests, they told
us that she had an inoperable brain tumour.
We brought her home to say “Goodbye”.
V e r o n i c a
cuddled her
whilst the
vet put her
to sleep and
she went off
peacefully to
join her
f r i e n d s ,
C l e o ,
Deacon and
Alma. R.I.P.

As there is
black and
white so
there is
death and
b i r t h .

Queen left us and five kittens appeared in a
nest in the garden next to one of our broody
geese. Mother cat is a wild one. She has
moved her kittens several times since, but
they’re still hidden away somewhere in the
garden.

Veronica and Reina are using this time that
they are confined and can’t carry out their
usual professional activities, to plan new
therapeutic and educational programmes
for the 2020/2021 calendar. Their priorities
are the elderly, children with different
learning abilities and families that are
suffering from gender related violence.

We had a visit from our local Protección
Civil. It seems that the Pedaneo, Mayor of
La Costera de Alhama, was concerned that
the people living in his municipality had the
necessary protection from the dangers of
CoVid19, so he asked the ladies who could
sew to make masks for everybody. A
member of Protección Civil came to check
that we were well and to give us a mask; one

for each of us. Bless
him!

This is a difficult time
for everybody,
especially the self-
employed, charities,
small business
people and all of
those who rely on the
tourist trade who
fearfully look at the
calendar and hope
against hope that the
confinement will pass
before the summer
high season is upon

us. Summer is our time to earn the money
that will feed and care for the animals during
the Winter months when trade is slack. Of
course the animals don’t know that their
welfare is hanging by a thread. They expect
to eat every day whether it be summer or
winter and they need treatment when they
are sick - the Vet is a constant at Cavalli
Foundation.

We ask you to consider a scheme that would
mean very little out of your pockets and
could be what saves us, what keeps the wolf
from our door and assures the safety and
security of our animals. Maybe you’ve heard
of it:
Teaming
This is an online tool to raise funds for social
causes with micro donations of 1€ a month.
You could say we’re not going to get very far
with 1€ and you would be right, but if we
form a group with loads of Teamers then we
can make beautiful projects possible. If you
would like to become a Cavalli Teamer, visit
the Teaming Groups list and choose Cavalli
as a social cause that you would like to
collaborate with 1€ a month or go directly to
www.teaming.net/manadacavalli
Click on the button ‘Join the Group’ and
follow the instructions. Teaming will charge
you 1€ automatically every month and it will
be sent to the cause you have chosen. It’s
free of commission and you are free to stop
collaborating whenever you like.

For more information about Cavalli
Foundation activities visit
www.cavallifoundation.org
Check us out on Faceook, Instagram
Email infocavallifoundation@gmail.com
Call/Whatsapp 0034 636 172 198

A big Thank You for your unconditional
support.

Kittens with mum in their nest

Protective masks brought by Protección Civil

Queen RIP

Visit From Elderly Residents From Alhama

IPhone Repairs are situated on the top
level of the Piramide Center in Puerto de
Mazarrón through Furniture Plus store.

Phil would like to remind all his customers
that although the shop has been shut and
people have not been able to come in and

see them, you can still phone or message
him should anyone have any enquiries or
technical issues.

As things are starting to look a little more
positive and restrictions for certain indus-
tries are starting to relax a little, hopefully it

won’t be much longer before the shop is
open again.

Stay safe and well and hopefully things will
be back to normal soon.

Tel 663 675 502

Aditorial

SERVICES
MAN & VAN
SERVICES

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.teaming.net%2Fmanadacavalli%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2KAbsttAwEWJg_5uT9VXyYR5tlpSuUB6URx1uc7w4K2JVRT5Hg35F3UrY&h=AT1C7vXcL99ScbEzCKWIoOnDsJVDoZ0jlzfPrW-5QuhesBZFXBXfIVXrHIK71yrZdySnzLFGLcvjhI1x516uE1T5taoI1hN4SRr1g9mX2FvL6KIiLKvj6zh9MJ7TKyEeK3jp
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.teaming.net%2Fmanadacavalli%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2KAbsttAwEWJg_5uT9VXyYR5tlpSuUB6URx1uc7w4K2JVRT5Hg35F3UrY&h=AT1C7vXcL99ScbEzCKWIoOnDsJVDoZ0jlzfPrW-5QuhesBZFXBXfIVXrHIK71yrZdySnzLFGLcvjhI1x516uE1T5taoI1hN4SRr1g9mX2FvL6KIiLKvj6zh9MJ7TKyEeK3jp
http://www.cavallifoundation.org
mailto:mailto:infocavallifoundation@gmail.com
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Evergreen Electrica – Peace of mind in
uncertain times

Evergreen Electrica is celebrating its 10th

Anniversary this year and they were one of
the first companies to enter the market
when the competition rules changed. The
company started by supplying many large
Spanish clients throughout the country and
soon had a large customer base. Back in
2019 Evergreen set up an ‘English Speaking’
department aimed at the residential & small
business market and has grown
substantially.

The residential and small businesses benefit
from Evergreen Electrica’s huge buying
power meaning they get a very good price
for the electricity they consume.

“It isn’t just about price though”, explained
Phil Mitchell, Commercial Manager,
“especially in these uncertain times, people
like to be able to communicate in their own
language. During the state of alarm, many
of our clients have contacted us for an
update on the situation and they feel
comfortable that they can easily contact us
for a simple explanation”.

Evergreen Electrica is an electricity
supplier in their own right and deal directly
with the distributors who own the
infrastructure. Many clients want to change
the contracted power (potencia), tariff or
simply want to be able to understand their
electricity bill.

“We like to keep things simple.” continues
Phil, “People want to know what they are
paying for and why. Many people don’t
know what they are paying for and just let

the payments go out of their accounts
without checking. Some never even receive
a bill!”

The switching process is all handled by
Evergreen Electrica with no fees, charges
or deposits. All they need is a copy of a
recent bill from your current supplier and
they will give you a ‘like for like’ quote.
Generally they can assist 90% of the people
who send in a bill and some of those that
can’t save money, still switch for the
customer service and billing in English.

For more information you can contact
Evergreen Electrica:
sales@evergreen-electrica.com
www.evergreenelectrica.com
Tel 951 383 896

Aditorial Evergreen
e l é c t r i c a

Tel: 951 773 477
www.evergreen-electrica.com

Aditorial

LASTING IMPRESSIONS
Stamped Concrete

Bill Linsell
menall@hotmail.co.uk
+34 711 033 605
+34 711 070 150
New Sierra Golf
Balsicas. Murcia

Custom made garden furniture

e: Info@kohnpoolservice.com

Another Planet Brewing in Torre Pacheco
has an amazing variety of craft beers
including Alioth Irish Beer.

Hope f u l l y
A n o t h e r
P l a n e t
Brewing will
be back to
normal with
t h e i r
T u e s d a y
b r e w e r y
tours for 10€
per person
when you
can sample
the vast
range of
beers and
buy some to
take home.

In the meantime, to ensure you are not
missing out on these fine craft ales in these
hard times, they have decided to offer a
home delivery service. It is great to be
geared up and ready to be of service to
you.

When all restrictions are lifted and bars and
restaurants are allowed to open, why not
contact Another Planet Brewing so that
you can offer your customers something
different?

For a full price list, discounts and order
details contact them on 664 64 344 or visit
their Facebook page.
www.anotherplanetbrewing.com

mailto:mailto:sales@evergreen-electrica.com
http://evergreenelectrica.com
http://www.anotherplanetbrewing.com
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Find out if you can save
money in 2minutes

The power to
save money

evergreen-electrica.com

Have youever had a second opinion on your
electricity bill..? Itwon’t cost you anything
– but itwill probably save youmoney.

Just give us a call on +34 951 383 896 or send
an email to sales@evergreen-electrica.com
andwe will getback to youas soon as possible.

Phil& Beccy

FREE ANTI SNAP SUPERIOR YALE
CYLINDERS ON ALL HIGH SECURITY DOORS

ALL BUILT TO BRITISH STANDARDS USING QUALITY EUROPEAN PROFILES
High security 7 point locking with
security hinges
High security reinforced panels
Fully reinforced so all locking
points fix into steel
Internally beaded
70mm DECEUNINCK German
profile one of the world‘s leading
PVCU systems
Decorative sight lines
Discreet neutral gray seal
Secure by design door locks
Tested in Spanish AENOR test
centres for all the elements of
Spanish weather
Comprehensive guarantee
against discolouration, cracking
and warping.

from 735.00

from 735.00 from 865.00 from 810.00 from 755.00

VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE FOR ALL INFORMATION
www.candgfabricationses.com

To obtain details of our current offers and to arrange your FREE estimate and survey telephone
966 764 730 or 667 689 587

Email: enquiries@candgfabricationses.com
FULLY REGISTERED SPANISH COMPANY MANUFACTURING AND INSTALLING

ON THE COSTA BLANCA AND COSTA CÁLIDA
C.C Los Dolses 104 · Urb. Villamartin
ALL TRADE ENQUIRES WELCOME
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We are sorry to repeat the pets looking
for homes from last month, but with the
crisis we have been unable to do any
home checks. Hopefully things will
return to normal soon.

Bob, Teddy
& Maisie
are around
4-5 months
old and are
3 of 4 pups
thrown out
as young
pups by the
owner of
their mum
to fend for
themselves.
Bob likes to
be cuddled
to feel safe
and secure
and is very
happy when
playing with
his toys.
Teddy is
one of the
m o r e

nervous pups but is slowly coming out of
his shell. He just needs a loving home to

show him
people can
be nice and
not abuse
him.
Maisie was
nervous at
first, but her
foster carer
has shown
her not all
people are
cruel and
she will
make a
wonderful companion.
Bob, Teddy &Maisie are vaccinated, good
with other dogs and will be small/ medium
size when fully grown.

Biscuit is 2 years old and looking for a
forever home. She is a happy, playful little
girl and is good with other dogs. Biscuit
has had her vaccinations and is chipped.

Call/Whatsapp 645 469 253 for more
information on any of the above pets.

www.petsinspain.com
info@petsinspain.com

Take care everyone.

Pets in SpainCharity

Aditorial

Why do I need Home Insurance?
One phrase that we hear in the office is “I
don’t really need home insurance. There’s
nothing of value in the house”.
We would like to give you some
information on why Home Insurance is
essential, regardless of the value of your
contents.

Think about the structure of your property
in the event of a break-in or fire and
consider what damage could occur to your
home.
Windows and doors could be severely
damaged by burglars attempting to gain
access to the property (which could also
happen if the emergency services needed
to gain access).
A fire could also make the property
uninhabitable due to smoke damage and
replacing or repairing the damage could
prove very costly; something that our
buildings insurance would cover.

We all know that the world’s weather is
changing, and the ‘gota fria’ storms that
hit the coastal areas are becoming more
frequent as a result of this. There have
been many horror stories in the press over
the last year that I’m sure we have all seen,
including people’s homes being washed
away by flood water.

The Spanish government has a
department called the ‘Consorcio De
Compensación De Seguros’ (Consorcio for
short) that deals with the loss of personal
property in the event of a major storm or
earthquake. Your insurance premium
includes a small payment on every policy
that goes towards the Consorcio fund and
in the event that your area is affected by
one of these events, the government will
only cover your loss if there is a valid
insurance policy in place and the relevant
payment has been made to the Consorcio.
The Consorcio Assessors check this before

attending a property and will not process
any claim for damage or loss where the
appropriate payment has not been made
prior to the weather event happening.

Consider what would happen if a person
was injured whilst on or passing by your
property; for example hit by a roof tile that
blows off in the wind. Buildings insurance
also includes property owner’s liability
cover up to €2 million to cover you in the
event of this type of thing happening and
the person injured deciding to make a
claim against you for compensation due to
their injuries.

As you can see, Home Insurance is not just
a case of covering your possessions in case
you are burgled. The above are just a few
of the scenarios in which your insurance
would cover you.

Call IBEX Camposol office on 968 595 945
or email mazarron@ibexinsure.com to
discuss your needs in greater detail.
You never know what might happen in the
future, but at least if you have an IBEX
Home Insurance you can sleep easier
knowing that they have got you covered.

968 595 945
mazarron@ibexinsure.com

www.ibexinsure.com/mazarron

Relax, Ibex has got your home covered!

Tailor made home insurance policies

Home insurance

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!

http://www.petsinspain.com/
mailto:mailto:info@petsinspain.com
mailto:mailto:mazarron@ibexinsure.com
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TV News
Leisure

I am writing this in mid-April well into
lockdown which I suspect we will all still
be in when you read this. Rainbow Satel-
lites hope you are all well and coping with
this very odd situation of being confined.

We support Friends of Mazarrón Anim-
als.
Animals still need friends in these strange
times. At the start of the lockdown we had
some 50 dogs in our care, about half of
which had been adopted and were due to
travel to their new homes, but the restric-
tions did not allow travel and we had to
find funds to keep them in kennels and
homes. Those that were not homed have
stayed in limbo. FMA has not been able
to raise any funds from their usual events,
such as the monthly market and like many
other charities they have had to make the
very difficult decision to temporarily limit
the assistance given to animals not
already in their care. There is a waiting list
of various animals needing help and
foster carers, including new volunteers
who have really stepped up to the chal-
lenge during this unprecedented period.
With reserve funds and donations, FMA
should be able to survive to continue to
help animals in need or distress in the fu-
ture, but any help; donations and foster
carers are always welcome!

Rainbow Satellites has started a ‘100
club’ for FMA
Donate 10€ a month and be part of a
weekly draw to win 100€
100 members maximum and at the time
of writing a few spaces are left.
If you can donate monthly and want to
have a little fun, please contact us.

TV News
The lockdown meant we were unable to
visit clients with problems as TV viewing is
not considered an ‘essential’ service (al-
though by the nature of lockdown defini-

tion we think it is!). We have managed to
resolve many issues over the phone or
with a video call, so if you have any TV
viewing issues give us a call. We might be
able to resolve the problem. We are not
huge TV watchers, but I would not have
liked to have been without it during lock-
down.

Lots of people have contacted us about
‘BRITBOX’, the new streaming device
jointly run by the main 5 UK channels and
being heavily advertised on UK TV. We
have not yet managed to test one, but
lots of research has indicated it is prob-
ably not all one would expect from the ad-
verts - but then what ever is! It was origin-
ally developed for the USA market to give
Americans the chance to watch all the
classic UK TV series. With the success
there, the operators tried it in UK where it
has had moderate success.
Will it work in Spain?
Firstly not without a VPN to fool it into
thinking you are viewing in the UK or USA
(and many of the UK providers have said
they will block VPN’s on their regular
streaming services - so I expect they will
do the same with BRITBOX). Then there is
no real live TV, but just the box sets of all
the series and ‘catch up’ TV, so you can
probably watch most things, but not as
they are broadcast. It does carry a sub-
scription and with the subscription for the
VPN that you will need you may as well
consider a proper IPTV service. Ask us for
details and a free, no obligation, home
demonstration and loan of a system for a
week.
Hopefully by next newsletter we will have
tested a BRITBOX and can be more de-
tailed and specific.

Any TV by internet has had its issues dur-
ing lockdown. With everyone at home on
all their devices all day and many working
from home, the Spanish internet infra-

structure has been running at over-
designed capacity. Your local provider
may well be working fine, but then they
have difficulty getting across Spain or to
wherever the site is that you are trying to
access.

Let’s say you are trying to access RyanAir
whose main computer is in Ireland. Your
internet is being provided by a local com-
pany - say in Mazarrón. From your com-
puter, the commands go to your router
and then to your provider in Mazarrón
where it then enters the national infra-
structure and probably goes to Madrid
where it may hop across France and UK to
Ireland, or may go to a satellite and
bounce down to Ireland. Your request to
chat with RyanAir may in fact go all over
the world, to several hubs in the USA and
back to Ireland - then for RyanAir to reply
to you the whole process is reversed. Your
local provider only controls from base to
your house - you are dependent on many
others to successfully surf - and the same
goes for TV viewing. You must get to the
source of the TV with your request and
the source must then get the content
back to you. It’s complex and very over-
loaded, but in general is coping well.

If your TV viewing is not 100%, let your
providers know, but bear in mind it may
not be your TV company or your internet
suppliers fault - but then it could be!

Rainbow Satellites SL - the company for
all your TV needs in the Murcia region of
Spain.
Contact rainbowsats@gmail.com for free
friendly advice on any TV issue.
Tel (0034) 686 358 475
www.rainbowsats.org
Find us (and like us!) on Facebook.

For All Your TV Needs

686 358 475
rainbowsats@gmail.com www.rainbowsats.org

brilliant for everyone

mailto:mailto:rainbowsats@gmail.com
http://www.rainbowsats.org
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Have You Washed Your Hands?
I wonder how many extra times you have
washed your hands over these past weeks.
People, words and pictures have warned us
of the essentialness to wash our hands
thoroughly and often.

My parents words have rung in my ears from
the past “Have you washed your hands ready
for dinner?”

Off course the answer was always “Yes”
whether true at the time or not, but this
phrase from the Bible in Psalm 24 verse 4;
“The one who has clean hands and a pure
heart” has continually been on my mind
through these weeks and has a significant
spiritual meaning to it. It relates to the desire
that God has for each one of us and is
followed by two questions to us all.

“Who may ascend the mountain of the
Lord?”
“Who may stand in his holy place?”

The answer comes back; “The one who has
clean hands and a pure heart”, which leads
us to ask the question; “Whom or what
determines the acceptable person?”

The verse continues giving the ‘how’ we can
become acceptable; “Those who do not
trust in an idol or swear by a false god.”

This phrase is not restricted only to idols of
gold, silver, stone or buildings, but to
anything or anyone who comes before our
relationship with God and having Him first in
our lives. It could be work, family, friends,
money, drink, gambling, drugs, possessions
or any attitude such as arrogance, pride,
ambition or jealousy.

Such things and attitudes prevent us from
entering into and “Receiving the blessing
from the Lord and vindication from God his
Saviour” Psalm 24 verse 5.

The blessing and vindication comes to us
only through God’s love which He so
profoundly revealed to us through the giving

of His Son Jesus Christ to die on the cross
bearing the punishment for our sin. We can
never ever enter God’s presence, His holy
place heaven, unless we have been accepted
by Him. This is done only through answering
His call to repent and receive cleansing of
our hands and hearts from sin which is by
faith and trust in His Son Jesus Christ’s death
and resurrection.

True repentance and change in our attitude
towards God allows us then to ascend to ‘His
Holy Place’.
God honours your answer to his call,
whatever that may be, never be in any doubt
about that. Your answer will signify whether
you yourself want to ‘ascend the mountain of
the Lord and stand in His, God’s holy place’,
heaven or not.

Do you want your hands to be washed??

Apocolypse - Now??
Most have heard of or seen the ‘Apocolypse’
films, but I wonder how many know the real
significance.

The Book of Revelation chapter 6 speaks of
seven seals being opened by Jesus. The first
four seals relate to coloured horses and
riders; White signifies clean, pure, just and
approvable and life through the gospel; Red
signifies war; Black famine and Grey death.
Each has influence on the other.

The red horse goes out declaring war and
bloodshed amongst nations and within
nations through internal revolutions and
governmental power struggles.
The black horse follows, bringing the results
of war, famine, hunger, destitution, sickness
and decease.
The grey horse follows the colour as life
drains from us, bringing heartache, pain,
distress and death.
These three horses work together
simultaneously, destructively unto death and
are the enemies of the white horse and rider.

The white horse symbolizes the preaching of
the Gospel; the good news message which is

clean, pure, just and approvable in the eyes
of both man and God, bringing hope, life
and peace.

God’s character, desire and will for man are
expressed through the giving of his Son
Jesus to die on the cross for our sin; John
chapter 3 verse 16 “For God so loved the
world that He gave his only begotten Son
that whosoever believeth in Him should not
perish but have everlasting life”.

Easter has passed us by this year due to the
virus, but this verse is for any who will heed
its message and put their faith and trust in
Jesus.

50 days after Easter comes Pentecost when
the disciple Peter preached to the people
about Jesus whom they had crucified and
who had died for their sins and ours.
The people cried out “What must we do to
be saved”.
Peter’s reply, “Repent each one of you and
be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for
the forgiveness of sins and you will receive
the Holy Spirit.”

Accepting these truths brings eternal life
with Jesus Christ and peace into our lives.
Whatever we face in this world; expectedly
or the recent very unexpected, proves life is
not in our hands. Jesus is the conqueror, the
white horse rider who has the victory over
these three enemies. Accepting His offer of
salvation brings assurance that our lives are
safe forever when given into his loving care.

Life is a continuous four-horse race of War,
Famine, Death; without God or Life with God
through Jesus Christ. Those who willingly
and truly call upon Jesus for salvation will be
heard and saved.

God bless all who read and accept this
message.

Sandra Carpenter
Tel 619 453 283
On behalf of Puerto Lumbreras Christian
Fellowship

EL VALLE AUTODESGUACE, SL
Tel: 968 630 600 Whatsapp: 609 651 463

Carretera RM 2, KM 2,3
30840 Alhama de Murcia (MURCIA)

Looking for a replacement
part for your car?

Need to scrap your car &
don’t know where to go?
El Valle Autodesguace

can help you.

We have a large range of spare parts for many brands
and models of both cars and motorbikes.

All the stock is listed for a quick response over the
part you need. We can try to get the part for you

if we don’t have it in stock.

We can help you with the process for scrapping
your car. We can then legally take your car away

for you - saving you a lot of stress.
We are authorized by the General Directorate of

Traffic to officially deregister your car.

Autodesguace El Valle is a company where
the treatment with the client is special,
friendly and warm. They have:
• A large number of makes and models

of both cars and motorcycles.

• An adequate classification of spare
parts of all brands and models.

• Computerized classification of their
warehouse.

• Fast response of characteristics and
prices of parts in stock.

• Special management of characteristic
orders.

Autodesguace El Valle will look for the parts
you want if there are none in their facilities.

They have a chain of collaborating scrapyards
with whom they can locate the part you want,
offering it to you at a competitive price and
avoiding you trips and time.

Their young, dynamic team is ready to give
you the service you want, delivered directly
to your home.

Autodesguace El Valle are located on the
Carretera Nacional 602, km 42.5 30840
Alhama de Murcia
Contact them on 968 630 600
Email Info@autodesguaceelvalle.com

Aditorial

mailto:mailto:Info@autodesguaceelvalle.com
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When this Covid-19 pandemic has died
away, there will be time for many people to
sit back and weigh up the good and the
bad, the pros and the cons.

By the time you read this, Spain will have
been eight weeks in lockdown and we can
only hope and pray that the end is in sight.
Of course, that is what most people have
been doing – hoping it will soon be over,
but also many people have been praying
for an end to this also.

There have, of course, been some severe
effects across the world, with over one
hundred thousand deaths worldwide. On a
more personal and local level, we couldn’t
get to all the shops we wanted to. Those
who had jobs here in Spain, work was
restricted and possibly worst of all holiday
trips and family visits were cancelled and
we couldn’t socialise with our friends.

On the bright side, we had time to sit and
reflect and we probably didn’t spend as
much money as normal – can you
remember the last time you bought fuel for
your car?

As I said, it was a time to hope and pray. I
wonder how many people took time to
seek God in all of this. There will be those
who think it was all God’s fault – even those
who don’t believe in God will have been
down this route more than once. At
Wellspring Church, we don’t believe this
virus was brought on by God, but that God
is looking for people who will turn to him
for help in the midst of adversity.

This pandemic has caused us to look to
new ways to keep in touch with people. As
a church, we have developed a Whatsapp
group and we have been able to send
messages of encouragement, a few light-
hearted sessions of banter amongst the
group and encourage one another to pray
for those around the world who have been
ill. We also held our church services online.
We pre-recorded these and broadcast
them on Youtube each Sunday morning. It
is quite amazing, but we managed to
double our regular Sunday numbers, as
people from around the world joined in.

Easter weekend was especially
different.
We love to meet together on Easter
Sunday and celebrate the resurrection of
the Saviour of the world, but this year we
did it from our own homes, joining in the
singing and watching as familiar faces
shared an encouraging word. The response
was amazing, as people were touched in
their hearts by this simple service.

Has God been speaking to you during this
time of lockdown?
Have you had a desire in your heart to
know more about this Jesus who died to
bring us new life?
If you want to know more, then please get
in touch.
By the time you read this we pray the end
of lockdown will be in sight and if you
would like to join us in one of our final
video services, there is a link on our
webpagewellspringvictorychurch.com or
send an email to
admin@wellspringvictorychurch.com for
someone to contact you.

ALAN EUSTACE LOCKSMITH & KEYSMAR
THE "ONE STOP SHOP" FOR ALL YOUR LOCKSMITH REQUIREMENTS

For 24H Emergency Locksmith Service call Alan Eustace 609 265 899

968 596 186 - 686 027 424 - 649 387 012
info@keysmar.es
www.keysmar.es
C/. GRAN VÍA, 65

30320 FUENTE ÁLAMO DE MURCIA

• Key Copying
• Household And

Automotive
• All Types Of Car Keys

Copied And Repaired
• Transponder Keys

• Master Keying And
Same Keying Service

• Locks
• Padlocks
• Automating Of Sliding

Gates
• Garage Doors

ALAN EUSTACE TEL: 609 265 899
hueynomad@hotmail.com
646 726 686

Tel: 609 265 899

PREVENT BURGLARIES WITH
THIS NEW ANTI-SNAP BARREL:

ONE KEY SYSTEMS AND MASTER KEY SYSTEMS

We also offer a dehumidification service
for properties after water damage

DEHUMIDIFICATION

Aditorial

Alan Eustace Locksmith Tel: 609 265 899

Keep Your Home Safe
Attention community presidents,
management agents and businesses

Home Security is Essential
Alan Keys are proud to announce that they
have their own profiles of uncopiable keys
unique to them (Alan Keys).
All keys are original and electronically
copied for a perfect fit; ideal for communal
entrances, swimming pools, or business
premises for key control.
Keys can only be copied with authorised
permission.

Also suitable for Master Key Systems.
There are three different models to choose
from; something to suit everyone’s budget,
ranging from simple uncopiable keys to
much more secure ones.

Alan Keys are still specialising in Brisant
Antisnap Locks on their same key
systems for our private homeowners.
Call Alan Eustace Locksmith to make sure
that your home is safe and secure on 646
726 686

mailto:mailto:admin@wellspringvictorychurch.com


Forget Me Not will continue to meet after
the Covid-19 restrictions are lifted and we
are all safe.

We aim to offer free respite care for carers
of people with Alzheimer’s/Dementia, or
any long time illness. When we are able to
meet up again, please pop along and meet
our team on any Monday morning for a cup
of tea and an informal chat. They will be
happy to meet you once they are able. We
miss you all.

Forget Me Not encourages Carers to en-
joy some time for themselves, knowing that

the person that they care for is in capable
and qualified hands. Our service is free
thanks to the generosity of local individuals
and groups that have donated and raised
funds for Forget Me Not over the years.
We thank everyone who has donated in any
way to this small but essential group.

As our client numbers are always growing,
we are in need of more volunteers. No ex-
perience is necessary; just an understand-
ing of dementia, empathy and a smile. We
have fully qualified nurses to chat to you
and give you support.

Forget Me Not Jumble Sales will restart
again once we are allowed to do so. We
look forward to seeing you all again on the
first Saturday of each month and will be at
Camposol Social Centre as usual. The
times and dates are to be confirmed.

We look forward to seeing you when we
are able to, in the meantime, please stay
safe.

Check the website
www.forgetmenotmazarron.es for news
on when we are restarting our normal
schedule.
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FRIENDS OF MAZARRÓN ANIMALS
CHARITY

Friends of Mazarrón Animals, like many
other charities in this area, have been hit
greatly by the impact of the Corona Virus
and the effect it has had on our fund raising
abilities, upon which we are totally reliant.
Cancellation of events such as concerts,
our monthly markets and fayres has meant
digging in to our already depleted financial
reserves.

Trying to find positives from this crazy situ-
ation is hard, but believe it or not, there has
been quite a lot to celebrate over the last
month since lockdown. We already knew
we had fantastic supporters and they did
not need much persuading to answer our
‘call to arms’, contributing in so many ways;
liking and sharing our posts, donating

much needed funds, offering foster homes,
donating monies from already purchased
concert tickets and even adopting.

Amongst those dogs finding permanent
homes were all our M & M puppies and
Flossie, with some others still awaiting con-
firmation. Our appeal for fosters resulted in
many of our dogs and puppies moving in

with temporary families, where they can ex-
perience a home situation and learn the life
skills needed for their development and fu-
ture life. We still have many dogs needing
foster homes, so if you are able to help,
please contact us. We are really grateful to
everyone who has stepped up at this diffi-
cult time and opened up their homes for
our FMA family.

We are hoping, like everyone else, that a
return to ‘normal’ will not be too long in the
future and that we can all meet up again at
our monthly market to catch up with friends
and enjoy the sunshine which is inevitably
going to happen. Until that time, everyone
at FMA will be giving an extra loud clap on
Thursdays, not just for our wonderful key
workers, but for our wonderful friends and
supporters.

Please keep looking at and sharing
our Facebook page. We will endeavour to
keep everyone updated on forthcoming
events and their situation as well as updat-
ing on the animals in our care both past
and present. Please remember the more
likes we get on our Facebook page the
more people we can reach.

If you think you can offer your help in any
way please contact us. In most cases we are
still open for adoptions and fostering within
the immediate area.

Thank you as ever for all your support.

Contact FMA.murcia@gmail.com or visit
our Facebook page Friends of Mazarron
Animals.

Donations to help more animals can be
made at PayPal fma.murcia@gmail.com
FMA Accounts are published annually and
more in-depth accounts are available on re-
quest.

Centro Commercial
Local 21
Camposol
Tel: 968 199 263

www.cvetpuertodemazarron.com

Avda. Costa Cálida
Edif. Bahiamar - bajo
Puerto de Mazarrón
Tel: 968 153 931

* 3 Vets & 2 Assistants
* Specialised shop
* Cats and Dog Groomer
* General and orthopaedics Surgery
* Clinical Tests
* E.C.G.
* X-Rays
* Ultrasounds
* Teeth Cleaning
* Paperwork and Certificates to Import
and Export Pets
* Treatments available for Ticks and fleas
* Food delivery
* Fetching of Dogs and Cats for
grooming and Home Vaccination

Community Respite Care
for the Mazarrón Area

Charity

To all our members, volunteers and supporters

MAY EVENTS
Due to the current CoronaVirus outbreak all our normal

monthly activities, coffee mornings, afternoon teas,
menús del dia, Table Top Sales etc have been put on
hold for the time being, and our Drop in Centre is also

closed until further notice.
However, please note that during this time our phones

(listed below) will still be manned as usual.

Sincere apologies for this and we hope to be up and
running again just as soon as possible. In the

meantime take care and remember...

Staying Home Saves Lives
Calle Valencia 12, Camposol A

Tel: 634 344 589
OPENING HOURS: Monday, Tuesday &

Thursday 10am to 1pm
Enquiries - 634 344 589
(10am – 4pm Mon – Fri)
Events - 634 336 484

(10am – 4pm Mon – Fri)
Equipment Loan - 634 306 927

(10am – 4pm Mon – Fri)

http://www.forgetmenotmazarron.es
mailto:mailto:FMA.murcia@gmail.com
mailto:mailto:fma.murcia@gmail.com


The following information is correct at
the time of writing on 11th April.

If you have a medical emergency during
the lockdown, please call FAST on 968 970
626 or 634 327 904 or 634 307 986.

As the 112 service has limited English
speaking operators, in the Camposol, Maz-
arrón Country Club, Mazarrón and Bol-
nuevo areas, please call FAST on 634 327
904 or 634 307 986 to reduce the load on
the 112 service. A FAST Responder will as-
sess your need and our interpreter will call
112 on your behalf, if necessary.

FAST Responders cannot attend any
medical emergency during the lock
down.
Your call will be taken by a Responder who
will ask a series of questions to establish
the problem. If an ambulance is required,
our emergency coordinator (interpreter)
will make the call to the emergency ser-
vices. The coordinator will also call you

back with more information regarding your
emergency.

At this time of international crisis people
are coming to the aid of the vulnerable in
many ways. We can all help by making a
phone call to a friend to ensure they are ok.
If you have a friend who may need cheering
up; give them a call. If you know someone
who is vulnerable; give them a call each
morning to make
sure they are ok.

Helping others is
always rewarding;
just ask a FAST Re-
sponder.
FAST Responders
are all keeping in
touch via a video
conference call.
Each morning they
discuss any develop-
ments and changes
to their procedures.

The FAST committee is also having weekly
meetings via video.

Look out for further information on the so-
cial media sites around our area.

Stay home, stay safe.

Gordon

Hopefully when this article goes to print we
will be out of ‘lockdown’ - an
unprecedented time for us all.

Just before this difficult time we were able
to give a donation to the charity Obra
Social Santa Luisa De Marillac based in
Lorca. This charity helps to keep children
from problem families off the streets after
school. They provide a place for them to go
rather than getting into trouble with police
and recruited into drug related crimes. This
donation was obviously gratefully received
as they do not get funding for their
endeavours. (see photo).

Our shop in
Puerto de
M a z a r r ó n
will of
course open
as soon as
we are
pe rm i t t ed
to do so.
The same
will apply to
our van
p i c k - u p s
and our
u s u a l
T u e s d a y

morning drop off point on the Camposol
Urbanization.

When we resume normal living I am sure
our help will be needed to get a lot of
people back to some sort of normality. That
is when our work will begin.

Take care, stay safe everyone and stay
home while the restrictions are in place.
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Hello to all our members!

This is an announcement from your
committee.
In view of the unprecedented situation, it is
with a heavy heart that we have taken the
decision to cancel our programme for this
year.

We will not be running any trips or
holding any further meetings until at
least September 2020.

Any money already paid will either be
refunded, once the banks reopen, or can
be credited against trips later in the year.
Don't worry; records of tickets that have
been sold are kept, so no problems there.
We know this will be a disappointment to
you all. The reason we have decided to
take such a drastic step is for all our safety.
We are not the only group who have done
this, checking on social media, ALL similar
groups have taken the same decision.

Chatterbox Ladies are a resourceful lot.
I’m sure you are making the most of this
time by keeping busy. There will be no
cleaner cupboards, emptier wardrobes, re-

organised lounges, perfectly pruned
plants, experimented recipes, together
with lots of love for our others!
We will survive.
Although we may not see each other face
to face, we are all still here and can be
contacted via our Facebook page, on
Messenger or by phone.

By the time you read this we will be at the
start of May, hopefully, knowing a little
more and - or have some idea of what the
future will bring. What we will no doubt
always remember is the amazing Camposol
community spirit.

Continue to stay safe.

Sue

Chris Leiper 602 409 742

GROUPS

Charity

TEL 603 389 006

Charity

www.fast2016.org
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Since 14th March, our world has changed
dramatically. The infiltration of the
Coronavirus, scientifically known as
COVID-19, has caused the most unimagin-
able disruption to our daily lives, bringing
with it death and destruction emotionally
and economically. We have found
ourselves in the hands of our leaders, who
had to act swiftly and coordinate at local,
regional, national and global level the most
restrictive measures of safety, which we all
got to know as ‘lockdown’.

Wishing and praying for a speedy improve-
ment and a safe return to normality, I con-
clude this article with a message from our

Mayor, issued by the Town Hall on 13th

April.

A Message From Our Mayor, Gaspar
Miras Lorente
As Mayor of Mazarrón, I wish to extend a
message of encouragement and strength
to the residents of Camposol, to the British
residents and all the foreign residents in
our municipality who are living through this
extremely difficult pandemic situation.

From the Town Hall of Mazarrón we are
working in close partnership with all other
Administrations, with the Regional Author-
ity and Government Delegation, to ensure

that all protective
and preventative
measures are activ-
ated in order to stop
the advancement of
the Coronavirus.

The Civil Protection,
the Local Police and
the Guardia Civil are
working to ensure
everybody’s safety
undertaking daily
checks and controls
to implement the
rules of the Lock-
Down. According to
the information
provided, many
fines have been im-
posed for failing to
abide by the travel
restrictions, but the
majority of the pop-
ulation are comply-
ing with the rules im-

posed. This is fundamental to prevent fur-
ther contamination and to begin to achieve
positive results in the hope that this night-
mare will soon end.

In the Municipality of Mazarrón we have, to
date, 17 positive cases of COVID-19, of
which 9 have been discharged from hos-
pital.

The prevention and cleaning of public
areas is essential, therefore the Services
Department of the Town Hall, in coopera-
tion with the Military Emergency Unit and
the Regional Forest Fires Defence Unit,
regularly disinfect the Commercial Centres
and other areas used by people.

On Sunday 12th April, Mazarrón received
6,000 masks from the Spanish Govern-
ment, via the Regional Government Deleg-
ation, destined for the workforce returning
to work on Monday 13th April. These have
been distributed by the Local Police, the
Civil Protection and the Guardia Civil at
various points throughout the municipality
such as access points to Commercial and
Industrial perimeters.

I wish to thank you all, most sincerely, for
your cooperation in the endeavour to stop
this epidemic. I acknowledge with pride
the efforts of the whole Municipality to stay
at home and abide by the restrictions im-
posed. We are still weeks away from nor-
mality, but I beg you to continue in your ef-
forts which save lives and in doing so we
will overcome this difficult situation, united
and stronger than ever.

Checklist: if you have

Consult official sources for information
www.mscbs.gob.es
@sanidadgob27 March 2020

Knowing what to do can help us to situations that could arise at
this time, and to to the people around us. If you have any
symptoms (such as fever, cough, or difficulty breathing), follow these steps:

1
In a room by yourself, with a window, keeping the door closed
and, if possible, with a bathroom to yourself.
If this is not possible: Maintain a safety distance of 2 m from
other people, and follow good hygiene measures.

Keep a telephone handy in case you need anything, and to
stay in touch with your loved ones.

If you have difficulty breathing or you feel that any other
symptom is serious, call 112.

2
3
4 If not, call your regional hotline, or call your local health

centre.

5
Use paracetamol to treat fever; put a damp cloth on your
forehead or take a warm shower to help control the fever;
drink liquids; rest, but move around your room every so
often.

6
Once you have dealt with your immediate needs, study and
implement the recommendations for home isolation and
inform the people you live with that they must go into
quarantine.

7 Make sure that everyone in your household knows correct
handwashing techniques.

8 If you get worse or have difficulty breathing, or if your fever
does not come down, call 112.

9 The recommendations are to remain isolated for at least 14
days fromthe onset of symptoms, longer if you still have
symptoms.

10
Your medical follow-up and discharge will be supervised by your
primary care physician, or following the guidelines in each
region.

News News From Your Councillor For Camposol
and

International Relations

Writing articles is a reasonably
straightforward task, but these times make
even simple jobs so much more
complicated.

Like everybody else, the members of
Camposol B Clean have had to stand
down and ‘stay home’, so there have been
no work parties or committee meetings for
the last few weeks at the time of writing.
We usually have a plan for future projects,
but at the moment, most of us are confined

to our homes for our own well-being, so we
can only hope that we will be able to get
back to serving our community sooner
rather than later. One thing we do know is
there will be plenty to catch up on!

Unfortunately the weeds pay no attention
to human difficulties and keep growing
regardless and many will have noticed that
nature is trying to reclaim a few areas, so
there will be work to do once we are
allowed. If lockdown is over when you read

this, perhaps a breath of fresh air would be
welcome and helping the B Clean team
would be a great opportunity to re-connect
with our local community and, perhaps,
make a few new friends too!

You can contact us through our Facebook
page. We are keeping our fingers crossed
for the weeks ahead, but for now, please
stay safe.

Geoff

For only 40€ plus IVA
For a colour advert this size 93mm X 50mm

Your business details will be seen by over
20,000 readers every month
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Recommendations for home isola�on in mild cases of Covid---19

These are the recommenda�ons that you must follow if you are isolated at home with a mild case of Covid---19.
Read these recommenda�ons carefully and call the hotline if you have any ques�ons.
Your family members and the people you live with must also receive this informa�on.

Place of confinement (you must have a telephone in the room with you)

Stay at home; avoid
leaving your room, and
keep it well---ven�lated
with the door closed

Use your own
bathroom; if you share
a bathroom, it must be
disinfected before
others can use it

Avoid coming
within a distance of
less than 2 metres
from the people
you live with

Keep hand hygiene
products in your
room

Avoid receiving home
visits. If you need help
with shopping, this can
be le� at your door

Keep a pedal
bin in your
room

Waste products must be thrown into a plas�c bag placed inside the bin. Tie the bag well before throwing
it away

Cover your mouth
with a paper

tissue when you
sneeze or cough

Throw �ssues in
the bin

Wash your hands
with soap and

water

Do not share
personal items
such as towels,
glasses, plates,
cutlery or your
toothbrush

Wear a mask if you
go out into common
areas or if someone
enters the room,
keep your distance
and wash your hands
when you go out

Wash your hands after
any contact, even if you
have been wearing gloves

Prevent contagion

Carer

Carersmust not present risk
factors for complica�ons,
and mustmonitor
themselves for symptoms

Use gloves for any
contact with
secretions

Wash clothes
at 60---90

degrees Celsius
and dry it well

Hygiene

Use a
dishwasher or
wash dishes

with hot water

Do not shake out clothes,
put them in a herme�cally
sealed bag. Always wash
your hands after touching

clothes

If you notice any worsening of your condition tell your healthcare professional
of reference or call 112.
If someone you live with or a carer presents symptoms do not go to a health centre
---call the hotline for your region.

26 March 2020

BAG 1 in the room, to be tied and placed in BAG 2
(outside the room) in which the carer’s gloves and
mask should also be placed. This should then be
placed in BAG 3 to be placed into the street bin
(without separating anything for recycling)

Communicate by
telephone to

avoid leaving the
room

Carers are to be considered close contacts and must remain in home quarantine for 14 days

• Based on the Infographic of recommenda�ons for pa�ents under inves�ga�on and for confirmed mild cases in home isola�on. Department of Health of Asturias.
• Home management of cases under inves�ga�on, probable cases and confirmed cases of Covid---19. Ministry of Health.
• COVID---19: self---isola�on for pa�ents undergoing tes�ng. Public Health England.

Clean any surfaces you touch frequently, as well
as the bathroom and toilet on a daily basis with
disposable cloths and bleach (1 part bleach [5%
sodium hypochlorite] to 50 parts water).Wash
your hands when you have finished.

How to ?

Go to official sources for information
www.mscbs.gob.es
@sanidadgob

24 March 2020

Youmay leave your house to
shop for taking a few
simple precautions:

People
(cough, fever, difficulty breathing)
may go out. Whenever possible,
those who are most fragile must
stay at home, and only one person
should go out

Maintain a distance of at
least and avoid
crowds

Use to
choose fruit and vegetables,
as you have always done

Do not touch your
face, and

when you
return home

Ask your neighbours if
anyone needs help with
shopping. You should

, maintaining a
distance of 1-2 metres

Always show
for others!

Nuevo coronavirus: qué hacer

Stay at home and call the hotline for your region

If you have any of the following symptoms:

Fever Cough

Shortness of
breath

Covid-19: what to do

A worsening of
symptoms

A feeling of
heaviness

If you experience:

Call 112
This is an emergency telephone number

We must all use it wisely

Consult official sources for information:
www.mscbs.gob.es
@sanidadgob 24 March 2020



South Murcia News
We receive information from the South Murcia region on activities very close to the events happening which is

often too late to publish in the current magazine. Keep up to date with fiestas etc,
by checking the blog http://www.costacalidachronicle.com/articles-main/costa-calida-chronicle-blog/
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Due to the Coronavirus, please check
with your local Tourist Office or other
contacts for up-to-date information on
all events in May.

Aguilas
www.aguilas.org
Tel 968 493 285 – Sat Market
Every Saturday – Antique & Collectable
Market near the Railway Station. From
10am.

Sunday 3rd May – Free Theatrical Tour –
10.30am from Tourist Office

Auditorio Infanta Elena
Saturday 2nd & 9th May – Spanish Theatre
9pm Tickets 10€

Friday 22nd May – OSMR playing Mozart
and Tchaikovsky 9pm Tickets 15€

Alhama de Murcia
http://turismo.alhamademurcia.es/
Tel 968 633 51 – Tues Market
There are some fabulous walks in the Si-
erra Espuña National Park.
Go to http://turismo.alhamademurcia.es
and click on Paths of Sierra Espuña. You
will find full details of all walks available and
a map that you can download.

Saturday 16th May – Tribal Son @ Teatro
Velasco. 9pm. Free entry

Sunday 17th May – Free Theatrical Tour
Actors characterized as historical figures
such as Jaime I El Conquistador and Mar-
qués de los Vélez, will tell you how they
lived in their respective times whilst visiting
the most important cultural points in Calle
La Feria, San Lázaro Church, Plaza Vieja,
Casa de la Tercia, etc. with entrance to the
Archaeological Museum Los Baños.
11am from Tourist Office

Saturday 6th June – Free 45min Tour of
Los Baños Archaeological Museum 11am

Fuente Alamo - Sat Market
Every Wednesday – Hacienda del Alamo
Women’s Association Coffee Morning @
The Club House 10am-12pm

Lorca
www.lorcaturismo.es
Tel 968 441 914 – Thurs Market
Lorca Castle – general entry 6€. Guided
Tours available in English for 4€ on Thurs-
days at 10.30am for 22€ to include lunch,
with special packages Mon-Fri (15€). Check
at Tourist Office for full details.

Saturdays & Sundays in May – Full day
visitingMoorish Lorca 12€
Full details from Tourist Office

Friday 1st May - Visit Collegiate Church
of San Patricio and its Three Squares
11.30am from Tourist Office. 5€ for over
13yrs. Booking essential

Sunday 10th & Thursday 14th May – 1hr
Free Tour of Historic Lorca 11.30am from
Tourist Office
Booking essential

Sunday 24th May – Theatrical Tour
11.30am from Tourist Office

Mazarrón
www.mazarron.es
Tel 968 594 426 – Sat Market
Free Guided Tours in Mazarrón area.
Visit the Tourist Office or www.visitamaz-
arron.es for full details of all tours.

Mazarrón Sports Schools
Activities including Mountain Bike,
Rhythmic Gymnastics and Beach Volley
are aimed at children and young people 3-
18yrs at 75€ for the whole year (except for
Surf Club and Escuela Grímpola, which cost
100€ and 150€ respectively). The table ten-
nis school is completely free. There are dis-
counts for members of large families and
for those who can certify a 33% disability.
More information at the Town Hall.

2020 Tax Declarations
Citizens of Mazarrón will be able to present
declarations of the Income for 2020
without having the need to travel to Cart-
agena or Lorca. On Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays in May and June they will be
able go to Mazarrón. The Mayor revealed
that ‘work is underway to decide in which
office will be allocated to the Tax Agency.

The Town Council Injects More Than 1
Million Euros Into The Municipality's
Economy To Alleviate The Crisis Caused
By The Coronavirus
600,000€ will be contributed by the Town
Council and the beneficiaries of the plan
will save 494,000€ with the exemption of
tax payments to alleviate the situation of
families disadvantaged and with few re-
sources.

85,960€ will go to four contracts to be
managed by Social Services in 4 areas for a
period of 4 months:
29,980€ is allocated to domestic care, with
the same amount for basic necessities and
food.
14,000€ will be for the supply of pharmacy
costs and special food for children.
An agreement has been reached with 6 taxi
drivers so that they can deliver drugs or ba-
sic food to citizens of Mazarrón for 5€ and
for Camposol, Mazarrón Country Club and
districts for 10€. For people without re-
sources, the payment will be borne by the
Town Council.

514,040€ will be used to buy sanitary mate-
rials and products for the different depart-
ments of the Council such as the Municipal
Brigade, Local Police, Civil Protection and
the Town Council in order to continue to
take extra safety precautions and direct
economic aid and subsidies are being set
aside for the self-employed, businesses
and SMEs in the municipality.

A second phase will revolve around the ex-
emption from paying taxes for a period of
6 months, such as the refuse collection rate
for shops, bars and restaurants, for which
establishments will save 103,956€. Low-in-
come families will also benefit from the
refuse rate reduction tax.

The Bolnuevo Erosion Protection And
Conditioning Project
The mayor of Mazarrón, Gaspar Miras, has
announced that the company that owns the
land has given its authorization for the Au-
tonomous Community to carry out the
project to preserve the Erosions which is
listed as a Natural Monument of the Region
of Murcia.

The Erosions suffered the loss of one of
their monoliths as a result of recent in-
clement weather.

Puerto Lumbreras
Tel 968 436 153 – Fri Market
Saturdays (6.30pm) & Sundays (11am)
discover the historical and patrimonial
wealth of Puerto Lumbreras through Med-
ina Nogalte visiting its cave-houses and
the Nogalte Castle. From Craftsman work-
shop cave house, reception of Medina
Nogalte. 7pm. 3€ (under 10’s free). Pay-
ment due 2 days prior to visit @ ES 12 3058
0204 15 2732000020-City Hall of Puerto
Lumbreras.

Friday 1st – Sunday 3rd May – VI Collect-
ors’ Fair @ Sports Centre
Fri & Sat 10am-9pm/Sun 10am-2.30pm

Totana
www.totana.es
Tel 968 418 153 – Wed Market/Fri in El
Pareton
Saturdays & Sundays - Guided Visit to La
Bastida 4€. 10am/12pm. 10 people re-
quired for the tour of important discoveries
in European Prehistory, famously known as
the Troy of Murcia.
The historical site of La Bastida was built
4,200 years ago and archaeologists believe
that the fortification was designed by
people with advanced military knowledge
from the civilizations of Mesopotamia and
Egypt, after a crisis laid waste to their re-
gions 4,300 years ago. Constructed using a
design never before seen in the West, the
military innovation of the postern gate was
not adopted by the Hittites and Mycenae-
ans until 400 and 800 years after the
Murcian fort was built.
Reservations: at Tourist Office in the Balsa
Vieja.
Tel 968 418 153 (English speaking)
Email turismo@totana.es

Saturdays – Free Guided Visit Museum
Of The Tower Of Santiago 10am
The first level hosts the chapter house that
refers to the lands of Totana; the Order of
Santiago. The second level is the choir of
the church, which shows the Mudejar
coffered ceiling of the temple and the ex-
planation of its chapels. The next level is
known as ‘the bride’s room’, which was the
old house of the bell ringer. The fourth
level cannot be visited as it contains the
current clock. The last level is the bell
tower, where the second oldest bell of the
Diocese is located, dating from 1470.

http://www.aguilas.org
http://turismo.alhamademurcia.es/
http://turismo.alhamademurcia.es
http://www.lorcaturismo.es
http://www.mazarron.es
http://www.visitamazarron.es
http://www.visitamazarron.es
http://www.totana.es
mailto:mailto:turismo@totana.es
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The world has gone mad, but whilst we need
to take care of each other and ourselves, this
too will end and normal life will resume. One
of the ways to keep occupied is planning
what things need doing hopefully later in the
year, so please file this article for future refer-
ence in case we can help you.

Confused? Need to go compare the market?
Understandable. With so much information
out there from various media and well-mean-
ing Expats, it is sometimes difficult to make a
considered choice.

You have a non- Spanish vehicle and are con-
sidering whether to register it here, take it
home and buy a vehicle that is already re-
gistered in Spain, or just carry on driving on
your UK plates. Spanish Number Plates can
help to make the right choice for you.

As their primary role is the re-registration of
non-Spanish vehicles, why might they sug-
gest that this may not be the best option for
you?
You will remember their advice whether you
act upon it or not.

This will reassure you that Spanish Number
Plates have your best interests at heart in
case they can provide a service to you or your
family and friends in the future. They find
that honesty and transparency makes good
business sense as evidenced by the amount

of work they do through referrals and repeat
business.

S p a n i s h
N u m b e r
Plates was
founded by
G r a h a m
Shelton, who
some of you
will remember
from his long-
r u n n i n g
column about
m o t o r i n g
matters in the
local press.
When Gra-
ham retired
three years
ago, the reins
were taken up by Leigh Blann who had
worked alongside him for many years. Gra-
ham remains in the background as a consult-
ant and supporter and between them, they
have 23 years of re-registering many types of
vehicles from all around the world, as well as
handling transfers of ownership covering
close to 3,000 cases.

Spanish Number Plates offers a ‘one stop
shop’ in that they can source and fit lights,
have the relevant inspections undertaken and
legally register your vehicle. Typically, the en-

tire process takes a week from start to finish,
although the only time that your vehicle is
needed is for a few short hours whilst you
drink coffee and watch them doing their
thing. If you prefer, Spanish Number Plates
can collect the vehicle from your home or
from the airport so that all is taken care of in
your absence. They have contacts with quali-
fied mobile mechanics, insurers and legal ad-
visers.

A glance through their website will show that
there are a number of words commonly re-
peated; ‘professional’, ‘knowledgeable’ and
‘friendly’. Graham and Leigh get a kick out of
having their backs patted for merely doing
their jobs! When the forehead is bleeding,
the fists are clenched and the teeth grinding
whilst dealing with some indifferent
josbsworth, it is satisfying to get the job fin-
ished and be appreciated for it.

The vast majority of non-Spanish vehicles can
be registered here, but not all. Furthermore,
how your mate had his registered may not be
suitable for you. Feel free to compare the
market, but so as not to be confused, why not
contact Spanish Number Plates? You will
spot the difference!

www.spanish-number-plates.com
info@spanish-number-plates.com
Tel 671 608 503/605 319 889

For re-registration of cars, motorbikes & motor homes.
Also the transfer of ownership of Spanish registered vehicles

Who, after re-registering over 2000 vehicles,
will put you on the right side of the road.

SPAN1SH NUMBER PLATES

All aspects of home maintenance,
decoration and garden clearance taken on.
No job too small.
Call for a friendly chat and quote.

Tiler and Decorator
General Property Maintenance

Tel 659 328 439 or
0044 7927700295

rhysbrightman@hotmail.com

Following the recent lockdown due to the
Coronavirus, I’m sure, as well as everyone
else, I am keen to get back to some
normality. I would like to thank all our existing
customers for their ongoing appreciation of
the situation and offer my thanks for their
understanding again.

Those of us who are lucky enough to have
managed to keep our businesses going in
these times of uncertainty are indeed fighting
fit and raring to get on now. Moving onwards,
we are looking forward to meeting new
customers and discussing their plans for all
aspects of home improvement, as well as our
existing customers. We are always happy to
come and provide a no-obligation, free of
charge quote and a have a friendly chat.

If it’s a new bathroom needing fitting, or your
pool needs a re-vamp Rhys Brightman
specialises in tiling foremost, but they have a

team of experienced professionals on board
for any painting, plastering, plumbing or

electrical work needing undertaking.
Regardless of how big or small the job is,
they are available to assist you.

Customer testimonials are of course available
as well as a portfolio of previous work
undertaken if required.

Rhys Brightman is fully insured and legal to
work in glorious Spain and they aim to always
provide an efficient and expert job.

If you have any work you require doing,
please contact Rhys on either 0044 7927
700 295 or 659 328 439
Alternatively you can email
rhysbrightman@hotmail.com

Rhys Brightman looks forward to working
with you soon and trust you keep safe and
well.

Aditorial

SPAN1SH NUMBER PLATES

Aditorial

Tiler and Decorator
General Property Maintenance

Tel 659 328 439 or
0044 7927700295

rhysbrightman@hotmail.com

http://www.spanish-number-plates.com
mailto:mailto:info@spanish-number-plates.com
mailto:mailto:rhysbrightman@hotmail.com
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The end of the lockdown is likely to see
mass movement across the country as
everyone rushes out to do everything
they hadn’t been able to do for weeks –
even if, in a ‘normal’ year, they probably
wouldn't have got around to it. If you
can’t wait that long, how about a trip to
an art gallery?

Here we give you a taste of some of
Spain’s most famous art throughout the
ages to whet your appetite and perhaps
give you inspiration to plan a ‘proper’
trip once we're allowed out again. Of
course, you’ve heard of Picasso and Dalí
– the former's massive Guernika, origin-
ally thought to be a surrealist take on the
horrors of the Civil War, but now thought
to be unrelated and much more per-
sonal, has its own entire wing in Madrid’s
Reina Sofía Museum, complete with
sketches and full footage of ‘the making
of’; the latter’s Persistance of Memory, or
‘Melting Clocks’, is in New York and
the Enigma of Desire, or ‘My Mother, My
Mother, My Mother’, is in Munich, but
both are often ‘rescued’ for special ex-
hibitions at major galleries nationwide.

You’ve almost certainly heard of Goya,
whose late-18th and early-19th century
Romantic-era works feature battle
scenes, figures from Classical History and
human subjects. His La Maja Desnuda is
the title of and inspiration for the early
20th-century novel by Vicente Blasco
Ibáñez, (published as A Woman Tri-
umphant in English); an author who had
three of his books made into Hollywood
films starring Greta Garbo and Rudolf
Valentino. Others may be less familiar to
you, even though they are household
names in Spain and whether you con-
sider art to be a complete academic sub-
ject or merely about pretty pictures you
like looking at and would hang on your

wall for decoration, something out there
is sure to captivate you.

Joaquín Sorolla
We'll start off with one of our personal fa-
vourites and one whose pictures are
beautifully relaxing at a time you may be
somewhat stressed because of the whole
quarantine thing. Although he fell in love
with the Alicante-province coastal town
of Jávea and many of his works depict its
glorious seascapes with rock formations
and cliffs and his children paddling, res-
idents in Jávea are urging their council to
set up a Sorolla museum, as the main
shrine to this turn-of-the-century painter
is in Madrid. Simple country and coastal
snapshots such as a young boy leading a
grey horse onto the beach, white-clad
parasol-bearing women walking along
the shore, fishermen, cattle-drawn carts,
markets, these manage to capture the re-
flection of natural light on colour giving
his images a truly lifelike 3D appearance.
Sorolla’s masterpieces have a calmness
and serenity about them and you can al-
most feel the sea breeze wafting over
you as you view them. In fact, water and
waves are frequently featured in his can-
vasses, of which 58 out of his total of
2,200 were displayed at London’s Na-
tional Gallery last year between March
and July. Check out more about his life
and works and admire some of his paint-
ings.

José Benlliure
Born in Valencia’s Cabanyal neighbour-
hood in 1855 and chairman of the Fine
Arts of Spain association in Rome from
1901, Benlliure’s works hopped
between religious and real-life, with the
latter mostly featuring ‘ordinary’ scenes –
humble families or groups of men in
workshops, slum homes and libraries,
manual workers, lower-class villagers at
the market, men in farmer’s clothing in

dark, dusty bars, families in church – in
fact, on the whole, his Impressionist
works are considered a snapshot of
working-class life in Valencia at the end
of the 19th and beginning of the 20th cen-
tury. His detail is particularly striking in
the buildings – one almost does a
double take, believing them to be pho-
tographs rather than oils-on-canvas.

Una Granja Española (‘A Spanish Farm’)
and you can see what we mean about
detail in buildings.

Among his non-Valencia-inspired pic-
tures are the Carnival in Rome, which is
rather more colourful and can be viewed
at the Carmen Thyssen Museum in
Málaga; others are on display at Mad-
rid's El Prado, although the best place of
all to get a real feel for his life and works
is in his own house. You will find this in
Valencia and it is open to the public. You
will also be able to view some of the
equally-famous classical sculptures by his
brother,Mariano Benlliure.

Maruja Mallo and Remedios Varo
Two key names of the famous Arts and
Literature Movement known as the ‘Gen-
eration of ‘27’, were somewhat over-
shadowed by much bigger figures such
as Federico Garcia Lorca (poet and
playwright) and Salvador Dalí. Why? Be-
cause they were women, of course.
Painting and writing were never, until rel-
atively recently, considered ‘suitable’ oc-
cupations for females and history tells us
that time and time again. For this reason,
in these days of equality, these are two
names you should brand onto your neur-
ons and not forget, not just for their fam-
ous associations:
Maruja Mallo was romantically-linked to
Elche-born
poet Miguel
Hernández
and even to
C u b a n
leader Fidel
Castro and
was close
friends with
Chilean poet
P a b l o
Neruda.
Remed i o s
Varo hob-
nobbed reg-
ularly with
F e d e r i c o
García Lorca
and Dalí and
was in a rela-
tionship with
French sur-
realist poet
B e n j a m i n
Peret.

R emed i o s
was a sur-
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realist, interested in scientific icono-
graphy, presenting an atmosphere of
mysticism. Look out for any ‘travelling’
exhibitions of hers in Spain, since most of
her works are displayed at México City’s
Modern Art Museum.

Maruja’s works are more colourful, more
rebellious and reflect her non-conform-
ist, anarchic character, with curious titles
such as Tierra y Excrementos (Earth and
Excrements). If you’re into Picasso, you'll
find similarities, although if you only ap-
preciate artwork that’s actually ‘a picture
of something’, then Maruja’s is far less
unsettling and ‘easy to follow’, such as in
(from Pinterest), La Verbena (‘The Street
Party’), from 1928.

Francisco Ribalta and José de Ribera
Spain’s Siglo de Oro, or ‘golden age’, ac-
tually went on for far longer than a siglo,
or century – it officially started in 1492,
with the ‘discovery’ of the Americas and
the boom in Spain’s fortunes off the back
of the colonisation and ended with the
death of its last celebrity playwright,
Pedro Calderón de la Barca in 1681.

In terms of cultural history, the ‘Golden
Century’ covered the Renaissance, which
did not reach Spain until the 16th century
and the Baroque, in the 17th century.

You may not realise it, but you are prob-
ably familiar with artists from this long,
glorious era – writers likeMiguel de Cer-
vantes, whose epic Don Quĳote is still
enjoyed today and painters like Murillo,
Zurbarán, Velázquez and El Greco (who
was actually originally Greek, but whose
scenes over Toledo city will take your
breath away).

You may be less familiar with two of the
east coast’s top artists – Francisco Rib-
alta, who was born in Lleida and whose
career was mostly spent in Valencia City
and nearby Algemesí and José de Rib-
era, who was from Xàtiva (Valencia
province), but lived out his painting life in
Italy. Both are known for their religious
scenes in oil with the characteristic high
finish of the time and you can see Rib-
alta’s Last Supper at the Corpus
Christi Colegio del Patriarca on Valen-
cia’s C/ La Nau, near the old Literary Uni-
versity, or pop into the San Jaime
Apóstol Church in Algemesí and view
his well-known altarpiece.

Ribera’s The Bearded Wo-
man and Archimedes are at the El Prado
and his Immaculate Conception is the
main feature of the altarpiece at Sala-
manca’s Las Agustina’s Convent.

Joan Miró
This painter, sculptor, engraver and pot-
ter lived to be over 90, passing away on
Christmas Day in 1983.

A surrealist, with heavy influences of cu-
bism, fauvism and expressionism, his
works are unlikely to appeal to art tradi-
tionalists, but for those who love bright
colours and funky shapes and patterns,
one of these in the right place in your
house would really set off the room. They
reflect a strong interest in the subcon-
scious, in the ‘inner child’ and the culture
and traditions of his native Catalunya
and became more dreamlike after his
long stay in Paris. His works are easier to
find than many other great artists from
bygone days – a sizeable collection, plus
other memorabilia, are on display at the
Joan Miró Foundation he set up in Bar-
celona and at the Pilar and the Joan
Miró Foundation in Palma de Mallorca
where he lived with his wife. His paint-
ings are also scattered around Madrid's
Reina Sofía Museum and Espacio Miró
and the Mas Miró Foundation in Mon-

troig (Barcelona province) where the
artist spent most of his summers.
If you are in Paris, his works are also at
the Centre Pompidou and in New York
at theMOMA.

As for his intriguing and huge sculptures,
the Bottle Woman can be found in the
Viera and Clavijo Cultural Park in Santa
Cruz de Tenerife. His Lunar Bird is in
Madrid, his brightly-coloured Woman
and Bird – created in his last year of life –
is in Barcelona, although his best-known
and slightly shocking, bronze figure
known as Great Maternity is in San Fran-
cisco, California.

For a brilliant example of his crazy col-
ours, (from Pinterest) is one of his earlier
works, The Garden, from 1925.
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Cartagena is a major naval station on
the Mediterranean coast. It has a
population of 213,943 (2018) and is
Murcia’s second-largest municipality and
Spain’s sixth-largest non-provincial-capital
city. Cartagena was founded around 227
BC by the Carthaginian Hasdrubal the Fair.
The city was of great importance during
the Roman Empire, when it was known
as Carthago Nova.

Cartagena and its coveted defensive port
made it one of the most important in the
western Mediterranean. It has been the
capital of the Spanish Navy’s Maritime
Department of the Mediterranean since
the arrival of the Spanish Bourbons in the
18th century and back in the 16th century it
was one of the most important naval ports
in Spain. It remains an important naval
seaport, the main military haven of Spain
and is home to a large naval shipyard.

The rise of the local mining industry is
manifested by a unique artistic heritage,
with a number of landmarks such as
the Roman Theatre, the second largest of
the Iberian Peninsula after the one
in Mérida, an abundance
of Phoenician, Roman, Byzantine and Moo
rish remains and a plethora of Art
Nouveau buildings, a result of the
bourgeoisie from the early 20th century.

Cartagena is now established as a major
cruise ship destination and is an emerging
cultural focus.
The Cartagena region can be viewed as a
great plain inclined slightly to include
coastal mountain ranges such as
Carrascoy, El Puerto, Los Villares,
Columbares and Escalona to the north and
east and El Algarrobo, La Muela, Pelayo,
Gorda, La Fausilla y Minera to the south
and west. The area is rich in metamorphic
(slate, marble) and sedimentary
(limestone).

Cartagena is located at the end of the AP-
7 motorway and includes coastal villages
such as La Azohía, Isla Plana, Los
Urrutias and Los Nietos.
The territory around Cartagena City hosts
an extraordinary natural wealth and
diversity, with a large number of botanical
endemic species. Part of its area is subject
to different levels of legal protection.

History
There is mention of the presence of
individuals in Cartagena belonging to the
genus Homo in the cave Cueva Victoria
1,300,000 years ago. This cave is located
in the district Rincón de San Ginés.
Remains of individuals belonging to the
species Homo Neanderthalensis and
the Mousterian culture were found in
the Cave of Los Aviones. There were also

remains of Neanderthals belonging to the
Mousterian culture in Cueva Bermeja,
which is in Perín.

In the southeast corner of Cartagena,
remains of human beings of the Upper
Paleolithic were discovered. The
Paleonthological sites are the Abrigo de
Los Déntoles cove, the Cueva de Los
Mejillones cave and the Cabezo de San
Ginés. In the west of the municipality are
scenes of human activity in that period.
Concrete evidence of this are the Cueva
del Caballo and Cueva Bermeja Caves.
Southeast Cartagena was inhabited again
during the Mesolithic period. Important
sites are Cueva de Los Pájaros and Cueva
de Los Mejillones. Neolithic artefacts such
as ceramic remains have been found here.

Sou theas t
Cartagena
was again
i n h ab i t ed
during the
Neolithic in
places such
as Las
Amoladeras
a n d
Calblanque.
The south of
t h e
A l umb r e s
district was
a l s o
i n h ab i t ed
during that period. The archeological site
is located in the Cerro del Gorguel hill
where a characteristic Neolithic hamlet
was discovered.

The reasons for the dearth of human
presence and structures in Cartagena
during the Neolithic period were the lack
of rainfall and consequently the absence of
water beds. During the Bronze Age there
was a similar situation.

Continued on page 42
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The Argaric civilization inhabited
Murcia and Almería during the Bronze
Age, but they did not significantly occupy
Cartagena although they did live in the La
Aljorra and Tallante districts.

Ancient History
Cartagena was originally named Mastia.
Possessing one of the best harbours in the
Western Mediterranean, it was re-founded
by the Carthaginian general Hasdrubal in
228 BC as Qart Hadasht (‘New City’). The
Roman general Scipio Africanus
conquered it in 209 BC and renamed it
Carthago Nova (literally ‘NewNew City’) to
distinguish it from the mother city. Julius
Caesar gave the town Latin Rights,
and Octavian renamed it in his honour as
the colony Colonia Victrix Iulia Nova
Carthago or Colonia Vrbs Iulia Nova
Carthago depending on the source.

Cartagena was very relevant both in the
Carthaginian and the Roman conquest of
the Iberian Peninsula. In 298
AD, Diocletian constituted a new Roman
province in Hispania called Carthaginensis.
It remained important until it was sacked
by the Vandals in 435 AD.

During the Roman period, Cartagena was
the site of major silver mines, yielding a
daily revenue of 25,000 drachmae. It was
known also for the production of garum, a
fermented fish sauce and esparto grass
which gave it a new name, Cartago
Spartaria.

Middle Ages
The demise and fall of Western
Roman sovereignty caused Cartagena to
go into decline. It was occupied by
the Vandals (409–425), through various
empires to King Alfonso X of
Castile (Alfonso the Wise) who conquered
Cartagena in 1245. He established
Christian rule and the Bishopric of
Cartagena. In 1270, Alfonso created

the Order of Santa
María de España for
the naval defence of
the Crown of
Castile and
established its
headquarters in
Cartagena.

In 1296, Cartagena
was annexed to
the Kingdom of
Aragon as the
R e c o n q u i s t a
focused on the
remaining Muslim
kingdom, Granada,
which fell in 1492.
Cartagena entered
a period of great
decadence and
decay, despite a
short economic
revival in the 16th

century, because
Spain’s colonial
activities used ports
to the west.
Cartagena didn't
fully recover until
the 18th century,
when it became a
leading naval port in
the Mediterranean.

Modern History
Castillo de los
Moros is a Moorish
castle built in 1773-
1778 across from

Concepcion
H i l l ,
Cartagena
On 3rd

Sep t embe r
1643, the
French led by
G r a n d
Admiral Jean
Armand de
Maillé-Brézé
d e f e a t e d
most of
Spain’s fleet
here.

In 1728,
Cartagena became the capital of
the Spanish Navy’s Maritime Department
of the Mediterranean and the city was
heavily fortified with the construction of a
modern castle in the place of a former
Moorish Kasbah, several barracks and a
huge arsenal. In a relatively short period of
time, the population of the city grew from
around 10,000 to 50,000…

In 1757,
d u r i n g
the Seven
Years’ War, a
F r e n c h
naval force
was forced
to take
shelter in
the port. A
s q u a d r o n
u n d e r
Duquesne
sent to
r e i n f o r c e
them was
a t t a c k e d

and defeated by a British squadron
under Henry Osborn at the Battle of
Cartagena.

In 1873, Cartagena established a self-
governing government and became the
centre of the Cantonal Revolution.
Governmental forces besieged the city for
several months until they surrendered.

D u r i n g
the Spanish
C i v i l
War (1936–
1 9 3 9 ) ,
Cartagena
was the
main base
o f
the Spanish
Republican
Navy and
one of the
p r i m a r y
strongholds
of the
Republican
Government. It held out against the forces
of General Franco longer than any other
city in Spain, being the last of its cities to
surrender.

Cartagena saw its industrial activity
increased during the 1950s, resulting in
more prosperity and this trend continued
until a general decline in manufacturing
throughout Europe in the late 1980s and
early 1990s.

MASS IN
ENGLISH

From
November to June
Saturdays at 6pm

Tel: Marie 622 514 187

Catholic Church of
Our Lady of the Assumption

Calle de la Iglesia,
30710 Los Alcázares, Murcia
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I am writing this article, beginning of April,
with lots of unknowns. I have just heard that
the May magazine will be available online
at www.costacalidachronicle.com

Will the current lockdown be extended
again?
Will I have been able to walk the dogs at
Los Infiernos by the time you are reading
this? I've missed them so much.

When the initial lockdown was imposed, a
small group of volunteers were able to visit
the Perrera, as the Director General of
Animal Rights had decreed that workers
with animals in refuges would be allowed
to work.

I helped with this and although the dogs
weren’t allowed out for walks, they had a
little time in a small compound to enable
the cleaning of their cages. I served up
food and water and got to meet many
more of the dogs than I normally do as a
walker. To give a little comfort was better
than nothing and it made me feel better
too.

Sadly the volunteers were then advised not
to attend. If one of us unwittingly passed
the virus onto the owners and their
employees, this would have serious
consequences for the animals in their care.
It was devastating for the dogs and the
volunteers, but these were exceptional
times.

Rest assured the dogs were in good hands,
regular food, water, safe place to sleep, but
imagine not going out for a walk for weeks
on end, stuck in a small cage, pacing. The
owners of the refuge do a great job, but
their remit doesn't include walking the
dogs; there are far too many, it’s just not
possible.

Thankfully one day a worker did a live
video, going up and down each aisle
showing every dog, in a clean cage, being

fed. They were going crazy with excitement
and I must say I shed some tears, but it was
reassuring.

Here are some of our beloved pooches,
who need a home more than ever after this
ordeal.

Vilma & Iker - dob: February 2nd 2019
Vilma is a
young girl
who came
to the
s h e l t e r
because she
was thrown
into a
g a r b a g e
c o n t a i n e r
with her
brother Iker
as puppies.
A volunteer
r e s c u e d
them and
since then
they have
only known
shelter life. They just want to cuddle and
play. Vilma gets along well with other
dogs.

Iker - How sad that he and his sister have
only ever known shelter life. He is a
beautiful, medium sized playful boy, so let
down by humans. There is a photo of them
together as puppies, along with more
recent ones of them individually.

Vadar - dob approx March 2017
Vadar is a beautiful Golden Retriever/
Belgian Shepherd type. He shares a kennel
with males and females and is very well
behaved. He would make a great family
pet as he is gentle, social and calm. He
would really fit in anywhere.

Now, more than ever, in these uncertain
times, if you had thought about
rescuing, please consider our dogs who
have had such a miserable time.

Please check out our dogs for adoption on
Facebook Los Infiernos Perrera
Supporters.

Dog walkers are always needed on
Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
mornings from 9am-1pm.

Some people see an unfortunate dog
sitting in a shelter. I see an angel that
someone threw away.

Donations can be made to LIPS via Paypal
mail: losinfiernosdogs@hotmail.com

Charity
Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters (LIPS)

Fiscal No: G30881924
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Due to the Coronavirus, please check
with your local Tourist Office or other
contacts for up-to-date information on
all events in May.

Cabo de Palos – Market Sun
Saturdays in May - Maritime Herit-
age and Sustainable Development 12pm
The activities include interesting confer-
ences about natural and cultural heritage,
the values of fishing (its present and its fu-
ture) and tourist, social and cultural pro-
jects. There will also be talks by different
experts in Calblanque, the coves of Cabo
de Palos in the archaeological and architec-
tural environment. There will also be
a guided boat trip to the Marine Reserve.
The headquarters and starting point of all
activities will be from the SubUp Hostel in
Cabo de Palos.
Tel 968 128 810
Email prensa@ayto-cartagena.es
Twitter/Instagram @AytoCTcomunica

Cartagena – www.cartagena.es – Tel 968
128 800 –Market Wed

XI Art Festival Mucho Más MayoMay 8th-
16th

Projects selected by a committee will be-
come part of the festival programme. The
motto for 2020 is ‘Before the collapse. Art
and climatic emergency’.

El Algar
May 21st-23rd – V National Amateur
Theatre Competition @ Teatro Apollo
Circus, El Algar with Socio-Cultural Asso-
ciation Teatro Circo Apolo de El Algar & La
Pecera Cultural Activities, the Teatro Circo
Apolo Company, Cartagena.
Closing ceremony and awards on Saturday
30th May
Applications accepted until 15th April. Vari-
ous prizes will be awarded.

La Union - www.ayto-launion.com - Tel
868 049 941/692 925 970 –Market Tues

Los Alcazares – Market Tues & Sat (Los
Narejos)

San Javier – www.murciaturistica.es/en/
san_javier/ - Tel 968 172 041 – Market
Wed & Thurs
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ Rugby field,
PDM Sports Ground
Men Tues & Thurs 8.30-10.30pm
Women Tues & Thurs 10.00-11.30pm
12-18yrs Tues & Thurs 7.30-9.00pm
6-10yrs Thurs 6pm-7pm & Sat 10am-11am

Every Monday - HAH Help at Home Ta-
ble Top Sale @ La Zona Bar 10am-1pm

Every Monday – Friendship Group @ The
Garden Bar & Lounge 11am

Saturday 2nd May & 6th June - Free Urban
Art Bike Route
Enjoy more than 150 murals in the municip-
ality. Depart 10am from the Integral Centre
for Tourism and Local Development.
Bring water, cap, comfortable clothes and
shoes. Approx 2hrs. If you don’t have a
bike, they will lend you one.

Reservations at Tourist Office

Tallante/Galifa/La Magdalena/Perín
Tallante’s Music Workshop
Every Friday in May & June 7pm-9pm
Music Workshop for guitar and bandurria in
the social centre. This is organized by the
Tallante Squad.
Registrations must be made on 618 038
106

Trovo Workshop
Alternate Saturdays until November 5pm-
7pm
The Trovo Workshop in Galifa and La Mag-
dalena in the social centre is organized by
the José María Marín Trovera Association,
with the collaboration of the Neighbor-
hood Board of Molinos Marfagones.
Registrations must be made on 616 924
135

Dance Workshop
Every Monday in May & June & October to
December 5pm-7pm
The dance workshop in Perín will cover
the jota, the malagueña and the parranda
and is organized by the Cuadlante de Tall-
ante and the Grupo Musical Perín Acue-
ducto. The workshop will be held in the So-
cial Centre.
Registrations must be made on 644 207
801

Pozo Estrecho

Santiago de Ribera
– 968 571 704 -
Market Wed

San Pedro del Pi-
natar – www.san-
pedroturismo.com
– Tel 968 182 301 –
Market Mon &
Thurs (Lo Pagan)

Torre Pacheco –
www . t o r r e p a -
checo.es - Tel 968
579 937 – Market
Thurs (Balsicas) &
Sat (Dolores)
Every Tuesday in
May at 5pm –
Guided Tour of An-
other Planet Brew-
ing 10€ to include
tastings. Booking es-
sential on 664 694
344

Until 2nd August -
Sima de las Palo-
mas, Cabezo Gordo
& Cueva del Agua
9am-2pm
Located on the
southern slope of
the Cabezo Gordo,
the only mountain-
ous elevation of
Torre Pacheco and is
a historical reference
for navigators and
residents of the

Campo de Cartagena. In 1991, the casual
discovery of the jaws joined with the jaw of
a Neanderthal, launched the scientific ex-
cavation at Sima de las Palomas, the site
of the most important Neanderthal Man in
the Spanish Mediterranean.
1. Sima de las Palomas will be explained
by the team of archaeologists.
2. Cabezo Gordo - Neanderthal Tales.
3. Cueva del Agua - old mine with a nat-
ural water lagoon where bats live.
The Tourist Information Point will provide
you with a sticker to establish which group
you will be in. Each hour 2 groups of 50
people will be organized from 9am accord-
ing to order of arrival.
3€ pp. Submit proof of payment at the In-
formation Point.

Meeting point: South slope of Cabezo
Gordo. Esplanade Cave of the
Giant’s Foot. Wear comfortable shoes, hat,
sun protection, water and torch.
Bring your camera and participate in the ‘El
Cabezo Gordo Discover it’ Photography
Contest and win a day as an archaeologist
at Sima de las Palomas.
During the day you can buy snacks, soft
drinks, craft beer, etc.

CLÍNICA
VETERINARIA
MEDITERRÁNEO

Street Francisco Umbral, n°1
30709 Roldán (Torre Pacheco - Murcia)

mariaojados@colvet.es

https://www.cartagena.es/gestion/images/0/180087.jpg
https://www.cartagena.es/gestion/images/0/180087.jpg
mailto:mailto:prensa@ayto-cartagena.es
https://twitter.com/AytoCTcomunica
http://www.cartagena.es/
http://www.ayto-launion.com/
http://www.murciaturistica.es/en/san_javier/
http://www.murciaturistica.es/en/san_javier/
http://www.sanpedroturismo.com/
http://www.sanpedroturismo.com/
http://www.torrepacheco.es
http://www.torrepacheco.es
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Telephone Pete or Belinda (English) on 618 896 957/699 707 954
or Pastors Ginés and Toñi (Spanish) on 629 283 080

Religion

The pressures of modern life can be
overwhelming.
As I write this article in mid-April we are
several weeks into the lock-down
introduced to reduce the spread of the
Corona Virus.

This dreadful disease is the biggest
catastrophe to hit mankind in living
memory. For many, the lockdown has
increased the pressures on their lives
tremendously and of course we all have
concerns for the health of our loved ones,
but while we focus on the pressures,
demands and uncertainties of our
circumstances, we will never find joy,
contentment or freedom.

At times like this we need to turn our
focus to Jesus.

As we turn to Him we can draw on the
strength, confidence and reassurance that
having Him in our lives gives us.
We can trust Him to lift our spirits.

Do you think it’s too late for you to turn to
Jesus? It isn’t.
Do you think the life you’ve led means He
can’t change you? He can.
Do you think you’ve gone too far to be
rescued? You haven’t.
Do you think that you are too old? You’re
not.
Nothing is impossible with Him. His love
changes everything.

At the time of writing we are not able to
hold our church services, but when the lock
down is over, why not join us one Sunday
morning? Find out more about Jesus. At
Rios De Vida you will receive a very warm

welcome and enjoy the fellowship of a
great bunch of fun-loving people from
many nations.
Just leave the cares of this world at the
door for a couple of hours and open your
heart and mind for what your Heavenly
Father may have for you. Come and enjoy
a great time of praise and worship and
experience the freedom and joy that can
only be found by fellowshipping with other
believers in the presence of God.

Our services are held mainly in Spanish
with translation into English via headsets
(provided). Parts are sometimes in English
translated into Spanish.
On the first Sunday of every month we
enjoy a fellowship meal together after the
service.

Pete

Aditorial

David Pools

Now the weather is becoming more
settled. it is an ideal time to think about
enjoying those hot sunny days lazing in
your own pool.

There are many reasons to choose
a pool made of polyester. Those who
already enjoy one of David’s Pools know
well of its advantages. Those which stand
out are the durability and versatility and the
time of completion. Many pools can take
weeks to construct, but David’s Pools are
completed without expensive endless
work.

Some of the most important advantages of
polyester pools:
• Completely watertight and safe.

• Anti-slip and much more durable than
other pools.

• Made with compounds that protect it
from water and UVA rays.

• Protective films that extend the life of
the pool.

• Easy installation, transport, relocation
and cleaning.

• Adaptable to any environment or
decoration.

• Perfect for indoor and outdoor.

• Defence against bacteria.

• They reduce the use of disinfectants.

• They are respectful to the
environment.

Now that you know more about
David’s Pools, you have no reason to not
choose them.

Prices for a complete installation start from
5.500€ for a Jacuzzi-type pool.
David’s Pools do all the work for you from
obtaining a licence, excavating the
grounds and getting your pool ready for
you to swim in.

Why wait?!! Call David on 686 733 944 for
a no-obligation quote.
You will be swimming in your
own pool before you know it.

Airpark Murcia, now in its 7th year of
trading with both external and internal
storage available as well as a ‘meet and
greet’ service at Murcia International
Airport, Corvera.

Their secure storage areas are situated just
3kms from the airport terminal meaning

that they can be at the airport in minutes to
meet you, with no waiting for transport to
and from the parking.

This family run business can take care of all
your airport parking requirements whilst
you are away, including servicing, repairs,
ITV’s and valeting.

Airpark Murcia are still working through
the Coronavirus issues and they can be
contacted on 618 806 989 or email
sales@airparkmurcia.com

They all hope to see you all again very
soon!!

Aditorial

mailto:mailto:sales@airparkmurcia.com
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Installation of all types of polyester pools

with stone crowning completely finished

David Pools tel: 686 733 844

Mazarrón and surrounding areas

6 X 3 7.5 x 3.55 x 2.5 8 x 4

Installed 1 week after the order is placed at the factory!

Find more information at www.airparkmurcia.com
or call us anytime on 618 806 989.

Email: sales@airparkmurcia.com
WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU !

Telephone
618 806 989

Short Term and Long Term Parking at
RMU Corvera Airport

Providing both Internal and External Parking for both
short term and long term reservations.

Meet and greet service right outside the
main terminal building, situated just 3 kms away

from our secure storage areas.

Also providing other main services such as Servicing,
Repairs, ITVs and Valets whilst you are away.

Prices start at just 30€ per week or just 260€ per year.
Call us now on 618 806 989 to reserve your place.

Buying and selling property
Writing and reviewing contracts

Full property registration
Conveyancing

Wills and inheritance

Tax liabilities
for residents and non-residents

Judicial proceedings

Accounting

DRIVING LICENCES VEHICLE REGISTRATION
SOCIAL SECURITY MARRIAGE

CHANGES TO:

San Miguel 6
Entlo

30201 Cartagena
Tel: 968 521 008

Avd Doctor Meca, 34 Bajo
Puerto de Mazarrón

30875 Murcia
Tel: 968 154 521

LEGAL ADVICE ON:

OPEN
MONDAY TO THURSDAY

9AM-6PM
FRIDAY 9AM-3PM

Email: secretaria@ferrandezabogado.com
www.ferrandezabogado.com

A professional law firm which was established in 2004
by lawyer Antonio Rafael Ferrández García,

who has been in practice since 1989. Dedicated to foreign nationals
who come to live in Spain temporarily or on a permanent basis.
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13th May

1. On this day in 1981 thousands saw
who shot?

2. Alison Hargreaves became the first
woman to do what?

3. 1977 - Why was the England
cricket captain sacked?

4. 1996 - What killed over 600
people in northern Bangladesh?

5. 1950 – Singer Steveland Judkins
Morris was born - what is he better
known as?

6. 1940 - Who said I have nothing to
give but blood sweat and tears?

7. Author Lady Browning was born in
1907. What name is she known as?

14th May

1. Edward Jenner administered the
first vaccination against which
disease in 1796?

2. Born in 1926, Eric Morcambe was
a director of which football club?

3. Frank Sinatra, who died in 1998,
won a Best Supporting Actor
Oscar for which 1953 film?

4. Which two explorers began the
first overland journey from the east
to the Pacific coast and back on
this day in 1804?

5. The Motorcycle Diaries was a 2004
film about which South American
revolutionary, who was born in
1928?

6. Which English novelist, who died
in 1925 wrote King Solomon’s
Mines and She?

7. The NSPCC was founded in 1889,
what do the initials NSPCC stand
for?

8. Which actress, who was born in
Australia in 1969, portrayed
Elizabeth I in Elizabeth and
Elizabeth, the Golden Age?

9. In 1973 the first US Space Station
was launched. What was it called?

18th May

1. Born in 1920, how is Karol Wojtyla
better known?

2. Born in 1912, the singer
responsible for Magic Moments, is
who?

3. Born in 1909, name the famous
English tennis player?

4. Died in 1911 the composer Gustav
Mahler was what nationality?

5. In 1804, who was proclaimed
Emperor of France?

6. On 18th May 1830, Edwin
Budding invented something
which was first used at Regents
Park Zoo and most households
now have one. What is it?

7. In 1910, which comet passed the
sun?

8. In 1955, what opened in London,
beginning the fast food invasion?

9. On 18th May 1969, which British
driver won his 5th record-breaking
Monaco Grand Prix?

10. In 1979, what was the surname of
the woman who won $10.5 million
for suffering nuclear
contamination?

21st May

1. Born in 1916 the author of the
novels The Carpetbaggers and
The Betsy is who?

2. Born in 1904, Thomas Waller, the
Jazz musician, what was his
nickname?

3. Discovered 1502, the island of St
Helena is in which ocean?

4. In 1894, who opened the
Manchester Ship Canal?

5. In 1904, which footballing body
was founded?

6. What date did we put clocks
forward for the first time?

7. In 1966, who ended Henry
Cooper’s hopes of winning the
world heavyweight crown?
(Correct name)

8. In 1979, who became the first rock
star to perform in the USSR?

23rd May

1. Racehorse Sea Biscuit was born
today in 1933. Who played his
most regular jockey, Red Pollard in
the 2003 film?

2. The North West Mounted Police
were founded in 1873. What did
they later become?

3. Born on 23rd May 1918, which
England cricketer and Arsenal
winger was the original Brylcreem
Boy??

4. Bonnie and Clyde were killed by
police today in 1934, what were
their last names?

5. What role did birthday girl Joan
Collins play in Dynasty?

6. The head of the German SS killed
himself today in 1945. Who was
he?

7. The Who released the first Rock
Opera. What was it called and
what year?

8. Boxer Marvin Haggler was born in
1952. What was his nickname?

24th May

1. Which British monarch was born in
1819?

2. Born in 1686 who was the German
physicist who invented the
mercury thermometer?

3. Born in 1941 Robert Allen
Zimmerman; how is this singer
better known?

4. Died in 1974 Edward Kennedy
Ellington; what was his nickname?

5. Which famous British prison
opened 1809 to house French
prisoners of war?

6. In 1844, what was significant about
the phrase ‘What God hath
wrought’?

7. In 1941, which German battleship
sank HMS Hood off the coast of
Greenland killing almost all of her
1421 crew?

8. In 1956, Lys Assia was the first
winner of which annual
competition?

9. In 1959, what was Empire Day
renamed as?
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26th May

1. Guyana became independent in
1966. On which continent is it
found?

2. Al Jolson was born today in 1886.
Who played him in the 1946 film
‘The Jolson Story’?

3. Post war fuel rationing ended on
this day, but in what year?

4. Allied forces began evacuating
which beach in France on this day
in 1940?

5. Who did Michael Jackson marry
today in 1994?

6. John Wayne was born today in
2007, what was his birth name?

7. The first Republic of Georgia was
established today in 1916. Which
sea does it have direct access to?

8. The actors union was founded in
1913. What is it called?

27th May

1. Who founded St. Petersburg in
1703?

2. In which year was the pop-up
toaster patented on this day?

3. Born today in 1943, by what name
do we usually know Priscilla White?

4. Which ocean liner, now a hotel in
Long Beach, was launched today

in 1936?

5. Which famous Australian bridge
opened for the first time today in
1932?

28th May

1. Born on this day in 1759, who was
Britain’s youngest ever Prime
Minister?

2. Who was born this day in 1908; the
Author of Chitty Chitty Bang
Bang?

3. Born on this day in 1918, this
actress starred in A Taste Of Honey
and presented BBC’s Songs of
Praise. Who is she?

4. On this day in 1967 Gypsy Moth IV
returned to Plymouth after
completing the Solo Navigation of
the world. Who was at the helm?

5. Born on this day in 1968 this TV
actress had a hit with Better the
Devil You Know. Who is she?

6. On this day in history Diego
Maradona was transferred for a
record 5 million pounds from
Argentina Juniors to which club?

7. Eric Morecambe died on this day,
but in which year?

8. Where did Mathias Rust land his
aircraft on this day in 1987?

9. On this day in 1990, the boat The
Maiden arrived in Southampton

after completing the Whitbread
Round the World race. What was
unusual about this?

10. On this day in 1995, who had pole
position in the Monaco Grand
Prix?

29th May

1. Born on this day in history in 1917
the first Roman Catholic President
of the USA was who?

2. Bob Hope was born on this day in
1903. What was the first of his films
in ‘The Road To’ series?

3. Born on this day, the mother of TV
host Emma Forbes is who?

4. The inventor of the Miners safety
lamp died on this day in 1829.
Who was he?

5. Which composer of the Savoy
operas died on this day in 1911
whilst rescuing a drowning lady?

6. Actress Mary Pickford died this day
in 1979. Which film company did
she help to establish?

7. 8. In 1977, who at the age of 11
became the youngest player to
ever compete in a national chess
championship?

8. 9. On this day in 1985 which 2
teams were playing at the Heysal
Stadium when disaster occurred?

1. You measure my life in hours and I
serve you by expiring. I’m quick
when I’m thin and slow when I’m
fat. The wind is my enemy.

2. You see a boat filled with people.
It has not sunk, but when you look
again you don’t see a single
person on the boat. Why?

3. What word in the English
language does the following: the
first two letters signify a male, the
first three letters signify a female,
the first four letters signify a great,
while the entire world signifies a
great woman. What is the word?

4. A man says: ‘Brothers and sisters,
have I none, but that man’s father
is my father’s son.’ Who is he
pointing at?”

5. What has to be broken before it
can be used?

6. You can hold it without using your
hands or your arms. What is it?

7. It’s been around for millions of
years, but is never more than a
month old. What is it?

8. What can you keep after giving it
to someone?

9. Three doctors said that Bill was
their brother. Bill said he had no
brothers. Who was lying?

10. The more that there is of this, the
less you see. What is it?

11. Where there is light is the only

place I can live. Yet if light shines
on me I die. What am I?

12. Forwards I am heavy, backwards I
am not. What am I?

13. I have a bed but I never sleep. I
have a mouth but I never speak.
What am I?

14. I have a head and a tail that will
never meet. Having too many of
me is always a treat. What am I?

15. I’m at the start of the end, and the
end of every place. I’m the
beginning of eternity, and the end
of time and space. What am I?

Answers on page 92
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Another World Properties combine
traditional values of honesty and
integrity with modern marketing methods
and a genuine desire to help,
all blended in with good humoured
openness. Whether buying, selling or
renting a property, please call FIRST to
establish whether any other agent can
match the professional approach, warm
welcome, competitive fees and overall
service Another World Properties family-
run business can offer you.

Simply; we work for YOU!!

Based on Camposol B, Another World
Properties, also cover Mazarrón Country
Club and seafront areas from Bolnuevo to
Isla Plana and have agreements in place
with agents in other areas to help you
search further afield.

With so much choice in area and property,
from fincas to apartments, villas to
townhouses, inland, coastal or
urbanization, don’t make your decision
lightly or quickly. Buying a home is the
most important purchase you will make in
life, so it’s imperative you make the right
decision for you.

Why not consider renting first?
This is an ideal way to explore the area,
especially if you are unfamiliar with the
South East of Spain. It will give you
‘breathing space’ to find your perfect
home. Who knows, your rental property
could turn out to be your permanent home!
Long Term Lets - Properties Required
Urgently
With increasing demand for rental
properties, Another World Properties are
finding the demand for long term property

lets increasing year on year, so if as an
owner you only use your property a
few times a year, why not think about
covering your overheads by doing a 6
month let; months to be decided by you?
We currently have many ‘holiday let’
owners who provide a ‘winter let’ option for
example, rather than leave the property
empty. Please contact us urgently if this is
of interest, as we have many clients ready
and waiting for your rental!

Another World Properties are here for
YOU, whether you need your property
rented, need a permanent home to
purchase, or want to sell your property

Tel 0034 968 592 679
Email sales@anotherworldproperties.net

Opening Hours:
Monday to Friday: 9am - 2pm

Professional, qualified English speaking

Solicitors and Accountants
Understand your issues
in your own language.

- Property Conveyancing
- Civil and Business Litigation

- Wills and Inheritance
- Contracts

- Accounting
- Corporation Tax, IVA

- Resident and Non-Resident Tax
- International Tax Advice

- Communities Administration

Aditorial

Pedro Acosta Pinturas has been
established since 1960. Pedro’s father,
Pedro Jose Acosta Garcia, was one of the
first painting and decorating companies in
the Mazarrón area. Pedro took over the
company from his father at an early age with

his younger brother Juan Manuel.

Pedro says “As we move forward, we are
trying to source more products that are
environmentally friendly. Our most popular
work is the Acrylic Enamel Laquer. This can
be used on any surface, but works
particularly well on kitchen doors and any
piece of furniture, and is available in various
colours.

We have also stepped up to the mark with
the waterproofing of terraces and roofs,
offering premium quality products that work
whilst keeping the prices competitive.”

Pinturas Acosta is a legal company and a
small local business that appreciates the
support of our community in this difficult
time. Whether it’s internal or external
painting, terrace waterproofing or

giving your current kitchen cupboards a
‘makeover’ that you need, you won’t be
disappointed by their service, work
standards and quality.

Tel 626 960 354

mailto:mailto:sales@anotherworldproperties.net
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DUE TO THE HUGE DEMAND AND OUR
SALES SUCCESS DURING THE PAST 18
MONTHS, WE ARE URGENTLY SEEKING
PROPERTIES FOR SALE AND RENTAL

IN ALL AREAS OF CAMPOSOL

FOR A FRIENDLY AND INFORMATIVE
CHAT, WITHOUT PRESSURE, PLEASE
CALL US OR POP IN TO OUR OFFICE AT
CAMPOSOL B COMMERCIAL CENTRE TO
FIND OUT WHY NO OTHER AGENT CAN
MATCH OUR PROFESSIONAL APPROACH,
WARM WELCOME, COMPETITIVE FEES

AND OVERALL SERVICE

PROPERTY SALES & PROPERTY RENTALS
CENTRO COMERCIAL B

URB CAMPOSOL, MAZARRÓN

+34 968 592 679
SALES@ANOTHERWORLDPROPERTIES.NET
WWW.ANOTHERWORLD-PROPERTIES.COM

Another World Proper�es combine tradi�onal values of honesty and integrity with modern
marke�ng methods and a genuine desire to help - all blended in with good humoured openness.
Whether buying, selling or ren�ng a property, why take a chance on your most valued asset?

By choosing the professional approach, you are guaranteed integrity and accountability.
You are assured of 1st Class results.

For a friendly and informa�ve chat, without pressure, give us a call or pop in to see us.

MANY CAN DO IT WELL, SOME CAN DO IT VERY WELL,
BUT ONLY A FEW CAN DO IT LIKE US, ALWAYS WITH THE CUSTOMER IN MIND
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ADITORIAL

Working In A State Of Alarm
Since the first Royal Decree was announced
on March 14th there has been a lot of
confusion and speculation around the
conditions and implications for people,
especially those that are employed or
registered Autónomo.

Below is a fact sheet, based on the most
recent advice we have received and which
we hope answers some of your questions:

Tax On Business And Autonomos.
Special Scheme To Delay Payment Of
Taxes
From the date the Royal Decree was
published, up to 30th May, businesses and
autonomos will have the right to delay tax
payments up to €30,000 for a 6 months
period, having 3 months interest-free.

This will be applicable to withholding tax
on income tax, IVA and payments on
corporate tax. The forms are:

• Form 303 IVA

• Form 202 Corporate Tax

• Form 130 and 131 Income Tax

• Forms 111, 115 and 123 Withholding
Tax

From 16th March:

The Tax Office is closed to the public.
Deadlines to appeal any tax will be
suspended until the end of the quarantine.
You do not need to worry if you have
received a letter from the Tax Office that
requires an answer, or you have a tax due
to pay.

Unemployment Benefit As A
Consequence Of Closing Business or
Severe Decrease On Your Sales
There is employment benefit for those
businesses and autonomos who were
forced to close their business, according to
the article 10 of the Royal Decree 463/2020

This benefit is 70% of the monthly
calculation basis of the benefit, which
means that most of the autonomos will
receive €661. This is the amount to be paid
on the minimum standard contributions.
This payment has been effective since
Monday 20th April.

This payment will be extended until the
State of Alarm is lifted.

This payment is also applicable for those
who have seen their sales reduced by more
than 75% compared to the average of their
sales made over the last 6 months
This unemployment benefit is sorted out
and paid out by your ‘Mutua’. They are the
insurance companies that collaborate with
the Spanish Social Security system, duly
authorised by the Spanish Ministry of
Employment and Social Security and
registered with the Special Register
operated by said Ministry. Their aim is to

collaborate with the management of the
Spanish Social Security system under its
direction and auspices with members
jointly assuming liability for the situations
and with the scope established by the law.

We must also take this opportunity to stress
the importance of continuing to pay
your autonomo fee at this stage. Whilst
we appreciate this will be incredibly
difficult, it is paramount to ensure you don’t
lose your right to make a claim and receive
the benefits retrospectively, of which you
are entitled.
The autonomo payment until the
unemployment benefit comes into effect
will be automatically refunded by the
Social Security as soon as they recognise
you are entitled to receive it and any future
payments will be suspended from then on.

ICO Loans
The Government has approved until the
date and made funds available, from their
own budget, 40,000 million Euros in two
sets of 20,000 each for ICO loans.

These are to help Autonomos and small
businesses, by providing easy access to low
interest loans or grants.

The credits are availed by the government
and supplied by the banks, through the
Corporate State-owned Entity called ICO.
These funds are expected to help 1.3
million autonomos and companies.

What is an ICO Loan?
An ICO loan works in a similar way to a
traditional bank loan, where there is a
Credit Institution who provides the money
and establish conditions and requirements
in order to grant access.

The main difference is that the Credit
Institution analyse the viability of the loan
and assume the risk for defaulting on
payment.

It is a way to help autonomos and
businesses to have easy access to lines of
funding, in order to alleviate your
business’s lack of cash flow liquidity and at
a low interest rate, especially for those
directly affected by the pandemic of the
COVID-19.

Who can apply for an ICO loan?
Autonomos and businesses who need
financial help to pay salaries, invoices and
other financial needs to cover the
company’s cash flow, including financial
and tax liabilities.

You cannot access this if you have bad
credit records and have a B or upper credit
score.

An ICO loan cannot be used to pay off
previous credit or loans you have from the
past.

Is it possible to find different conditions
at different Banks?
Yes, each bank will set up their own interest
rates and conditions.

There is always the limit of the nominal
interest fixed by ICO.
The length of the loan will be for a
maximum of four years, with the first year
repaying interests only.

Temporary Redundancy Schemes (ERTE)
ERTE is a procedure to regulate the work
contracts on an extraordinary health crisis
such as the one we are experiencing.
Basically, it is a suspension of contracts, but
of a temporary nature, or it can even mean
a reduction in working hours.
This applies:

To companies or autonomos who
had to close their business, as a
consequence of the Coronavirus, such as
restaurants, bars, teaching academies and
most of the retail shops.

For those who can see their sales
reduced for more than 75% compared to
the average of the sales made over the last
6 months.
An ERTE means:
Your business could apply for:
• Work contracts to be suspended.

• Reduce the number of hours of work
for your staff.

• The business or autonomo no longer
will have to pay for social security
contributions on their staff or
employees.

• The employees will have the right to
receive unemployment benefit
regardless of the time they have been
working in the past.

Important:
Businesses or autonomos who decides to
apply for an ERTE will be obligated to keep
the employees for at least 6 months after
the quarantine periods expires and they
get back to work

Mortgages
For those who had lost their jobs, as a
consequence of the Coronavirus and had
severe decrease on their sales (more than
40%), have the right to apply on a
suspension for their mortgage repayments.
This is applicable only on a main residence
mortgage.

For more information please feel free to
contact Corral & Alcaraz who will be more
than pleased to assist you.

Alberto Alcaraz
Corral & Alcaraz Law Firm
Lawyers, Barristers & Accountants

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!
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Window Blind Repairs
by

Richard the Blind Man
Tel 611 250 819

When your Spanish blind
(exterior shutter)

cord breaks / blind sticks
won’t move / falls apart

I’ll get your
blinds rolling again

For All your Insurance needs in
Spain

* Are you dealing with a fully registered and authorised company?
* Can your company offer a courtesy car without charge?

* Can your company offer protected bonus?

* Cars, bikes, quads, home (including subsidence),
health, travel, liability, life

* Policies in English – Insurance made easy!
* Cut costs not cover

For a free no obligation quotation or advice, call :
968156583
618892188

nashwarren@hotmail.com
www.nashwarreninsurance.com
Nash Warren Insurance

established 1981
Or visit our office in Bolnuevo Mazarrón

Tel: 966 195 522 or mobile: 684 410 324

FREE Delivery

All timber comes
fully treated

Pergolas, Carports, Gazebos, Garden Sheds & Benches

Products available in
different sizes or
made to measure

Specialists
in laminate
flooring!

Email: info@woodworksdirect.com

We collect and deliver your car.
Replacement cambelts

Brakes
Welding and much more

ITVs with pre-checks

For a reliable service at competitive prices

Only 5 minutes from the new Corvera Airport.
Leave your car with Pete to ITV/Service

it whilst you are away.

Call Peter on
666 161 129

p.s.carservices@gmail.com

MOBILE

ENGLISH

CAR

MECHANIC

SECURITY IS A PRIORITY
DON’T LEAVE HOME

WITHOUT IT

Tel: 618 963 958
Email: theforge4rejas@yahoo.co.uk

www.theforge4rejas.com

Manufacture, installa�on
& repair of

Window Grilles & Security Doors
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Trade Cars Spain buy and sell, part-ex-
change quality left hand drive and right
hand drive vehicles.

Trade Cars Spain has been in Spain for
over 18 years and are a fully legal company
with professional procedures and know-
ledge of buying and selling used vehicles.
All paperwork is undertaken efficiently and
Legally.

Trade Cars Spain offers a service where
they will bring a vehicle to your home or
place of work to view and test drive with
No Obligation. All vehicles are fully ser-
viced, taxes paid and transferred into your
name on the day of sale. No waiting for
change of ownership.

If you have a vehicle you want to sell
whether it is LHD or RHD, please contact
Trade Cars Spain via phone, whatsapp or
email to discuss details.

When Trade Cars Spain purchase your
vehicle, payment is immediate. The trans-
fer of ownership from your name into Trade
Cars Spain is completed instantly by them
on the day of purchase completely
Stress Free.

Visit their website www.trade-
carsspain.com and read testimonials from
really happy customers who they have
bought and sold vehicles from/to.

For more information call 646 600 898
or email tradecarsspain@gmail.com

M a n y
p e o p l e
don't think
about secur-
ing their
most pre-
cious be-
longings un-
til it is too
late, don't
be one - get
your home
fully se-
cured now!

Eriks Metal
Works have

been established since 1999 in the Murcia
Region and offer a complete service to

cover all your security requirements, ran-
ging from sketches through to design,
manufacture of all types of rejas, gates,
doors, windows, railings and much more!

Eriks Metal Work have extended their ser-
vices and are now making garden sheds
and storage rooms of all sizes, to your own
specification. All are maintenance free,
built from galvanized steel and then
powder coated in your preferred colour.

For a free, no-obligation quote, call Eriks
on 636 050 008

TCS

Instant Decision
Top prices
paid for your
SPANISH OR
ENGLISH CAR

Paperwork
legally undertaken
Immediate change

of ownership

Finance settled

Px welcome

tradecarsspain@gmail.com

Aditorial

Aditorial

www.ovencleaningspecialists.com

Please call 635 750 752 or
Email: mark@ovencleaningspecialists.com

Before

Specialists in Cleaning
Ovens & Hobs
Ranges & Aga’s
Extractors
Microwaves
BBQ’s

After

Oven Cleaning Specialists

Costa Cálida, Murcia

All products non-caustic
and ecofriendly

http://www.tradecarsspain.com/
http://www.tradecarsspain.com/
mailto:mailto:tradecarsspain@gmail.com
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MOBILE WELDING SERVICE AVAILABLE

Tel Stan: 636 050 008
Established since 1999 in the Murcia Region

Email: stan@eriksmetalwork.com
www.eriksmetalwork.com

* REJAS
* DOORS

* GARDEN GATES
* RAILINGS
* CARPORTS

* STAIRCASES ETC

RUSTY REJAS? LET US:-

WE MAKE
OR REPAIR

* SANDBLAST
* POWDERCOAT

* RE-PAINT
* GALVANISE

THEM FOR YOU
NEW TO ERIKS

MANUFACTURE OF GARDEN SHEDS
AND STORAGE ROOM - ALL SIZES,
MAINTENANCE FREE GALVANISED

STEEL AND POWDER COATED IN YOUR
CHOICE OF COLOUR
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Ka r a l ee ’s
Hair &
B e a u t y
Salon can
be found at
the Piram-
ide Center
in Puerto de
Mazarrón on
the level
above what
used to be
Mercadona
Supermar-
ket, next to

Furniture Plus where there is plenty of free
parking.
This friendly salon has been open for over
two years and has become one of the most
popular salons in the area. Karalee’s Hair
& Beauty Salon specialise in bridal hair
and make-up for that special occasion.

To ensure that you are booked in for your
hair or beauty treatment once lockdown is
over, email karaleeshairandbeauty-
@outlook.com. Check Facebook for up-
dates and leave a message on www.face-
book.com/karaleeshairsalon

Karen and Leanne look forward to seeing
all their old and new customers soon.

Aditorial

Aditorial

CASH€ CASH€ CASH€
Cash, Cash, Cash is a Removal & House
Clearance specialist. They have been op-
erating within the Murcia, Costa Cálida re-
gion for over 16 years.

Cash, Cash, Cash buy and sell quality
used furniture, white goods, electrical
goods, tools, bedding, soft furnishings,
bric-a-brac etc. They specialise in house,
bar, restaurant, garage, bankrupt stock
and liquidation clearances.

Instant cash payment.

Cash, Cash, Cash can also provide a reli-
able removal and collection service.

Tel 630 455 336

Alex Woods

696 667 182

MEDICAL

LEGAL

DAILY SERVICES

COMPUTER TECHNICIAN
HOME SERVICE

SALES

REPAIRS

INSTALLATIONS

TUITION

24H TRANSLATION
SERVICES

alex.woods@hotmail.es

CASH€ CASH€ CASH€

Full or Part
House

Clearances

WE ALSO OFFER REMOVALS & A COLLECTION SERVICE (IKEA ETC)

Instant payment for all your
unwanted household items.

Furniture/White Goods/Electrical/
Tools/Bric-a-Brac etc

DON'T DELAY,
CALL TODAY
630 455 336

Aditorial

Hi everyone

I hope that with recent events with the
Coronavirus, everyone is keeping safe at
home. Many of you may have seen me work-
ing during this lockdown period, I can assure
you that I have full authorization from the au-
thorities to carry on doing both my jobs dur-
ing this difficult time.

My name is Alex Woods and, in this article, I
am going to tell you all a bit about what I do.
I came to Spain in 2002 at the age of 14 with
my family where I was thrown into the deep
end and tried to learn the language. I am not
going to lie; it was a right struggle, but now
looking back, being able to speak two lan-
guages, I would not change it for the world.

When I first came to Spain, I was an appren-
tice for Miguel from the Beep shop in Puerto
de Mazarrón where I learnt everything related
to fixing and maintaining computers. A few

years later, I opened up my first business; a
Cyber-cafe in Totana, where as well as offer-
ing Internet access to the locals, I also had a
workshop where customers would bring their
computers to be fixed. Unfortunately, when
the recession hit Spain in 2009, it was not pos-
sible to remain in the shop, so I took the hard
decision to close it. Ever since then, I have
been self-employed and have offered Com-
puter repairs at people’s homes. (It saves the
hassle of having to unplug everything and
take it a shop). I offer same day service and
whenever possible, will repair on site. I offer
the following services:

• Computers built to specification
• Brand new and occasional refurbished

computers for sale
• All Computer Components &

Peripherals
• PC and Laptop Repairs (Hardware and

Software)
• Data Recovery

• Formats and Reinstallations
• Virus and Malware Removals
• Network Installations
• Setups and One to One Tuition

Translations
With the ability of being able to speak Span-
ish fluently, I am also a legal 24-hour trans-
lator, helping you with all your translation
needs. I specialise in translating for Medical
Centres, Hospitals, Police and any other place
you need to take a translator. I am one of the
few translators you can ring in the middle of
the night if you have an emergency.

If you have questions, or would like to enquire
about my services, then please call me any-
time night or day on 696 667 182. I have
WhatsApp so all messages are welcome. If
you contact me and I do not answer, please
leave a message and I will call you back ASAP.
You can also email me at alex.woods@hot-
mail.es

mailto:mailto:karaleeshairandbeauty@outlook.com
mailto:mailto:karaleeshairandbeauty@outlook.com
http://www.facebook.com/karaleeshairsalon
http://www.facebook.com/karaleeshairsalon
mailto:mailto:alex.woods@hotmail.es
mailto:mailto:alex.woods@hotmail.es
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Karalee’s Hair and Beauty Salon
is a professional friendly

relaxed salon with
convenient parking right outside.

Las Casas Cuevas

Phone: 0034 680 326 817
lascasascuevas@gmail.com

These beautiful rustic Cave Houses are located in
Ramonete, near Lorca, Murcia, close to bars,
restaurant and the village supermarket.

There are lovely walks and cycle routes nearby
and many lovely beaches including Calnegre

and Cabo Cope are close by.

Meditation/massage
days including lunch.
Price 55 euros per day,
includes use of pool.

4-8ppl.

Holiday rental
available

Sleeps up to 12
Contact us for

prices
lascasascuevas

OPENING TUESDAY TO
SUNDAY 11AM TILL LATE.

OPEN EVERY DAY FROM MAY.

WE OFFER A WIDE VARIETY OF
DISHES TO SUIT EVERYONE'S
TASTE.

WE SPECIALISE
IN FISH AND
BBQ MEAT.

TEL: 968 155 906
95 Paseo del Rihuete

30860 Puerto de Mazarrón

PUERTO DE MAZARRÓN

BEAUTIFUL

VIEWS ACROSS

THE BAY
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If you are looking for a career in live-in
care, there’s nowhere better than The
Good Care Group.

Helping people live the best life they can,
in the comfort of their own homes, isn’t just
work; it’s life changing work. Now more
than ever for older people, or those with
life-limiting conditions, there’s nowhere
better to live than in the comfort of their
own home, surrounded by their memories
and supported by a Professional live-in
carer.

Join The Good Care Group team working
in the UK and you will receive the very best
in training and support from a team who
are here for you 24/7, looking after you so
that you can make a real difference to oth-
ers. As a live-in carer, you will stay with one
client for a full rota and not move from
home to home, meaning your full attention
and interaction will be with the same client.

There’s nowhere better to care than The
Good Care Group. We are the market
leader for live-in care. Our recognition and
awards are proof of our determination to
be the best live-in care provider in the UK.
We currently have opportunities for people
with care experience, who are based in
Spain and are able to travel to the UK to
support our clients. Our employment
packages are industry-leading and offer a
great range of benefits, including paid UK
travel expenses during placement, flight
contributions, (terms apply), 24/7 support
and a variety of rota patterns; giving you a
healthy balance between working in the UK
and valuable time off at home in Spain.

Professional
live-in carer
Sarah is
based in
Spain and
has worked
with The
Good Care
Group for
18 months:
“I decided
to become a
live-in carer
after my
s t ep -mum
developed
Demen t i a
and I soon
r e a l i s e d
what a huge difference the right carer
made to her life. It’s a pleasure to be able

to help my client maintain her independ-
ence, surrounded by possessions that
mean so much to her. The Good Care
Group offers fantastic support, whether it’s
from my Care Manager or head office. I
never feel I have to deal with a situation by
myself.”

If you have at least 6 months’ experience of
providing personal care, either in a profes-
sional capacity, or from recent experience
of providing personal care to a family mem-
ber or a friend, we would love to hear from
you. Our recruitment team in Spain can an-
swer any questions you might have and the
entire recruitment process can be carried
out remotely from the comfort of your own
home.

Contact our local recruiter Melanie Jay on
664 111 990 or email Melanie.Jay@the-
goodcaregroup.com

The team at The Salon 2 have now joined
the team at The Salon’s new premises at
the Commercial Centre Camposol A above
Tel’s bar, between the Tech Shop & the
vets.

The joint team consists of the following:
6 Fully Qualified Hairstylists, 3 of whom are
also qualified Nail Technicians.
1 Junior Stylist
2 Fully Qualified Beauticians
1 Junior Beautician

Our Fully Qualified Stylists and Beauticians
have many years of experience and have all
kept up with new treatments and tech-
niques.

The Salon team would also welcome Ella
back from maternity leave.

The Salon offers various treatments from
head to toe.
Keep a look out for our special offers on
Facebook The Salon Camposol
Gift vouchers are also available.

Hopefully Not Long Now!!!
In preparation for our re-opening, we are
now putting together a list of bookings.
Please inbox me with your hair & beauty re-
quirements so we can book you in as soon
as we have a definite date for opening.

Contact The Salon for an appointment on
Tel/WhatsApp 691 916 717

The Salon looks forward to seeing you all
soon!!

Aditorial

The Salon & The Salon 2

Aditorial

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!

mailto:mailto:Melanie.Jay@thegoodcaregroup.com
mailto:mailto:Melanie.Jay@thegoodcaregroup.com
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Unisex Hair Salon
Hair by Melissa, Tanya, Ella, Lynn, Maricarmen,
Tegan, Sally, Wendy, Shauna and Domini
Dry Cut from 11€
Blowdry from 10€
Cut & Blowdry from 19€
Gents Cuts from 5€
Regrowth Colour Inc Blowdry From 19€
Foils Half Head Inc Blowdry From 26€
Foils Full Head Inc Blowdry 36€
Perm Inc Blowdry From 28€

Nail Bar
Nails By Ella, Sharn, Maricarmen,

Tegan, Lisa and Fallon
CND Shellac Polish Hands Or

Toes Inc Soak Off 14€
Manicure Normal Polish 16€ Or

Shellac/ Gel Polish Inc Soak Off 18€
Pedicure Normal Polish 18€ Or

Shellac/Gel Polish Inc Soak Off 21€
Gel/Acrylic Extensions 28€ Inc Polish 35€

Infils 18€ Inc Polish 25€
Overlays 20€ Inc Polish 27€

Nail art extra

Teeth whitening- smile white
(non peroxide & non bleach gel)

Full treatment 60€
Express treatment 30€

Beauty Room
Beauty by Sharn, Wendy, Lisa and Fallon
Non Surgical Face Li� Bio Or RF 1 Hr 20€
Diamond Tip Microdermabrasion &
Steam Facial 1 Hr 25€
Luxury Facial 1 Hr 20€
Waxing From 4€
Brow Tint 6€
Eyelash Tint 7€
Henna Brows 10€
Spray Tans 30 Mins 15€
Hopi Ear Candles 15€
Eyelash Individual Extensions 25€
Eyelash Li� & Tint 30€

The Salon
UNISEX HAIR SALON,

2 BEAUTY ROOMS & 3 NAIL BARS
SECTOR A COMMERCIAL CENTRE

CAMPOSOL
Tel or Whatsapp:
691 916 717

NEW LOCATION
Calle Barcelona 22 & 23

in between the Clinica Veterineria and The Tech Shop

The Salon 2
UNISEX HAIR & NAIL SALON

CAMPOSOL SECTOR A

Tel or Whatsapp:
653 463 490

Calle Castellon de la Plana 228
(formally known as Hair By Carol)

Offer No 1
Non Surgical Face Li� 45 Mins & Hands Or
Toes Shellac/ Gel Polish 27€

Offer No 2
Luxury Facial 45 Mins Hands Or Toes
Shellac/Gel Polish 27€

Offer No 3
Eyelash , Brow Tint & Brow Shape 13€

Offer No 4
Pedicure Inc Polish & Manicure Inc Polish 30€

Offer No 5
Mini Pedi Inc Polish & Mini Mani Inc Polish 25€

**** MASSAGES ****
Swedish Full body massage 1 hour 27€
Back & shoulder massage 30 min 17€
Indian Head massage 30 min 15€

The-Salon Camposol

For more information callMelanie on +34 664111990
or emailMelanie.Jay@thegoodcaregroup.com

Work in the UK. Live in Spain.
Live-in Carer £83 - 105 per day.

We are a highly awarded care provider looking for
experienced carers for nationwide opportunities.
So, if you are a carer with at least six months’
experience and want to keep your Spanish lifestyle
while working in the UK, please get in touch.

For more informa�on callMelanie
on +34 664111990 or email
Melanie.Jay@thegoodcaregroup.com
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At Olivier Houdusse Dental Clinic
we guarantee the maximum professional-
ism with the team we have and which will
offer you the best and most appropriate
treatment for your problem.

We offer a quality service and patient care
characterised by accessibility, friendliness,
patient orientation and personalised atten-
tion. We offer the following services:
Dental Aesthetics
Dental Implants
Periodontics
Endodontics
Paediatric Dentistry

Olivier Houdusse Dental Clinic makes a
difference to your visit with the most ad-
vanced technology and top quality treat-
ments that allow us to improve all patient
expectations.

Olivier Houdusse Dental Clinic believe
that each patient requires an individualised
solution for their situation and our obliga-
tion is to practice top quality, honest and
professional dentistry. Our goal is to offer
our patients all the means at their disposal
for dental health care.

Find us at:
Av. Tierno Galván s/n - 1º 15ª
Edif. El Molinero
30860 Mazarrón
(by Dia supermarket)

Tel 968 153 645

Lose Weight During Lockdown!
Time To Put Your Health First!
Is your weight loss group temporarily closed
due to the Covid 19 restrictions? At 1:1 Diet
by Cambridge Weight Plan it is business as
usual and we are continuing to support our
amazing slimmers online via video consulta-
tions and delivering our UK NHS backed
Weight Loss meals to their door!

Your health is of utmost importance, now
more than ever and even during these un-
precedented crazy times we can help you
achieve your health and weight loss goals
because we provide private Virtual Con-
sultations. It doesn’t matter in which loca-
tion you live; we can help you.

Did you know that Cambridge Weight Plan
prides itself on its unique private 1:1 sup-
port which we have with our clients?
We have always been about the 1:1 relation-
ships between Consultants and Dieters. It’s
something we have become famous for and
something that is dear to us.

This 1:1 relationship is at the core of our
company and is what sets us apart from
everyone else; no groups, no queues, no ex-
plaining yourself; just you and your consult-
ant in complete privacy.

Our slimmers have therefore been able to
continue to put their health first and con-
tinue to focus on their weight loss goals with
our support and motivation during these
very difficult and unprecedented times.

As your multi-award winning dedicated
Consultant, my colleagues’ and my priority

is to guide you on our plans and products to
help you reach your target and maintain it.
This is done in a private welcoming environ-
ment. We also pride ourselves on our main-
tenance plan which is there to help you keep
the weight off long term, because, of
course, if you return to old bad habits you
will likely return to your old weight.

Cambridge Weight Plan was originally de-
veloped over 35 years ago as a hospital
weight loss plan. Because of its credibility, it
was used in the recent medical trial funded
by Diabetes UK which proved than using
our plans, Type 2 Diabetes can be put into
remission. This makes us extremely proud.
We have recently taken on a new look and
rebranded to The 1:1 Diet by Cambridge
Weight Plan.

All of our weight loss meals are nutritionally
balanced with vitamins, minerals and the
macro nutrients your body needs to main-
tain good health!
It’s not just shakes; we have soups, porridge,
hot meals, snack bars and desserts and all of
our plans include real food. We can develop
a plan to suit your lifestyle. From as little as
€2.55 for a meal replacement, it’s incredible
value because included in the price is your
Consultant giving you Private Support, 24/7
if necessary and free delivery to your door of
our tasty weight loss products

Get in touch with Mel Lay on 673 162 695
Email cwpmurcia@hotmail.com or check
out her Facebook page Cambridge Weight
Plan Mazarron

#One2OneDiet

It's the one with a personal diet Consultant
to give you:
● A big dollop of support
● Deliciously nutritious products
● A you-shaped weight loss Plan

1:1 Diet Consultant
Mel Lay

cwpmurcia@hotmail.com
Tel: 673 162 695

Private Online Weight Loss Support
NHS supported meal replacement

products delivered to your door

Aditorial

Aditorial
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Hello from Gema.
I hope you are all staying safe and well and
by the time you are reading this, we will all
be back to our ‘normal’ lives, or certainly
heading in that direction.

Today we will talk about our star activity:
Pilates.
What does it consist of?
It is a physical and mental training. This
activity aims to control the body and
achieve a complete balance between body
and mind. During Pilates practice, supervi-
sion and correction of movements is offered
at all times.

The practice of this activity offers numerous
benefits:
• Improves posture and muscle

flexibility.

• Exercises are done in a very controlled
way, which is an activity that can serve
as rehabilitation therapy, to prevent
back pain or for people with pre-
existing injuries.

• Allows training without risk of injury.

• All muscle groups are worked, which is
great for increasing physical
endurance.

• Helps to lose weight gradually: by
activating the metabolism, improves
energy expenditure and calorie
consumption.

• Improves posture and strengthens the
spine.

• Improves balance.

• Helps to combat stress: the regular

practice of this discipline also
brings many benefits to our nervous
system.

• Strengthens the muscles of the pelvic
area.

• Improves self-esteem: all the
aforementioned benefits, together
with a better circulation of energy
between the body and the mind,
contribute to greater personal well-
being.

Pilates Classes with Gema take place at El
Paretón, Monday to Thursday and classes
are available mornings, afternoons and
evenings.

Tel 646 933 090
Please call to ensure my classes have re-
sumed

Health and Beauty

Why Non-Water-Soluble CBD Has No Fu-
ture?
Welcome To The World Of Iberoptima
Where Science Meets Wellness
Every time we take CBD Oil, we throw away
90-95% of the CBD inside because it is not
absorbed by our body.
How long will we keep on doing this until we
find a better solution? Welcome to the
world of Iberoptima

Why Buy Our CBD Water Soluble Formu-
las?
Utilising Swiss Micelle technology we be-
lieve our CBD is the best on the market and
that you will be so impressed you’ll never
need another brand again.

Our formulas have been made using all nat-
ural, organic materials and are water-soluble
meaning your body will better absorb the
CBD (maximum bioavailability) so you get

more of the active ingredients you’ve paid
for.
Typically, when you buy a lot of standard,
untreated CBD oils, they have low absorp-
tion rates and the CBD is lost in the digest-
ive system before it reaches your blood-
stream. The Micelle technology we use by-
passes the digestive system to allow for
more of the compon-
ents such as can-
nabinoids and
terpenes to be ab-
sorbed rather than
lost.

How Does Micelle
Technology Work?
In short, high absorp-
tion rates and water
solubility has been
achieved by the mi-
celles – special mo-
lecules of both a wa-
ter loving part and a
fat loving part – treat-
ing the CBD to make
it water soluble so it’s
not metabolised in
the digestive system
and liver. As micelles
convert fat-soluble
substances in the oil
into water-soluble
substances, they in-
stead reach the
bloodstream giving
you up to 15 times
more absorption
than untreated CBD.

This process is com-
pletely natural and
allows you to get
closer to 100% of the
CBD concentration
as shown on the la-
bel. As a result, your
doses become more
accurate and you’re
more in control of

how much you’re taking, as well getting bet-
ter value for money!

View the full range of Micellated CBD
products, vitamins and supplements
at www.iberoptima.com and email Iberop-
tima with any questions at info@iberoptim-
a.com

Aditorial

http://www.iberoptima.com/
mailto:mailto:info@iberoptima.com
mailto:mailto:info@iberoptima.com
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By Yvonne
Permanent Beauty by Yvonne

Tel: 663 176 233

HEALTH AND BEAUTY

Lockdown Beauty Tips
We all take for granted the ease of
popping to the local beauty salon or
hairdresser, but 6 weeks into the lockdown
we are probably all looking a little less than
perfect. Why not use the extra time on
your hands to do some home remedies and
emerge looking and feeling like a like a
butterfly - beautiful, energised and summer
ready?

Hair
While we are not going out, embrace your
natural hair:
• Step away from the blow dryer and

straighteners and let it dry naturally.

• Apply Argan Oil or a deep
conditioner overnight before washing
in the morning.

• Don’t reach for the scissors. Let your
hairstyle evolve. You might like how it
looks, or be inspired to try something
new when you are able to visit the
hairdresser again

Simple Manicure
Whilst longer nails or nail art may not be on
the agenda with the current situation,
keeping your nails in good condition can
be achieved at home in simple steps:

• Soak nails in warm, soapy water.

• Push cuticles back gently.

• Shape your nails and buff the edges
to avoid snagging.

• Remove oils from nail surface using
nail polish remover.

• Choose your colour, ensuring that you
use a base and top coat to protect
your polish.

Pedicures In Your Living Room
A simple salt water foot soak can help to
soften the skin on the bottom of your feet.
You could even add a few drops of
essential oils for a special treat.
A pumice stone or foot file used daily on
the heels and the balls of your feet can help
to smooth out dry and cracked skin, but be
sure to be gentle!
Follow with a deeply moisturising foot
cream, then shape and polish your nails
with your chosen colour!

Hair Removal
By now your legs, underarms and bikini line
are probably overdue some attention! I
wouldn’t generally recommend shaving,
but this may be a quick fix for many of us at
the moment. We can always get you back
into a great hair removal routine when we
reopen.

For a super smooth finish, exfoliate your
skin using a loofah or body scrub, then
apply a layer of shaving cream. Gently
glide the razor against the direction of hair
growth to give a closer shave. The
exfoliation step removes dead skin cells
and provides a sleek, hair-free finish.

Get More Water, Sleep and Exercise
Make sure you drink the recommend 8
glasses of water per day which will improve
the look and feel of your skin and even help
you to lose weight! Setting a reminder on
your phone every 2 hours will help you to
achieve your goal.

The same can be said of getting enough
sleep. Between 6-8 hours of sleep each
night will help you to look and feel more
bright and refreshed.

Although it’s forbidden to go out to
exercise, there are numerous classes
available to us online to suit all ages and
abilities.

It is a difficult time, but try to make the best
of it to emerge feeling better and stronger
both mentally and physically.

Yvonne
Tel 663 176 233

by Yvonne

2 New Brow Care Treatments
Brow henna & design

Regular price - €25, Promotion price - €20

Brow lamination & tint
Regular price €20, Promotion price €15

Promotion prices available during May 2020

Permanent Beauty

Tel: 663 176 233 / email: yvonne.johnson1@me.com
Facebook: @permanentbeautybyyvonne

The one stop shop for all your brow and lash requirements
inc. Microblading - Henna Brows - Lash Extensions -

Lash Lifts - Tinting and Waxing

CONTACT SALES - 619 199 407
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

www.costacalidachronicle.com

ADVERTISE

HERE!
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What Are The Government Stimulus
Packages And What Do They Actually
Mean?

During these unprecedented times the
Corona Virus pandemic has impacted so
many lives in so many ways. The fact that
every country in the world is affected and
having to take measure to help support their
economy will have such profound long-term
consequences that governments are forced
to take actions never before seen. You have
probably seen the headlines:
Australia pumping $66Billion into their
economy, Spain €200 Billion, UK £500 Billion,
USA $2Trillion, the list goes on.

Where does this money actually go?
• Most of the funds are actually in the

form of tax breaks. This is to make sure
that when businesses are up and
running again, they do not have to
worry about paying their tax bills which
are usually first on the list for companies
to pay. This is helping to make sure that
cash flows stay within the business to
keep them going. If this is not enough,
then there are grants or low-cost loans
available to businesses.

• Next is making sure that employers
retain their staff. Unemployment in itself
is very costly as not only do benefits
have to be paid, but the Government
loses income from taxes that
employment gives them. Securing
wages of staff is a measure that I cannot
ever remember being utilised, but that
is what some governments are doing –
as seen by the UK measures of
protecting 80% of employee’s income.

There are also many other imaginative
measures that countries are employing to
keep the economies going:
• Australia is allowing people to access

their pension funds early up to a
maximum of $10,000 per person from
their superannuations.

• The USA is taking equity stakes in some
businesses and sending out cheques to
low income families of up to $3,000.

• In the UK many measures include a 3-
month mortgage holiday.

Governments are having to be very creative
to ensure the economy keeps running.

It might sound like a lot of cash is being
pumped into the system, but it is vital as the
consequences could be much more serious.
Keeping money in the pockets of people
keeps the world going. The ability to keep
business going by allowing spending to
continue makes sure that businesses and
farming continues. It is unlikely a business
would reopen once closed. Also, the morale
of the population is critical. What all
governments are desperate to avoid is a
depression. Some might say a recession is
inevitable, but it is usually over a short time
period, but a depression would last years and
might see a countries economic standing in
the world disintegrate.

The markets have had huge losses posted
over the recent weeks. As this is an
unprecedented situation and the future is
somewhat unpredictable which is what the
markets dislike and to some degree a worst-

case scenario is included in market prices.
Already there are signs that some of the
government interventions are having a
positive effect. There are some companies
that will be lost and may go out of business,
especially in the tourism/travel sector, but the
majority of other companies will benefit from
their governments support.

Life may never be the same after this crisis,
but companies and Governments that have
put the correct measures in place to look
after their people and business may flourish
in the long term.

In today’s financial climate it is essential you
do everything you can to make sure your
money is safe and secure and what you want
to transpire in the future has the best chance
of happening.

Blacktower
120 Avenida Dr. Artero Guirao 2C
San Pedro Del Pinatar

For more information or if you wish to
make an appointment to discuss your own
situation, please email
keith.littlewood@blacktowerfm.com
www.theblacktowergroup.com

Blacktower Financial Management
(International) Limited is licensed by the
Gibraltar Financial Services Commission.
Licence 00805B and is registered with
both the DGS and CNMV in Spain.
Blacktower Financial Management Limited
is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority in the UK.

Finance

Financial Advice

Charity ANDREA’S ANIMAL RESCUE & THE HENRIETTA FOUNDATION
TEL: 690 906 565 CHARITY No.9.980/1a

www.andreasanimalrescue.com
Well these are very strange times, aren’t
they? Let’s hope by the time you read this
article things are beginning to improve.

I know everyone has been affected by this
horrible pandemic and our thoughts are with
you all. Not being able to open our shops
has been catastrophic for us. We rely entirely
on our shops to keep the charity running on
a day-to-day basis. With 82 equines, 37 dogs
and other smaller furry friends, this is a
struggle.

When we launched an appeal for help,
your response was overwhelming and
without you, I dread to think what may have
happened!! We are managing to keep our
heads above water - just! Actually, the
animals are very happy and haven’t suffered
at all. In fact, it’s us surviving on rice and
beans!! Joking apart, the animals have had
our undivided attention for the past 6
weeks and it has been rather nice being able
to spend more time with them. It is a shame
though that our animals in livery can’t have
their regular visitors, but rest assured they are
being very well looked after.

I am a little disappointed having this
enforced time off with so much rain. I mean
what has been going on? I have lost count

how many times I have lost my wellies in
the mud. Good job they are red, so easy to
find!

Even though we are on lockdown and no
income from the shops, the police still
managed to contact me with an abandoned
donkey. Now this lovely, gentle boy is in the
safe hands of AAR and we have named him
Arturo. He seems a happy chap, but needs a
visit from the farrier as his hooves are
horrendous, so, please; if you can spare a
few euros for Arturo we would be very
grateful and so would the rest of the gang! If
you would like to donate here are the details:
Andrea’s Animal Rescue and The Henrietta
Foundation
Bank: Caja Rural

Account No3018 5740 6820 1584 6617
IBAN:ES9830 1857 4068 2015 846617
BIC:booeesmm018

Paypal:
andreasanimalrescuemurcia@hotmail.com

Once again, a massive thank you to each and
every one of you who has helped us out over
the past few weeks. Stay up to date with our
posts on Facebook and hopefully it won’t be
too long before this all sounds like a bad
dream!

Andrea x

and after our farrier worked his magic!

Arturo with his very overgrown hooves
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Miracles on the Camino

This is the penultimate article by retired
journalist Mike Gardner from Calasparra, on
his walk of the Camino de Santiago, an
800km pilgrimage across the north of Spain.
Mike was so moved by his experiences that
he wrote a book called Miracles on the
Camino, and we have been serialising his
blogs which were followed by thousands of
fans across the world.

Mike, who has been walking across Spain
for 27 days, meets a remarkable woman
from Canada
Somewhere around Fonfria, I came across a
remarkable woman called Janice. We had
met briefly a few days before when my
services as a reserver of beds were required
as it was getting late in the day. Janice is
from Canada and she is 66, the same age as
me, but we had a whole lot more in common
than that. She is a nurse from Vancouver and
within five seconds of meeting her again, I
knew the next few kilometres were going to
fly by.

If you haven’t experienced the Camino and
you can’t quite figure out what goes on
here, if you met Janice, she could clear it all
up for you very quickly. Within a few
minutes, we were getting right into our life
stories and Janice was opening up about
her family in Vancouver. How about this!

She has two daughters and there are just
seven months between them. Work that out.
Janice and her husband already had
children, but they wanted more and news
had reached her that a 15-year-old local girl
was having a baby and authorities were
seeking a suitable family, so they
volunteered their services, which must be
one of the most selfless things it is possible
to do. Soon after, Janice fell pregnant, but
she is not the kind of person to go back on

her word and you can be sure there were a
lot of nappies getting washed a few months
later. Janice spoke about her love for her
family and the ups and downs of her life
which were plentiful and not always positive.
Her husband, who is a few years older, was
badly injured in a work-related accident on
a fishing boat on the Pacific Ocean, but
Janice has an incredible talent for ignoring
negatives and multiplying positives. She
said, with utter certainty, that his accident
had saved his life as he was a workaholic
who couldn’t switch off and the accident
had forced his retirement!

We walked by an 800-year-old chestnut tree
before arriving in Tricastela around 1pm
when Janice insisted on buying me lunch,
though I don’t know why. I hope our paths
cross again, but one thing for sure is she will
be standing in front of the beautiful
cathedral in Santiago in a few days and I
pray that I will be there, alongside her, to
share our joy together.

After lunch I walked a few hundred metres
and came across Paul, who is ‘something
big’ in the city in marketing. Paul, who was
born in Belfast, is taking a casual attitude to
planning to a new level. His phone was
broken and he had lost his map and he
didn’t know where he was, where he was
going or how to get there, so he got stuck
with me for three hours. He said he had
taken his phone to a shop somewhere
behind us; in Astorga, I think he said, but he
left with a very bad impression of customer
service after being told it would take six
weeks to repair. “Could you wait?” they
asked him!

Paul is another fascinating person and at
times it seems to me that the Camino has
some kind of supernatural vetting system
that means all the people I meet have
enriching stories to reveal and are looking
for a good listener to share them with. We
had a lot in common due to my newspaper
background and Paul described his chaotic
life in London and how he is constantly
being head-hunted by the world’s most
successful companies. He told me about
working in San Francisco and New Zealand
and many other exotic cities. Paul is walking
the Camino because he is fed up with the
pressure and the 16-hour days. He turned
down a job in Berlin on 1,000 dollars a day
to come here and it was a decision he hasn’t
regretted; not for a moment. He is not flash
at all, but I got a hint of his standard of living
when I dragged out of him that his designer
sun glasses set him back more than £800!

Whatever he decides to do with his life, I
know he will be a success; he is that kind of
man - driven and focused.

We arrived in Samos around 3pm and the
Camino had one last gift for me. Sitting
outside my albergue was Andrea, the Italian
man whose credit card I found after divine
intervention. He told me that two of my
Camino family were here and he pointed
across the road and there they were;
Spencer, the charismatic Australian and
Rebecca, the Brazilian girl who was a
teacher in the town I was born and at the
school my children attended.

Hostel Victoria provided the perfect location
for another magical Camino night where we
drank too much wine and beer with Tamla
Motown records providing the perfect
background music to a raucous celebration.
The proprietor’s favourites seemed to be
Marvin Gaye, Smokey Robinson, The
Temptations and Martha Reeves, which was
just fine for the rest of us, as the small bar
echoed to the sounds of tambourines, bass
drums and sweet soul music. Tomorrow is
going to be a special day. If all goes well, we
will be less than 100 kilometres from
Santiago.

Next month: After five weeks, Mike arrives in
Santiago, exhausted and seven kilos lighter.

Miracles on the Camino can be
downloaded directly onto your Kindle,
mobile, tablet, or computer from Amazon
books for 4.32€. It has 173 pages and more
than 80 pictures. It is also available as a
hardback and can be delivered to your
house in Spain.

Getting ready for a few beers with one of my
Camino families, listening to Tamla Motown

records, in the Hostel Victoria, Samos

Janice, from Canada, who bought my lunch at
Tricastela

For only 40€ plus IVA
For a colour advert this size 93mm X 50mm

Your business details will be seen by over
20,000 readers every month

CONTACT SALES - 619 199 407
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

ADVERTISE

HERE!

/paul_theplumber
www.englishplumbermurcia.com

Email:paultheplumber@hotmail.co.uk

Call Paul for a FREE no
Obligation Quote on :
634 326 804
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Marley, Jacob & Barney are all lovely
dogs. They have all been abandoned and
been let down by humans.

Barney is a
little lad that
would fit into
any size
home.

Jacob, a
medium size
y o u n g s t e r,
was dumped
in the rambla
with his
siblings.

Marley, a
gorgeous big
hunk, will need
lots of
grooming but
he has tons of
love to give.

If you like the
look of any of
these boys,
please contact
Jane on 602
653 639. She
will be happy
to arrange for
you to meet them as soon as possible.

We are always looking for goods to sell
in our shops to raise funds. We will be
happy to collect any larger items, but
due to the Corona virus lockdown, our
shop is closed until further notice. This
puts a big strain on our resources, so
your donations would be so gratefully
received via our website or Facebook
page.
This is our PayPal address:
NA1Treasurer@gmail.com

Please look out for the trolley in
Consum, Camposol B. This is for
collecting dog food and biscuits which is
really helping our desperate situation.
Thank you in advance for your kindness.

Registered Animal Charity Nº 9.971/1
Helping the animals of Mazarrón for a better future for all!

Email: info@noahsarcmurcia.com

Rehoming and adoption: 602 653 639
Rescue and emergency:

603 206 363 and 604 346 163
Port shop: 602 624 521

Camposol shop: 634 332 335

Noah’s A.R.C. Animal RescueCharity

Urbanización Camposol, Centro Commercial A,
Local 28, 30875 Mazarrón
www.costacalidaps.com

Tel. 968 199 251. Fax: 968 199 175

Our company is dedicated to service and
our experience of over 10 years will

Provide our clients with the
care and attention they expect.

Property Conveyancing & Legal Work
Insurances

Banking & Financial Advice
Wills, Inheritance

Fiscal Representation & Advice
Translations

NIE Numbers, Residencia
Driving Licences & Car Paperwork

Aditorial

Camposol Aluminium is a family-run
business committed to offering a high
quality service with discount prices and a
guarantee on all work carried out. The
company’s proven track record of
recommendations since they have been
trading has enabled them to become one
of Costa Cálida’s leading suppliers and
aluminium installers.

Camposol Aluminium is available for all
the following:

Windows – there is a wide range of
Aluminium and UPVC windows suitable for
refurbishment, renovation work and new-
builds. The windows installed will keep
your home warm in the winter and cool in
the summer, whilst providing a high degree
of security.

Doors - there are many choices from; fully
glazed, half glazed and glass siding doors.
These modern and stylish doors are all
fitted with high security locks in both
Aluminium and UPVC.

Polycarbonate Roofing - this strong
thermoplastic material is lightweight and
can withstand extremely low and high
temperatures, so ideal for life in Spain. The
durable and practical roofing material is
perfect for conservatories, patios and deck
areas.

Insulated Tile Effect Roofing - these
roofing sheets provide the wonderful
aesthetics of a tiled roof whilst being
lightweight, so requiring minimal
maintenance. The sheets are easily
installed and therefore ideal for home
owners looking to repair or upgrade their
existing roof system.

Glass Balustrades/Railings/Hand Rails/
Fencing – these stunning, customised
items are ideal for balconies or terraces.
The glass balustrades suit both external
and internal applications. They will give
your home a modern and stylish look.

Gates Single and Doubles – there is a
wide range of single or double gates.
Adding a new gate to your property will

improve its kerb appeal and add an extra
level of security to your home.

Electric Gates –these gates can be a great
asset to your property. They look great,
save time and energy and more
importantly they heighten security. Ask
about all the options.

Insulated Garages With Roller Doors –
these can be custom-built and designed
for single and double garages. They come
fully insulated with a choice of roller doors
which are manufactured only using the
highest quality materials which are built to
last.

Call Camposol Aluminium for a free no
obligation quote on 686 733 844

mailto:mailto:NA1Treasurer@gmail.com
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Rose Parker Galeria de Arte
Rose had planned a grand opening and
deluxe preview evening to go ahead in
April...but best laid plans and all that…!

At some point when this Coronavirus is
over and we get back to something
approaching normality, the Art Gallery in
the corner of Plaza de Toneleros near the
childrens’ play park in Puerto de Mazarrón
will eventually be open.

This is an exciting new venture for Rose,
following on from an extensive teaching
career in schools all across the UK. She
plans to run 4 week courses of art classes
for the complete beginner, or for more
practised people who want to hone their
artistic skills. She knows lots of tricks
of the trade and she will share her
knowledge. She is at heart … a teacher.

She also plans to be an outlet for quality
art supplies, so if there is something you
need, come along and see if she can get it
for you...

The artwork for sale is going to be original
and highly collectible; not just Rose’s work,
but also that of her arty and crafty friends.
There will be a wide range of art, not only
from the acrylic pores of Hannah Grey,
seascapes in oil paint by Michele Winfield,
landscapes and figurative oil paintings by
Frank Notteboom, but also and very
excitingly, the highly prized work by the
famous Spanish artist Consuelo Gonzalez
Garcia who paints using the palette knife.
There will also be original Egyptian
sculptural ceramics and craftsman ceramics
made by her old school friend Helen Jones,
one-off pieces of exclusive jewellery by ex-

school colleagues Suzanne Jordan and
Tina Bunston.

Rose specialises in realism and her pet
portraits are very popular. Her dog
portraits are so realistic it’s a wonder they
don’t bark! Rose also paints flowers in
watercolours and portraits in oils. There
literally will be something for everyone,
including framed, signed prints and
original greetings cards.

After all this social distancing and isolating,
Rose will be quite sick of her own company,
so please pop by for a chat and a browse.

Contact Rose on 634 345 763 or find her
on Facebook.

SLC
Solar Light Centre

Murcia – Spain

www.solarlightcentre.com

SOLAR LIGHT CENTRE
Tel 0034 968 551 464 / Mov 0034 680 547 297

0044 (0) 7855 252213
E-mail georgewood24@gmail.com

Visit us at...
Garden Centre Serrano
Camposol – Sector B

Thursdays 10am – 3pm

El Zoco Market Aisle 4
(Ap 7 Junction 754)
Sundays 10am – 2pm

Our products include:
Solar String Lights

Ranging from 50 to 400 lights in Various Colours
PIR Security Lights / Garden Clocks

and much more.
All items are guaranteed

CORK LIGHTSCANDLE LANTERNFLICKERING
CANDLE

Aditorial
SLC Solar Light Centre

The Solar Light Centre has been trading in
Spain for 15 years providing a professional,
reliable and friendly service.

Their extensive range of Solar Lighting is
suitable for both indoor and outdoor use.

The ever
popular PIR
S e c u r i t y
Lighting is a
must for
your home
protect ion
with a selec-
tion of styles
depending
upon your
specific re-
quirements.
O t h e r
products in-
clude Nov-
elty Light-
ing, String Lights, Border/Path Lights, PIR
Night Lights, Mosaic Candles, Cork Bottle
Lights and much more.

You can find The Solar Light Centre at The
Garden Centre, Camposol B every Thursday
morning 10am-3pm and at Mariano’s, Cam-
posol A on the last Friday of every month
11am-2.30pm.
Visit us at El Zoco Market, Aisle 4 (next to UK
Supplies Direct), AP7 Junction 754 every
Sunday 9am-2pm.

All major Credit/Debit Cards are accepted.

The Solar Light Centre sincerely hopes that
all their customers are well and remain safe

during these unprecedented times. As soon
as the restrictions are relaxed they will re-
sume working as usual and they look for-
ward to seeing everyone again.

Tel 680 547 297
+44 7855 252213

SLC AG570 USB & Solar Powered
Led Flame Jar Lantern

AG277 PIR Motion Detection

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!
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Never a Dull Moment
By George R Mitchell

Around the World

Munich’s Darker Side
After sampling the delights of Munich;
everything from the stunning architecture
that’s almost so good its overload, to the
serenity of the English Garden and the joys
of sausages and beer, it was time to focus
on something altogether different;
Munich’s dark past; Hitler’s Munich, which
in the early 1920’s became known as the
‘capital of the movement.’

It was after the humiliation of WW1 that
Munich became a hotbed of extreme
politics. On the point of WW1; it’s long
been a thought of mine - what if we hadn’t
humiliated Germany at the end of WW1?
What instead, if we had taken her with us,
helped her rebuild and not punished her?
Hitler may then never have risen to power
on the back of a huge wave of nationalist
sentiment and that could have changed
world history completely, saving the lives of
countless millions, but of course, we shall
never know...

Hitler formed his ‘national socialist workers
party of Germany’ in 1920. In November
1923, he tried to seize power, but the
putsch was defeated and he was sent to jail
for five years. He ended up serving only
nine months, but interestingly it was during
his time inside that Hitler wrote his
infamous book ‘Mein Kampf’ (my
struggle).

Hitler’s socialists finally took power in 1933
withMunich becoming a sort of ‘capital’ for
the Nazi party and the first examples of
Nazi architecture were erected in Munich,
especially at Konigsplatz, (see photos).

Of courseMunich also gave its name to the
infamous ‘Munich Accords’ of 1938, in
which we meekly allowed Hitler to annex
the Sudetenland in exchange for ‘peace in
our time.’ It didn’t exactly go to plan did
it…!

As I mentioned in last month’s column,
Munich was heavily bombed by the allies
during the war, therefore much of its Nazi
past was destroyed. Any remaining
prominent Nazi landmarks were
understandably purposively destroyed
after the war. However, like when we’ve
erased communism’s evil past, this never
sits comfortably with me.

First stop on my solo Hitler tour was a beer
hall. No, not for a slurp, for it was here in
Munich’s most famous beer hall,
Hofbrauhaus, that Hitler held his early
meetings and rallied his supporters. I
walked in and it took my breath away, for it

is absolutely majestic inside; not a trace of
Hitler of course. You really have to use your
imagination to picture what it would have
been like. Unless you had prior knowledge
of its significance inside, you’d never know.
You would just think it was a good old-
fashioned beer hall. Using your imagination
pretty much sums up what you’ve got to do
when it comes to experiencing Hitler’s
Munich today.

Next stop, the Old Town Hall; one of the
most impressive buildings in the centre,
but it also has a dark history, for it was here
in 1938 that Goebbels gave the speech
that inspired and led to the demonization
of Germany’s Jews, the destruction of their
shops and businesses and the arrest of
thousands. It became known as
Kristallnacht, ‘the night of broken glass.’
Chillingly, it is generally considered that
Kristallnacht was the beginning of the ‘Final
Solution’ and the Holocaust. There is
nothing to see here today apart from the
outside of the charming building itself. As I
observed tourists from all over the world
walking around taking photos of the
beautiful surroundings, it seemed that no-
one, apart from a small guided tour, had
any idea of the significance of what
happened here and how it affected the

Continued on page 71

Impressive but eerie

Inside the infamous beer hall

The old town, you wouldn't know...
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entire world. I’m not blaming them; just
observing what I saw.

Next up I wished to go to
Prinzregentenplatz to see where Hitler had
periodically lived during the 1930’s. It took
some doing - a half hour walk from the city
centre, but when I got to the square, I
couldn’t find the house. In a large square,
they all looked the same. I walked around
with my map and almost gave up, but then
eventually found it; number 16.
I honestly didn’t know what to expect. The
reality is, it’s just a normal residential
building like any other and you would
never know he’d ever lived there. I’m not
suggesting we have a blue plaque on the
wall stating such, for the last thing I would
want is this address and numerous other
places to become shrines for neo-Nazis,

but, to seemingly want to give the
impression that nothing ever happened
here - that doesn’t sit comfortably with me
either. A difficult one indeed.

Konigsplatz is probably the best place to
see grandiose Nazi architecture and like
Stalinist, is very impressive. There are no
symbols of course and again without prior
knowledge on the subject, you would be
easily forgiven to just think it was a grand
old building. I walked around and tried to
get a feel for Hitler’s Munich, but unlike in
the huge Nazi party rally grounds in
Nurnberg where I most certainly did, I
couldn’t, for in Munich it’s just not there -
not for me anyway.

A stone’s throw away from my photo
marked as ‘imposing’ sitting outside a tiny
street café were two people; a white
woman who was chatting to her
companion and a young black guy. They
were both talking German.
Now a black immigrant sitting in his
beloved Munich would be bad enough for
Hitler to stomach, but as I stopped and
bought a bottle of water, it was obvious,
this guy was no immigrant. His parents for
sure would have been, but he was
obviously born here and as German as the
next guy. Oh, the irony of it! I loved it! I
smiled as I walked past them. The guy
returned my smile and said “Guten Tag”.

As I walked back to my cheap hotel around
the corner from the train station, I couldn’t
but help smile for the second time that day
as I once again saw the halal, kebab and
shisha shops all full of folks from a mix of
Middle Eastern countries.

Hitler failed thankfully in his desire to have
a pure white German race, but what if he
had succeeded? It doesn’t bear thinking
about…

I sat down at an outside street café, took
myself a cold Spaten beer, wrote up my
notes for the day and made plans for the
following one.

Is it good, is it right that there is precious
little on display of Munich’s Nazi past? I
totally understand why locals wouldn’t
want there to be. However, do you
remember the phrase ‘Lest we forget’?

When current generations die out (ie you
and me), I worry that future iPhone and
twitter generations and many already who
don’t read newspapers or books, will know
next to nothing about the major events in
history. Wiping out bad things has already
happened. Take communist East Berlin. It’s
almost impossible to imagine now that a
wall and a death strip brutally divided that
city - tragic in my view. ‘Lest we forget’ and
all that.

I visited Auschwitz many years ago. It truly
was a sobering experience. Therefore,
being inMunich, I simply could not pass up
the opportunity to visit Dachau; the first
and longest-running Nazi concentration
camp. Dachau in fact was the blueprint for
all that followed.

Next month– Dachau…

Hitler's Munich Address

Continued from page 70

Imposing

Address: C/ Ronda Poniente Nº 22, Fuente Alamo
Clinic Phone: 968 597 929

Emergency and mobile: 619 378 473
Email: l.serrano@colvet.es

Our clinic also has a new dog grooming centre

We are a veterinary hospital
with 5 rooms for consultations

and 3 rooms for hospitalised animals

Open Monday - Friday: 9.30am-7.30pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.30pm

Closed Sundays or fiestas unless it's an emergency

We speak English and one of our vets
worked in England for a long time

Cañadas Del Romero
near El Pareton

Servicing & Repairs for ALL makes
Pre-ITV Checks, ITVs
Computer Diagnos�cs
Tyres & Puncture Repair
Headlight Refurbishment
Ba�eries & wipers
Air condi�oning regassing

Just
5 m

ins
from

Cam
pos

ol &
Con

dad
o

Open 9am - 5pm
Mon-Fri

Property Maintenance
Replace and install door Locks
Install and repair of Persianas

(Window Blinds)
Security Improvements

Plumbing Works
Including Boiler Supply,
Repairs & Maintenance

Whole house Water
Filter Systems

Windows, Doors & Conservatories
Pergolas

All Areas Covered, Monday to Saturday,
Free no obligation quotes and security advice.

Tel 646 705 021
email bjworks@hotmail.co.uk
www.bjmaintenance.com
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Leisure
WARM - Walkers around Murcia
Email: Warm2005@gmail.com
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Quality European products
Complete solar systems from

only 1500€
including installation

No Subcontractors or Sales people

Solar electric systems
Solar hot water systems

No middle men - Buy direct
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Solar directa

Where do you start to write an article about
a walking group when we have been in
quarantine since 16th March? It could just
be a blank page, except as with many
things in theses unprecedented times, you
need to be creative.

I would imagine that responses to the quar-
antine will be varied, but at either extreme
I think there are the hibernators and the hy-
peractive and of course everything in
between. There will have been endless to
do lists and for me, once I had spring
cleaned the house and terraces, WARM
was bombarded with a bit more energy
than usual.

Jessica, our President and I had a few
things on our list and we have managed to
get all of them done and we are feeling
pretty pleased with ourselves. We are
ready for our AGM in the autumn, organ-
ised to recruit two new committee mem-
bers and we are finalising a guide to help
new walk leaders. We need more leaders
as we develop a range of options to in-
clude shorter and easier walks for next sea-
son.

On our Facebook page people have been
reminiscing about walks from previous
years and I asked them two questions; what
is your favourite walk and how have you
been keeping fit during lockdown?

If you just indulge me for a second, mine
was last year when we went to Ojos; a
sleepy little village near the border with

Castile-la-Mancha. It was a fabulously crisp
day, ice in the pools and a few tough uphill
stretches, but fabulous views and rounded
off with a delicious meal in the village res-
taurant. Keeping fit is not easy when you
have neither a garden nor a dog, but we do
laps of our back terrace and have a mini
gym with fitness bands and weights and
use online sessions from the lovely folk at
Centro de Salud y Deporte H2O inMula.

There was little consensus from members,
but two walks did get more than one men-
tion:
First - a
2018 favour-
ite in Ner-
pio with
walkers di-
cing with
the River
Taibilla. It
was just out-
side Murcia
and into Al-
bacete, with
a stunning
gorge. The
vegetation
was like

N o r t h e r n
E u r o p e ,
c omp l e t e
with cow-
slips, pussy
willows, but
the abund-
ance of
G r i f f o n
Vu l t u r e s
gave it
away.

Second - a
regular in
our pro-

gramme; The Caves Of Zaen with lots of
interest along the route; prehistoric cave
paintings, fields of lavender and fascinating
wild flowers. It’s a walk in a beautiful land-

scape surrounded by limestone hills
covered with evergreen oaks and junipers.

What have people been doing to keep fit

with no walks or recces to do? Top of the
list is gardening and spring cleaning. Lots
of people have been doing laps of their
gardens, swimming pools etc. Those
people with animals, dogs and horses are
kept fit with exercising them. Using techno-
logy to do classes in aerobics, Pilates etc
has also popular.

We will soon be looking for ideas from our
volunteer walk leaders for our 2020-2021
season starting in September. We send de-
tails of the next walk to ourWARM mailing
list, normally about a fortnight ahead. If
you are interested in joining us on a walk
and want to be on our mailing list then con-
tact Norma on Warm2005@gmail.com
Please indicate your nearest town. The ma-
jority of the outings will be in the North-
West of Murcia (approximately 1½ hours’
drive from the coast).

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!
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Christian Fellowship
A different way of doing ‘church’

Will we never learn?
Are you a disciplined person? It was easy
wasn’t it when as a child you were told, “No
you can’t have another biscuit”, but now;
well you have to discipline yourself. It’s not
so easy, especially with that bar of chocol-
ate sitting in the fridge winking at you each
time you open the door.

Then I think about a song I learnt as a child,
get thee behind me Satan get thee
away…… “I’m going to be a Christian sol-
dier and I’m learning how to pray.” You
know it works every time because I then
can’t take the chocolate, so if I really want
a piece I don’t sing it!

A while back when my grandson was stay-
ing, he told me he thought I was quite
strict; much more so than his other grand-
mother. When challenged about it, he told
me it wasn’t a problem because he knew
where he stood and he liked that.

Is this where we have gone wrong? Do we
overlook maybe even minor things for a
quiet life, or are we so wrapped up in what
we are doing we just can’t be bothered?

Recently I have been reading about how
the Israelites wandered in the desert for 40
years because of their disobedience and
then how they crossed the River Jordan to
the Promised Land. Once there, things
weren’t so easy either because they had to
fight for the land; none of it was handed to
them on a plate. Read about it in Numbers

through to Joshua. Throughout it all they
had to obey what God told them to do and
when they didn’t, they suffered the con-
sequences.

As we consider the past few weeks it all
sounds so familiar doesn’t it. One person’s
actions can affect us all. Thank goodness
that we have a forgiving Lord!

If you would like to contact us regarding
anything we have publicised or may be

planning in the future, our contact details
are:
Lynda.spain@hotmail.co.uk
Derek.tycymru@gmail.com
Tel 633 447 937

Welcome House
3A Campillo y Suertes
Cehegin

If you are
old enough,
you may re-
member the
c i g a r e t t e
adve r t i se -
ment ‘You’re
never alone
with a
Strand’. As a
teenager in
the 60’s I
s m o k e d
Lucky Strike;
thought I
was so cool
with one
hanging out
of the cor-
ner of my
mouth! It
was real
James Dean stuff, ‘Rebel Without a Cause’
(Dean is remembered as a cultural icon of
teenage disillusionment and social es-
trangement) and me at 16, hanging out
with my mates in a coffee bar, drinking
Coca Cola with an aspirin in, thinking we’d

get high. It is probably a good job I didn’t
get ordained until decades later!

I am almost 73 now, but still a rebel, al-
though much wiser (I think anyway). You
can’t put an old head on young shoulders.
Somebody once said young people should
have the money they accumulate in life
when they’re young, so they can enjoy it.
By that token, maybe youth should have
the wisdom of old(er) age? When we look
back, would we all do things differently? In
a variety of ways; ‘if only this’, ‘if only I
hadn’t done that’, blah-de-blah. Regrets?
I’ve had a few, but there again, too few to
mention (Old Blue Eyes).

Sentimental twaddle! ‘If only’ … what we
have now are the cards we were dealt and
how we played them. We can moan the
pack was rigged or we can proudly say ‘OK,
I got a rotten hand, but I played them to
the best of my ability’. I Did It My Way.

Easter has come and gone; the deep sor-
row of Good Friday replaced by the joy of
Easter Morn; in a very short space of time.
All things pass and we move on. The ques-
tion for me is;

What do we learn?
When this virus has passed into the history
books, will things return to ‘normal’?

We love ‘normality’. We don’t like change.
It’s scary. That’s why for me, the wonders of
Easter are the centre of my life; not three
days, but every day.

Through all life’s changes, the Cross is the
centre; announcing a glorious Resurrec-
tion, hope in this life and joyful expectation
of tomorrow.

During this time of isolation, I’m doing vir-
tual services via Zoom. Boy, what a steep
learning curve! Modern technology is
great, but you have to understand it. A psy-
chologist once said ‘There’s no growth
without conflict.’ Tell me about it!

If you would like a confidential chat, I’m al-
ways available on
ahrea2@yahoo.co.uk or ring 634 386 179

‘Bye for now and God bless

Rev Andrew

The Rockin' Vicar
Religion

C/. Gran Via, 18 - Bajo
30400 Caravaca de la Cruz

(Murcia)

Tel: 968 705 406
Mobile: 646 924 969

WELCOME HOUSE
Tel 633 447 937 www.sites.google.com/site/casawelcome2013

Religion

mailto:mailto:Lynda.spain@hotmail.co.uk
mailto:mailto:Derek.tycymru@gmail.com
mailto:mailto:ahrea2@yahoo.co.uk
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Due to the Coronavirus, please check
with your local Tourist Office or other
contacts for up-to-date information on
all events in May.

Let us hope that May brings light at the
end of this tunnel. However, the current
global situation will determine events
and actions. Stay informed online at
www.costacalidachronicle.com and blog
and the relevant Tourist Office websites.

BULLAS
www.bullas.es
T: 968 652 244 Market Tues
Sunday 3rd May – Artisan Market

Visit Casa-Museo Don Pepe Marsilla.
Guided tours (in English) for only 2 persons
(5€ pp) or there is an audio guide system
in English. Museo del Vino has a shop
with bodega prices. To visit either/info, tel
968 657 211, Tourist Office, or email
casamuseodonpepe@bullas.es

CALASPARRA
www.turismocalasparra.es
T: 968 745 325
Support the Royal British Legion
established in Calasparra.
Murcia.secretary.rbl@gmail.com

CARAVACA
www.turismocaravaca.org
T: 968 702 424 Market Mon
Sunday 17th May – Artisan Market

A museum gem explores Caravaca’s
history of skilled craftsmanship and
remarkable engineering. An amazing
collection of miniatures portray these skills,
including Caravaca’s manufacture/export
of espadrilles. Located at Calle Puentecilla
No 3, Bajo.
Tel 968 795 620 for opening times.

The Carlos Blanco Fadol Museum of
Ethnic Instruments in Barranda is
signposted and easy access for mobility
issues. 5% of his 4,000-piece collection
rotates in the space available. 3€ (reduced
2€/child 1€). Check opening times with
Tourist Office.

CEHEGÍN
www.turismocehegin.es
T: 968 723 550 Market Wed

The Archaeological See of Begastri open
Saturdays & Sundays for tours: 10am-2pm.
A video presentation is followed by a
guided tour to see the remains of the
Iberian culture before the IV century BC.
2€ pp.

Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’ for
family activities including zip lines, archery,
nature walks and many other organised
outdoor activities. They can host any type
of event. Campsite, BBQ area and kiosk-
bar offering a great menu – and you can
book.
Open weekends 10am-5pm; weekdays
prior booking.
Tel 968 069 202 Mon-Fri 9am-3pm

Email info@conexioncultura.es
www.cotodelasmaravillas.com

JUMILLA
www.jumilla.org
T: 968 780 237 Market Tues

Lovers of art should visit the Saorin
Painting Museum, a small museum of
works by the local artist, Jesus Lozano
Saorin and others from the area. Includes
sculptures and canvases.
Reserve guided visit on 660 959 631.

The Convent of Santa Ana del Monte in
the mountains south of Jumilla is worth a
visit for the history and stunning views over
town and landscape. Follow the RM-714
south-west and signposted – 5km from
town centre. Check with Tourist Office for
opening times.

Check out the Archaeological Museum
(tel 968 757 379) and the Ethnography
And Natural Sciences Museum (tel 968
780 740) which also offer various
workshops for all the family at various
times.

Wine buffs can contact a choice of 15
bodegas affiliated to the Ruta del Vino for
guided visits for small groups or
individuals and to buy produce. Liaise with
bodegas as most will attempt to
coordinate groups and provide a relevant
language-guide; or enquire through
Tourist Office.

Into arts and crafts? Visit the Casa del
Artesano based in the Casa Honda, a 16th

century Renaissance building in Calle Rico,
12, 30520 which hosts a variety of cultural
and ethnographical events including
workshops and exhibitions. Open on
weekends and public holidays: 10.30am to
1.30pm (except 1st May).

MORATALLA
www.ayuntamientomoratalla.net
T: 968 730 208 Market Sat
Tours to the Rock Art of Moratalla are
available encapsulating prehistoric to
medieval styles and worthy of its UNESCO
World Heritage status. There are several
routes and modes of transport – details on
www. t u r i s m o m o r a t a l l a . c o m ,
info@turismomoratalla.com, or tel 696
807 037

MULA
www.mula.es
T: 968 661 501 Market Sat
Sunday 10th May – Artisan Market

El Cigarralejo Museum and Casa
Pinatada with relatively new exhibitions
may have escaped your attention to-date
– info from Tourist Office.

MURCIA
www.turismodemurcia.es
T: 968 358 749

The Auditorio Victor Villegas hosts the
following (subject to current situation):

Saturday 9th May – The Murcia Youth
Orchestra performs Shostakovich’s 7th

Symphony (The Leningrad); this
internationally-travelled orchestra
comprising musicians aged under 23
years. 8pm; tickets 11€-18€.

Monday 11th May – The renowned
Concert Pianist Noelia Rodiles plays a
selection of Beethoven sonatas and works
by Ligeti and Carles Guinovart. 8pm;
tickets 10€.

Saturday 16th May – The Malandain
Biarritz Ballet perform Marie Antoinette,
choreographed by the octogenarian
award-winning Thierry Malandain. 8pm;
tickets 25€-45€.

Monday 18th May – Il Concerto
Accademico, the chamber music
orchestra, entertain with pieces by Bach,
Dvorak and Vivaldi, led by concert master
and leading violinist Margherita Marseglia.
8pm; tickets 15€.

Friday 22nd May – Pastora Soler brings
her current tour to the city, performing
songs from her new album ‘Sentir’.
9.30pm; tickets 20€-50€.

Saturday 23rd May – Acclaimed
countertenor Philippe Jaroussky and The
Artaserse Ensemble perform Baroque
music by Caldera, Handel, Vivaldi and
others. 8pm; tickets 30€-45€.

And a heads-up for Monday 1st June –
Pianist Maria Angeles Ayala and the
OSRM perform three works by Beethoven.
8pm; tickets 15€.

Season tickets for 2020 are on sale,
featuring 24 concerts and dance
performances. Tickets for individual events
are also available – booking early is
recommended.

YECLA
www.turismo.yecla.es
T: 968 754 104 Market Wed
Visit Deortegas Almazara to learn about
their olive oil production. Limited places -
they will try to fit you in with a group or
accommodate your group. 8€ pp includes
a blind tasting of various oils, a healthy
breakfast and a comprehensive guide to
the nutritional benefits, origins, production
techniques and much more. English-
speaking staff has to be pre-booked on
request.
Tel 968 969 644
Email info@deortegas.com
www.deortegas.com
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Aditorial

Do you have the correct Home Insurance
Cover?

Did you know, depending on your
circumstances, you may have the wrong
policy for your Home Insurance?

There are usually different types of cover
available and if you have the wrong policy
you may find yourselves liable for any
issues that occur.
Caser Seguros offers the following
policies:

• Home Insurance where this is your
main residence

• Home Insurance where the property
is a second home

• Home Insurance where you rent the

property out to third parties

• Home Insurance where you rent the
property from a landlord

Main Residence
Camposol Insurance offers different levels
of cover to ensure your insurance
requirements are met.

Second Home
If you have purchased a property as a
second home you need to advise your
insurer of this. If you do not then there may
be issues in the event of a claim.

Property Rented Out
If your property is rented out as a long term
let or holiday let, you need to ensure you
have the correct policy in place. In doing so
you can ensure that you have the relevant

liability cover in
place.

Rented Home
If you rent your
home from a
landlord then some
of the contents may
belong to them.
Ensuring you have
the correct policy in
place will cover you
for any liability you
may have as a result
of living in the
property.

Camposol Insurance has a special tenants’
policy to ensure you will be protected.

Insurance to protect tenants and their
belongings
• Covers third-party liability

• Advises and protects tenants against
landlords

• If the tenant moves house, the
insurance goes too

• Assistance for legally enforceable
moves

• Legal defence for renting

For further information or to request a free
quotation visit
www.camposolinsurance.com
Tel 634 329 191

Agent for Caser Seguros.Steven Henderson - Registered Insurance Agent C0031Y3707134P

Telephone:- 634 329 191
Email: steve@camposolinsurance.com

Request a quotation online at:-
www.camposolinsurance.com

Quick Quote for Home Insurance on Camposol at
www.camposolinsurance.com/camposolquickquote

• Car Insurance (large introductory discounts available)
• Home Insurance
• Holiday Home Insurance
• Motor Bike Insurance
• Health Insurance (available for Residencia)
• Contact us for quotations for other Insurance policies

For Quicksave at Camposol it’s ‘business
as usual’.
The staff are working hard to continue to
provide you with your essential (and non-
essential!) items and to ensure that you
don’t have to go without the things you
love. They are still receiving deliveries of
fresh meat and their usual supplies of
tinned, packets and frozen foods, health
and hygiene products, cat and dog food,
chocolates etc

There are lots of offers to be had,
including:
• 3 layer face masks at €2.50

• 40 Andrex Washlets at just €1.99

• Ambrosia Low Fat Custard €1.75

• 500g Holland’s Finest Instant Porridge
at 99c

• Schweppes Tonic Light 30c

• 500ml Crabbies Ginger Beer €1.30

• Foxes Bourbons and Malted Milk
biscuits 85c

• Foxes Sports biscuits for just €1

All while stocks last.

Health and Hygiene precautions are taken
very seriously and we ask all customers to
ensure they wear gloves before entering
the shop and we ask for your patience if
you have to wait a few minutes before
entering the shop, as like all responsible
businesses, we are allowing a certain
number of customers inside at any one
time to adhere to the ‘social distancing’
rule.

Remember to shop locally and stay safe.
We thank you for your continued
support.

Tel 968 199 860
Quicksave at Camposol would like to say a huge thank you to our

customers for your continued support during this difficult time and hope
you all stay safe and well. We're doing everything we can to ensure

stocked shelves of your favourite products
May Opening Hours

Monday-Friday 9am-7pm
Saturday 9am-6pm
Sunday 9am-3.30pm

Fabulous offers available while stocks last

Centro Commercial Sector B, Camposol, Mazarrón
Supermarket

Aditorial

Supermarket

HANDYMAN BUILDER
ALLYOUR BUILDING NEEDS FENCING,

RENOVATIONS, REFORMS, PLASTERING, PAINTING

FULLY LEGAL& INSURED.
Email philipgreaves204@gmail.com Tel/Whatsapp 602 643 436

HANDYMAN
BUILDER

NO JOB TOO SMALL

http://www.camposolinsurance.com/
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Jane Cronin’s Step by Step Spanish
Education

Gentilicios
There are certain things which translate
fairly easily from one language to another
and others which are more typical of one
language than another. Something which
exists in English, but is far more prevalent
and important in Spanish is the gentilicio.
You may guess that this is to do with
people, (from gente) and in fact it means
‘The name you give people who come from
a certain place.’ – That’s the translation!

One example of this in English is
‘Londoner’ and we also have ‘Oxonian’,
‘Liverpudlian’ and so on. The Spanish also
have a word for ‘Londoner’; ‘londinense’
which you do hear on the news quite often
when ‘Londoners’ are experiencing
something or other.

Gentilicios in Spanish are a rich source of
language and are of great general interest.
They often come up as quiz questions and
in everyday conversation. Every region,
province, city, town and village in Spain has
one and the inhabitants are very proud and
rather particular about them. You may
never have noticed them, but they crop up
in articles, news reports and other
language all the time.

One that a lot of people reading this might
recognize is Torrevejense, a person from

Torrevieja. This is because it was used a lot
by a former mayor to express the welcome
the town gives to outsiders; ‘todos somos
torrevejenses’ (we are all natives of
Torrevieja). Where I live the locals are
called ‘pinatarenses’; from San Pedro del
Pinatar, whilst people from the next town
San Javier are ‘sanjaviereños’ and those
from Cartagena are ‘cartageneros’.

Some gentilicios make quite radical
changes to the names of towns and go
back to Latin roots of the words. Another
local one which is particularly striking is
‘ilicitano’. It took me quite a while to
realize when I first read this word that this
person wasn’t a criminal, but actually a
native of Elche. Places beginning with ‘h’
or vowels seem to be most susceptible to
this. Someone from Huelva in Andalucia is
called an ‘onubense’.

Famous people are often described by
their gentilicio. The famous film director
Almodóvar is frequently referred to as ‘el
manchego’ (from La Mancha) and the
footballer David Villa is often called ‘el
asturiano’ (from Asturias).

The one group we are all familiar with,
whether we know it or not, is the
‘madrileño’, that exotic creature that
descends upon us every summer. Another

example would be Rafa Nadal, who during
a match is frequently referred to as ‘el
mallorquín’ (from Mallorca) as well as ‘el
manacorí’ from his home town of Manacor,
not to mention being called ‘el español’
when competing against Murray ‘el
escocés’ also referred to as ‘el británico’.

There are provincial gentilicios as well such
as ‘alicantino’ from Alicante, or here’s a
good one; ‘guadalajareño’ from the
province of Guadalajara. You can practice
saying that for your homework! One of the
reasons gentilicios are used a lot in media
reporting is that it is considered good style
in Spanish to use synonyms when referring
to the same thing or person.

Gentilicios are not easily gained after birth.
Years ago I lived in a relatively small village
called Llanes, which its locals called
‘llaniscos’. People who had lived there
nearly all their lives, but were born in a
village two kilometers down to road would
say No soy llanisco de verdad; ‘I’m not
really a llanisco’. I’ve just lived here 50
years, that’s all!

Jane Cronin’s “Step by Step Spanish”
articles are available as e-books at
www.janecronin.eu where you can also
obtain Jane’s “Step by Step Internet
Spanish” course.

Aditorial

As many of you know Greg and Mandy
from 247 Locksmith Spain moved into the
area from the Costa del Sol last year. They
have been in Spain for five beautiful years
and they love it here.

They set up 247
Locksmith Spain
and begun
trading in
October 2019,
with Greg having
had 4 years
L o c k s m i t h
experience under
his belt. He is fully qualified with a City &
Guilds, plus a Corgi registration and is also
legally registered in Spain. Greg’s mission
statement is: Quality Workmanship, with
Quality Customer Service. Greg has built a

reputation for being reliable, friendly and
above all professional.

247 Locksmith Spain are available for
emergencies 24/7. They carry out free
Security Surveys on domestic and
commercial properties and provide a whole
range of security products, from basic
window bolts to the highest security
systems.

If you are looking for
a particular security
device, 247
Locksmith Spain
can survey your
premises and advise
accordingly. Their
range includes:
The ever-popular
window bolts for
sliding windows and
patio doors, to the
brand new award-
w i n n i n g
Sashstopper for

front doors and
the Sashstopper
external fix, to
secure inwardly
o p e n i n g
windows.
The tough little
wardrobe locks to
secure your
sliding wardrobe
doors (ideal for
those holiday
homes).
The Brisant D Anti-snap Cylinders.
The Brisant Anti-snap Thumb Turners
right through to the Three-Star Diamond
Secure Ultion Cylinders with a €1000
guarantee against the door being broken
into via the cylinder.
Brisant High Security Padlocks keyed to
match your Brisant Door Locks (one key
fits all system).
There is also a whole range of mortice locks
and mechanisms to secure a vast range of
doors and gates.

Greg can also arrange for rejas and window
bars to be installed.

Above are just some of 247 Locksmith
Spain’s products. Please keep an eye on
Facebook 247locksmithspain as there will
be lots of new products on the way.

Tel 711 006 510 or Whatsapp/Messenger
Email info@247locksmithspain.com

Save this number in your phone TODAY!

24/7 Call out +34 711 006 510
info@247locksmithspain.com

mailto:mailto:info@247locksmithspain.com
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Easy Move Spain have been travelling
back and forth to the UK transporting full
and part loads over the last few years and
have tried various different routes. Dave
and Helen have offered to share their
‘best’ route with our readers:

Mainly Toll-Free Route From Murcia,
Spain To Dieppe, France
Toll/Peage Prices shown were late 2019
for our Van and Trailer.

The Route shown is mostly Toll Free and as
such is not the fastest, but is however, very
scenic and more cost effective.

Spain
From Murcia take A7 towards Alicante.
Take Junction 30 A7/AP7 just before
Alicante Airport, towards Valencia/
Madrid.
Follow A31 towards Valencia.
Take A33 towards Valencia, then A35
towards Valencia.
Join A7 towards Valencia.
At Valencia take A7 towards Barcelona.
Take A23 towards Zaragoza/Teruel.
At Zaragoza take Junction 276A towards
Huesca.
Follow Ring Road Z40.
Take A23 towards Huesca.
Take A23 towards Jaca.
Take N330 towards France.

Border Crossing - Toll Free - Tunel de
Somport 8.6 kilometres long!!
Tip
Check that the Tunnel is not CLOSED due
to bad weather as it's a huge detour to
turn back at this point!

France
Follow N134 towards Oloron-Ste-Marie/
Pau.

Good Stop
Borce (on N134) Quiet, Scenic, Toilet
Facilities.

At Oloron-Ste-Marie take the D55 then D6
towards Bayonne/A64.
Follow D936 towards Orthez
At the Roundabout at Sus/Navarenx there
is a huge Silver Sculpture of a Fisherman
catching a fish.
Take the D947 towards Orthez (Your Sat
Nav typically will try to take you to the Toll
Motorway!)

After Orthez, continue on D947 towards
Dax.
At Dax, continue on D947 towards
Bordeaux/A63.
At Castets, join the A63 Motorway
(Junction 12) to Bordeaux.

Toll
Junctions 17 to 18 charge is 5.70€. This
can be avoided by exiting Motorway at
Liposthey and following the Service Road
that runs parallel until the next junction,
then rejoin A63.

At Bordeaux take the Ring Road towards
Paris.
Take A10 towards Paris.
Take Junction 39b on A10 towards
Angouleme N10.

Please Note
If you were to stay on the A10 Bordeaux
until Tours, then follow the A28 to Rouen.
The Toll Charges are 32.60€ and 62.80€
respectively.

Toll
A10 Junction 27 to Tours, charge is
18.80€. This is a Toll Charge we choose to
incur, in order to avoid the N10 from
Chatellerault to Tours and to take
advantage of Aire La Fontaine Colette.
Between Junctions 24 and 25 North and
South bound - Good Service Area and
Overnight Stay. Clean Facilities, Shop,
Food, and Microwave!

Stay on A10 to Tours, or remain on the
N10 all the way to Tours.

At Tours, take the Ring Road towards
Paris.
Take Junction 20 (Sat Nav will usually try
to continue on the A10 TOLL Motorway
until Junction 19).
Follow signs for D910 to Chartres.
Continue on D910 to Chateau-Renault
towards Chartres.
Take the Ring Road N123 towards
Dreux/Rouen.
Take N154 towards Dreux/Rouen.
Take N12 towards Evreux.
Take N154 towards Evreux/Rouen.

Toll
A13 Follow signs for Rouen. Charge is
3.30€. Again this Toll Charge we opt to

take, to make the navigation around
Rouen easier.

Take the Right Fork A139 to Rouen.
Keep left and follow N338 All Directions.
At the Roundabout, take the 5th exit for
A150 Dieppe.
Take the A151 to Dieppe.
Then take the N27 to Dieppe.

For more detailed instruction and good
stop information, along with fuel prices,
please see our website www.easy-move-
spain.com
You can also take advantage of a 10%
Discount on all Brittany Ferries Crossings!

UK Tel 07736 843 410
Email easymovespain@yahoo.com

EASY-MOVE-SPAIN

UKMob: 07736 843410
www.easy-move-spain.com

Email: easymovespain@yahoo.com

REGULAR UK TO SPAIN RUNS
MAN AND VAN SERVICES
KEYHOLDING
SECURITY & CCTV
ELECTRICAL SERVICES
DECORATING
HOUSE CLEARANCE
Friendly and Efficient Service

No Hidden Extras

Aditorial

EASY-MOVE-SPAIN

Roman Catholic Church
We are in St. Joseph's Church (El
Saladillo), near Camposol and
Mazarrón Country Club urbanizations
(exit 17, RM3 motorway).

Schedule of Masses:
Two Masses every weekend in English
Saturday: Mass at 4.30pm (in English)

Sunday: Mass at 4.30pm (in English).

Schedule of Confessions:
Saturdays and Sundays from 3.15pm-
4.20. (Also on request).

NOTICE:
Due to the Coronavirus situation
Masses are suspended until further
notice.
If you need a priest please contact Fr.
Octavio on 676 219 445, or email
ocarpena@slsonline.org

MASS IN ENGLISH
religion

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!

http://www.easy-move-spain.com/
http://www.easy-move-spain.com/
mailto:mailto:easymovespain@yahoo.com
mailto:mailto:ocarpena@slsonline.org
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St Nicholas Ecumenical Church
English Branch 634 143 260 German Branch 968 978 961

Religion

Church social life is on hold just now, but
hopefully not for too much longer. What a
difficult and strange few weeks we have
just experienced and I hope that when you
read this, life is getting back to normal. Will
it ever go back to the way it was? Certainly
some things which we felt were important
may not seem so important now.

One of the things that has been high on my
‘important list’ has been keeping in close
touch with family and friends. It is oh so
easy to be living your life and thinking I will
phone tomorrow. It is so important to keep
in close contact with family and friends.

We also take nature for granted.
We expect winter to finish and spring to
arrive.
We expect to be able to get out and enjoy
the fresh air and see the wildlife.

This year it has taught us that what we
regard as ‘normal’ can sometimes not be
possible. Nature is still continuing to do her
thing; it is just that we are not able to get
out and enjoy what she is doing. Rest
assured we will be able to see her in all her
glory when this current situation is over and
I hope we all appreciate and enjoy all that
she gives us.

When fishing for Crayfish you need to put
a lid on the bucket to keep them in,
because they climb over one another to
escape. If one should reach the top of the
bucket the others quickly claw him back
down.
This is a good example of how destructive
selfishness is. This is what happens when
we are more concerned about our own
gain instead of the benefit of a whole
community. It is so important for us all to
understand the need for uplifting,

interdependent relationships. We need to
create a culture of forgiveness, kindness
and compassion, lifting each other up, not
putting each other down.

A quote from Thessalonians: “Always strive
to do what is good for each other and for
everyone else”.

If we are still under lockdown when you are
reading this issue, you can watch a short
church service by Rev Val Caffyn on St
Nicholas Church, Camposol Facebook
page each Sunday at 10.30am.

If things have been relaxed enough to
make normal Church Services possible,
they are held at St Nicholas Church,
Camposol D each Sunday at 10.30am.

Chris Leiper

This year
K e v i n ’ s
Flyscreens
a r e
celebrating
21 years in
business! 21
years ago
Kevin and
B a r b a r a
made their first flyscreens as they had a
problem with flies and mosquitoes and
struggled to buy flyscreens to fit onto their
windows. Next they designed flyscreens for
entrance doors and patio doors and
started marketing their product. It was so
popular that they had to build a large
workshop and so Kevin’s Flyscreens was
born.

Clients often ask us if our flyscreens block
some of the natural light. The mesh we use
is made especially to let in the natural light
and you can hardly see they are there. We
have come across many inferior quality
flyscreens over the years. Some are made
of plastic and are held together with glue.
Our Aluminium Flyscreens are hand-built
and made with care. We use an advanced
running system. We use 4 rollers instead of
2 and the screen is spring-loaded to make
it impossible to fall off the frame. Our

screens are
made to
last a
l i f e t ime .
Time is
ev idence
to this as
we have
c l i e n t s
wanting us
to re-mesh
s c r e e n s
i n s t a l l ed
15 years
plus ago!

Over the
last 21
years the
business has progressed and expanded
due to client demand and our services
include flyscreening enclosures and
specially designed flyscreens for terraces,
arches, wooden and concrete gazebos.
We also install electric remote-controlled
roller flyscreens. As Aluminium
Carpenters, we also install double glazing,
doors, fit conservatories and glaze arches,
gazebos and terraces. See our website for
the full range of products:
www.kevinsflyscreens.com

Kevin’s Flyscreens
aim to provide not
only the best
customer service,
but also the best
after-care service.
Our reputation is of
the utmost
importance to us,
because we
genuinely care
about our clients!
We work always with
the same attention

to quality and detail. Just look at our
Facebook page and see what our clients
say! We have a reputable 5 out of 5 star
rating that we work hard to maintain!

Quality without Compromise, is our work
ethic. We purchase all our quality materials
from our chosen reputable local supplier
whom we have used for the last 15 years.
All our projects are installed efficiently and
as quickly as possible; usually within one
day with the least amount of disruption and
stress for the client and we always leave the
area clean and tidy!

At the time
of writing
this article
we are still
i n
lockdown,
but one
thing is
certain, the
flies and
mosquitoes
are not in
lockdown!
They will be
waiting for
us all,
(p robab ly
more than
normal) after all the rain we have had this
springtime, so if you need Flyscreens
please:
Email: kevinsflyscreens@gmail.com
Tel: 868 080 774
WhatsApp: 650 662 579
Thank you and keep safe!

Kevin’s Fly Screens & Aluminium Services
Aditorial

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!

http://www.kevinsflyscreens.com/
mailto:mailto:kevinsflyscreens@gmail.com
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Do you want a fly-free dining area?
We flyscreen terraces, gazebos,

outside kitchen areas etc

Kevin’s Fly Screens & Aluminium Services

Quality Without Compromise!

Made-to-measure flyscreens
for windows, doors, patios

and rejas

More Information

More Photos

More Colour

Available from the following places:
Best Wishes, Camposol B
Best Wishes, Pto de Mazarrón (Piramid Center)
Casa Pepolino, Isla Plana
Costa Cálida Chronicle Office,
inside Another World Properties, Camposol B
Cosas y Cosas, Cehegin
Los Belones Laundrette, Los Belones
The Post Room, Rio Nalon, Los Alcazares
The Tech Shop, Camposol A

The Essential Guide
to the Costa Cálida

Issue 2
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For even more information covering Market Days, Exhibitions, Guided Tours, Sports Events,
Theatre/Music Performances etc, please refer to the appropriate Sections in the magazine -

North West Murcia, South Murcia and South East Murcia.
All information is correct at time of going to print, but we advise you to check with the relevant

venue, charity or group for any changes which are beyond our control.

RED – Entertainment
ORANGE – Special menus
PURPLE –Market, exhibitions, leisure

& meetings
GREEN – Charity & non-profit making
events

BLACK – Fiestas & important events
Please refer to the relevant advert or
editorial for more details of events

Obviously you will need to check with the group or charity to make sure
that the events listed below are still being held during the crisis.

Every Day Breakfasts @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A from 3.50€ 9am-12pm

Every Mon Zumba with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 9.30am
Mazarrón Bay Bridge Club @ Pto de Mazarrón 9.30am
Los Palacios Garden & Community Group Working Party @ Camposol A 10am
Councillor Available @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10am-1pm
Yoga @ Yogamayga, Bolnuevo 10am-11.30am
Trampoline Training with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 7pm
Zumba with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 8pm
Quiz Night @ 62 Corvera, Corvera 8.30pm
Pilates with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 9pm

Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm
Help at Home Table Top Sale @ Los Alcazares 10am-1pm
Age Concern Drop In Centre Open @ Calle Valencia 12, Camposol 10am-1pm
Forget Me Not Respite Care @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10.30am-1.30pm
Andrea’s Animal Rescue Collection @ Car Park, Camposol B 11.30am-1.30pm

Every Tue Camposol B Clean Working Party @ Camposol B 8.30-10.30am
Altorreal Golf Society (TATS) Competition 8.30am
Camposol Golf Association Ladies’ Game @ Camposol C 9am
Pilates with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 9.30am and 3.45pm
Guided Tour of Another Planet Brewing 10€ 5€ to include tastings Booking essential
Zumba with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 5.30pm
Pilates with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 6.30pm
Trampoline Training with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 7.30pm
Friends & Buddies Meeting @ Camposol A 7.30pm
Circuit Training with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 8.45pm

Menu del Noche @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A

MAMAS Collection/Book Stall @ Camposol B Car Park 10am-12pm
FAST Available for New Volunteers @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10am
Age Concern Drop In Centre Open @ Calle Valencia 12, Camposol 10am-1pm
Making a Difference for Collections @ Camposol A 10.30am-12.30pm

Star Danza El Pareton
@starelpareton
Tel: 646 933 090
Calle Santa Flora
(El Pareton)

Monday & Wednesday
9.30am Zumba
7pm Trampoline Training
(Prior Booking Essential)
8pm Zumba
9pm Pilates

Tuesday & Thursday
9.30am Pilates
3.45pm Pilates
5.30pm Zumba
6.30pm Pilates
7.30pm Trampoline Training
(Prior Booking Essential)
8.45pm Circuit Training

Open everyday from 10am

Kitchen open from 11am - midnight

Beautiful location overlooking the New Marina
Paseo de la Sal, Bloque 1 Local 1,

Puerto de Mazarrón
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Every Wed Zumba with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 9.30am
Mar Menor Golf Society Competition
Camposol C Gardening Group Clean Up @ Camposol C 9am
Councillor Available @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10am-1pm
HAD Women’s Association Coffee Morning @ Hacienda del Alamo 10am-12pm
RC Sailing Mar Menor Meeting 10.30am
Pilarmonics Music Rehearsals @ San Cayetano/Dolores de Pachecho 6.45pm
Trampoline Training with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 7pm
Zumba with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 8pm
Pilates with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 9pm

Cocktail Day @ Viggos, Pto de Mazarrón
Italian Trattoria Night @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A

Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters’ Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm
MABS Mazarrón Craft Group @ MABS Centre, Camposol B 1.30.3.30pm

Every Thu Altorreal Golf Society (TATS) Competition 8.30am
Pilates with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 9.30am
Yoga @ Yogamayga, Bolnuevo 10am-11.30am
Mazarrón Bay Bridge Club @ Pto de Mazarrón 10am
Mazarrón Bowls Club Roll Up Day 10am
Solar Light Centre @ Camposol B 10am-3pm
Spangles Ladies’ Barbershop Harmony Chorus Rehearsals @ Los Alcazarès 10.15am
Card Making @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 11am
Pilates with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 3.45pm
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Petanca @ Camposol A Memorial Park 4pm
Los Amigos de Mazarrón FC Meeting @ Camposol C 4pm
Zumba with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 5.30pm
Mazarrón AA Group @ Meeting Room adjacent to Cañada de Gallego Church 5.30pm
Pilates with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 6.30pm
Trampoline Training with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 7.30pm
Quiz Night with Steve the Snip @ Los Galayos, Pto de Mazarrón 8.30pm
Circuit Training with Gema @ Dance Star, El Pareton 8.45pm

Little Starfish Dog Rescue Table Top Sale @ Lower Car Park, Camposol A from 10am
Age Concern Drop In Centre Open @ Calle Valencia 12, Camposol 10am-1pm
JJ’s Puppy Rescue Table Top Sale @ Lower Car Park, Camposol A 11am-1pm

Every Fri Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Book Stall @ Camposol A 10am-12.30pm

Fish & Chips @ 62 Corvera, Corvera 7.95
Fish & Chips @ Viggos, Pto de Mazarrón
Mixed Grill Night @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A

Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm
MABS Mazarrón booking events etc outside Compusurf, Camposol B 11am
Mazarrón Bahia Lions Table Top Sale/booking events etc @ Camposol B

Every Sat Harlequin Rock Choir Rehearsals @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 1.15pm

Live Entertainment @ 62 Corvera, Corvera

CLUB DE TENIS

Celebration hall
Barbequed meats, Galician beef

Seafood at the weekends and fiesta days

Restaurante

Ctra. National 340 · 30850 TOTANA ( Murcia)
Tel: 968 421 804 · Mobile 610 816 875 · 678 677 907
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Los Infiernos Perrera Supporters Dog Walking @ San Javier 9am-1pm
MABS MMM Book Sale @ Los Alcázares 10am-2pm
HELP MMM Sale of up-market clothes @ Los Alcázares 10am-1pm

Every Sun 2 Course Roast Lunch @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A 6€ inc a drink
Sunday Roast @ 62 Corvera, Corvera from 7.95€ 12.30-5pm
Sunday Roast @ Elliot’s, Bolnuevo

MAY

Friday 1 Dia del Trabajo (Labour Day) National Holiday
Fiestas del Barrio de San José Obrero @ Alcantarilla

VI Collectors’ Fair (until Sunday 3rd) @ Puerto Lumbreras Sports Centre
Fri & Sat 10am-9pm/Sun 10am-2.30pm

MABS Murcia NW Outdoor Market Stall @ Calle Segura, Calasparra 9am-1pm
Age Concern Chair Exercising @ Calle Valencia 12, Camposol A 10.30am
Mazarrón Bahia Leo Club @ Cultural Centre, Camposol B 7-9pm (12-18 year olds)

Saturday 2 ADAPT Meeting @ Pensionista Centre, Lo Pagan 10.30am
WARM Walk

Magic Number @ 62 Corvera, Corvera

Sicilian Night @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A

Sunday 3 Santisima y Vera Cruz @ Caravaca de la Cruz
Santa Cruz @ Abanilla and Ulea
Los Mayos @ Alhama de Murcia
Fiestas de la Santa Cruz en El Estrecho @ Fuente Álamo

Artisan Market @ Bullas 9am-2pm

Monday 4 Mazarrón Bahia Lions @ Camposol A 5pm

Tuesday 5 Stamp Collectors Meeting @ Biblioteca, Pto de Mazarrón 6pm

HAH Volunteer’s Meeting @ Las Claras, Los Narejos 10.30am

Wednesday 6 MABS MMM Volunteer’s Meeting @ Centro Civico, Roda Bar, Roda 11.15am

Thursday 7 Camposol Reading Group @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 2-4pm

Friday 8 FAST Book Stall @ Camposol B Commercial Centre

Saturday 9 Rufus y Los Bandidos @ 62 Corvera, Corvera
The Murcia Youth Orchestra @ Murcia 11-18€ 8pm

Sunday 10 Artisan Market @ Mula

Monday 11 Noelia Rodiles Piano Concert @ Murcia 10€ 8pm

Rehearse everyThursday
10.15am - 1.15pm
CentroMunicipal

Las Claras,
Calle Helena,
Los Narejos,
LosAlcázares.

Contact Lyn Baines
www.spangleschorus.com
info@spangleschorus.com

Martine Shindler - 618 451 798
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

ADVERTISE

HERE!
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Tuesday 12 MABS Murcia NW Volunteer’s Meeting @ 5pm

Wednesday 13General Meeting of Sailing Association Mar Menor @ Los Narejos 11am
Welcome House Card Crafting Class @ Cehegín 11am

Friday 15 San Isidro @ Yecla, Mula and Fortuna

MABS Murcia NW Outdoor Market Stall @ Calle Segura, Calasparra 9am-1pm
MABS MMM Share & Care Group @ San Javier 11am-1pm
Mazarrón Bahia Leo Club @ Cultural Centre, Camposol B 7-9pm (12-18 year olds).

Saturday 16 Artisan Market @ Paseo de las Comunidades Autónomos, Pto de Mazarrón 10-2pm

Lamb Night (Shank or Rack) @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A

Los Duques @ 62 Corvera, Corvera
The Malandain Biarritz Ballet @ Murcia 25€-45€ 8pm

Sunday 17 Artisan Market @ Caravaca
‘Ruta del Ferrocarril’ (Railway Route) with Aguilas Tourist Information Centre
Artisan Market @ Sanctuary de la Esperanza, Calasparra 10am-6pm

Monday 18 Il Concerto Accademiho Orchestra @ Murcia 15€ 8pm

Tuesday 19 HELP MMM General Meeting @ Las Claras, Los Narejos 11.30am

Friday 22 Pastora Soler @ Murcia 20-50€ 9.30pm

Saturday 23 Beef Wellington Night (Fillet Steak) @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A

One More Time @ 62 Corvera, Corvera
Countertenor Philippe Jaroussky/Artaserse Ensemble @ Murcia 30-45€ 8pm

Sunday 24 Fiestas de Mayo @ Alcantarilla

Monday 25 Corpus Christi y Virgen de la Salud @ Archena

Tuesday 26 Monthly ‘B’ Clean Meeting @ Camposol B 4pm

MABS Mazarrón Volunteer Meeting @ Camposol B 11.30am

Friday 29 FAST Book Stall @ Camposol B Commercial Centre
Helping Hands Monthly Market @ Camposol A
HELP MMM Charity Market @ Los Alcazáres 11am-1pm

Saturday 30 Paella Night @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A

Live Entertainment (artiste tbc) @ 62 Corvera, Corvera

Sunday 31 Artisan Market @ Plaza del Castillo, Cehegin 10am

Calle Barcelona 4,
Camposol A,

Tel: Ana 699 060 472

Visit our FB page for our event details

2 COURSES INCLUDING SMALL DRINK 6€

TAPAS NIGHT

EVERYDAY 9am – 12pm EVERYDAY
BREAKFASTS FROM 3.50€

AROUND THE WORLD THEMED MEAL

School of Yoga, Sadhana

TelMari Carmen
968 15 07 55 or 649 61 33 36
www.yogamayga.com

email: yogamayga@gmail.com

Purpose built studio C/Góndola, 10 Bolnuevo. Mazarrón
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JUNE

Monday 1 Fiestas Trinitario-Berberiscas @ Torre Pacheco

Mazarrón Bahia Lions @ Camposol A 5pm

Pianist Maria Angeles Ayala and the OSRM @ Murcia 15€ 8pm

Tuesday 2 Stamp Collectors Meeting @ Biblioteca, Pto de Mazarrón 6pm

HAH Volunteer’s Meeting @ Las Claras, Los Narejos 10.30am (

Wednesday 3 MABS MMM Volunteer’s Meeting @ Centro Civico, Roda Bar, Roda 11.15am

Thursday 4 Camposol Reading Group @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 2-4pm

Friday 5 MABS Murcia NW Outdoor Market Stall @ Calle Segura, Calasparra 9am-1pm
Mazarrón Bahia Leo Club @ Cultural Centre, Camposol B 7-9pm (12-18 year olds).

Saturday 6 ADAPT Meeting @ Pensionista Centre, Lo Pagan 10.30am

International Night @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A

Name Location Price Courses Starters Main Dessert Drink Coffee Available

62 Corvera Corvera € 9.50 3 3 4 yes 1 drink no Mon-Thurs

Ana's Café
Bar

Camposol
A € 6.00 2 4 10 opt 1 drink no Everyday

Elliot's Bolnuevo € 11.00 3 4 4 yes no yes Mo-Tu-Fr-Sa

La Chara Isla Plana € 11.50 3 4 4 yes 1 drink or dessert Tues-Fri

Los Galayos Pto de
Mazarrón € 12.90 salad + 3 3 3 yes no or dessert Tues-Fri

Totana Tennis
Club Totana € 10.00 salad + 3 4 4 yes 1 drink or dessert Mon-Fri

Viggos Pto de
Mazarrón

€ 11 and
€ 13 on Sat salad+3 6 4 yes 1 drink or dessert Mon-Sat

Martine - 618 451 798
costacalidachronicle@gmail.com



MaMillbank's Kitchen
Food and Drink
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Vegetarian
I am always being asked for more Veget-
arian recipes as more and more people go
meat-free. My daughter has recently be-
come Vegetarian and I am also trying to go
meat-free at least twice a week.

Have you ever wondered how to make a
Pakora? Any Vegetable goes well in a
Pakora, including cauliflower and of course
carrots.

Soup is very easy and cheap to produce and
makes a great lunchtime snack if you’re busy.
It doesn’t have to be carrot and potato, just
see what you have left in your fridge or cup-
boards and have a go.
Buen Apetito

Carrot and Potato Soup
4 med potatoes peeled
3 med carrots peeled
2 med onions
Small amount of olive oil
Pinch salt and pepper
I pint boiling water
1 cup of saved water from the cooked veg-
etables
1 cup of cream or evaporated milk (or milk if
no cream)
Pinch cayenne
Pinch celery salt

Dice potatoes, carrots and onions and fry in
pan with olive oil. Add salt and boiling water.
Cover and cook gently until tender (about 15
minutes). Drain thoroughly (retaining a cup
of the liquid) Mash the vegetables thor-
oughly in the reserved cup of liquid.. Com-
bine with cream. Heat just to scalding. Add
cayenne and celery salt, reheat and serve at
once.
Add paprika on top of each serving.

Vegetable Pakora
½ lb chickpea flour
1 tsp salt
1 tsp red chili powder
1 tsp coriander seed powder
¼ tsp baking soda
½ tsp black pepper
1 medium onion - chopped finely
1 cooked potato - ¼" cubes
Oil for deep-frying
Water - enough to make paste
Any firm vegetable like carrots, peeled and
cut into long sticks and cooked until still firm.

Mix the first 6 ingredients in a bowl and add
enough water to make a paste. Mix well.
Take a spoonful at a time from the bowl of
paste, cover the carrot/potatoes and onion
and deep fry in hot oil till golden brown.
Serve with dipping sauces.

Brown Rice Risotto
200g brown rice
400ml water
1 medium onion
Oil to fry
½ red pepper (optional)
200g sunflower seeds
Mixed herbs
Pinch salt
100g sweetcorn/frozen peas/mushrooms
Soya sauce to taste
1 rounded tsp Marmite

Cook the chopped onion in the oil until soft.
Wash rice and drain. Add to the onions and
cook for a couple of minutes turning all the
time. Boil the water and add Marmite, soya
sauce and herbs to the water and stir. Pour
into the rice mixture and bring to the boil
and simmer gently. After 15 mins add the
chopped mushrooms, sweetcorn and peas
and simmer for a further 20 minutes. Season
to taste and mix in the red peppers. Serve
with toasted sunflower seeds.

Carrot Cake
2 cups granulated sugar
1½ cups vegetable oil
4 eggs
3 cups grated carrots (about 7)
2 cups all-purpose flour
2 tsp baking soda
2 tsp baking powder
2 tsp cinnamon
Cup chopped nuts

In mixing bowl, combine sugar and oil. Add
eggs, one at a time, beating well. Mix in car-
rots. Sift flour, baking soda, baking powder
and cinnamon in a separate bowl. Add flour
mixture to carrots mixture. Mix and add nuts.
Pour into two greased and floured r. round
cake pans. Bake in 325°F oven for 45 min-
utes to 1 hour or until cake test done. Sprin-
kle chopped nuts over top for garnish.

Roasted Pesto Portobellos
8 large Portobello mushrooms caps
2tbs extra virgin olive oil
2-3 cups breadcrumbs
1 tbsp pesto
1 tbs grated lemon zest
1 tbs balsamic vinegar
Quarter cup hazelnuts finely chopped
1/3 cup Parmesan cheese
Salt taste

Preheat oven to 180º
Gently remove stems from mushrooms.
Finely chop the stems and set aside. Lightly
brush the mushroom tops with olive oil. Grill
top side up on a baking sheet and lightly
salt. Take the chopped stems and mix with
breadcrumbs, pesto, zest, vinegar and hazel-
nuts. Spoon 2 tbsp into each mushroom cap.
Roast in oven for 5 minutes, sprinkle with
parmesan and serve.

Let us look after your Holiday Home when you are not here

Property Management and Key Holding Service

Weekly Checks from €6.15 per week (paid annually)
Meet and Greet and Villa Cleans for rentals or family members
Monthly Checks or bespoke arrangements also undertaken

Telephone:- 634 329 191
camposolpropertycare@gmail.com
www.camposolpropertycare.com 900 525 100

Samaritans in Spain
operate on 24/7 basis and
cover the whole of Spain.
Should you need to speak
confidentially on any issue
upsetting you then ring

Freephone
900 525 100

Please ring 642 032 098 for a free quote
Email: fry.mikey@gmail.com

Fully Qualified & Legal
Tree Surgeon & Gardener

High Palm Tree Cutting

Green Waste Removal &
Shredding

Processionary
Caterpillar Nest

Removal

Contact Jill: Office 968 564 298
Mobile 696 621 884 UKMobile 0044 721764999
or Email marmenorremovals@hotmail.com

www.uk-spain-removals.com

Full and part loads
Motorcycles Pets with owners
FRIENDLY RELIABLE SERVICE

CAREFUL OWNER
DRIVER

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE WE TAKE DEBIT

AND CREDIT CARDS

FULLY LEGAL
& INSURED

ALL AREAS COVERED STORAGE AVAILABLE
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1. Coffee is made from beans - experts
say it is actually made from a seed
which is called a bean.

2. Chameleons change colour to match
their surroundings - chameleons
actually change colour as a response
to mood, temperature,
communication and light instead of
the object they are touching.

3. Mount Everest is the ‘tallest’
mountain in the world -technically
the summit of Everest is officially
higher above sea level than the
summit of any other mountain, but
Mauna Kea is the tallest when
measured from base to summit.
Record books deem it the tallest
because it has the highest peak on
Earth.

4. The Great Wall of China can be seen
from space - Apollo astronauts
confirmed that you can’t see the Great
Wall of China from the Moon. In fact,
all you can see from the Moon is the
white and blue marble of Earth.

5. One human year is equivalent to
seven dog years - this does not apply
to everyone because it very much
depends on the size and breed of the
dog.

6. You lose your body heat fastest
through your head - some experts
claim humans would be just as cold if
they went without a hat as if they went
without trousers.

7. The Earth revolves around the Sun -
technically, the Earth, sun and all of the
other the planets are orbiting around
the centre of mass of the solar system,
not specifically the sun.

8. Different parts of your tongue
detects different tastes - research
found that all taste sensations come
from all regions of the tongue,
although different parts are more
sensitive to certain tastes.

9. Peanuts are a type of nut - peanuts,
along with beans and peas, belong to
the single plant family, Leguminosae.

10. Humans have five senses - actually
fact there are at least nine senses and
most researchers think there are more
like 21. The five main senses; sight,
sound, touch, smell and taste are the
most obvious ones.

11. Fortune cookies are a Chinese
tradition – these were originally the
invention of Japanese-Americans
before being widely adopted by
Chinese culture.

12. Sushi means ‘raw fish’ – it actually
translates as sour-tasting.

13. Vitamin C is an effective treatment
for a cold - most experts say that there
is little or no evidence that Vitamin C
can help treatment of a cold, but it is
thought to help build up the immune
system to ward off potential flu viruses.

14. Caffeine dehydrates you -
caffeinated drinks may have a mild
diuretic effect (they may cause the
need to urinate), but some experts
believe they don’t appear to increase
the risk of dehydration.

15. The dark side of the moon - as the
Moon constantly rotates on its own
axis, there is no area of the planetoid
which is in permanent darkness.

16. A toilet’s flush will change direction
depending upon which hemisphere
it is in - the cause of ‘backward-
flushing’ toilets is just that the water
jets point in the opposite direction.

17. Sunflowers track the sun across the
sky when in full bloom - the uniform
alignment of the flowers results from
heliotropism in an earlier development
stage, (the bud stage), before the
appearance of flower heads, so
technically they follow the sun before
they have bloomed, not after.

18. People use just 10% of their brain -
neurologists say we use virtually every
part of the brain and that (most of) the
brain is active almost all the time.

19. Your fingernails continue to grow
after you die - dehydration of the
body after death can cause retraction
of the skin around hair and nails, giving
the illusion that they have grown.

20. Bats are blind - despite the tiny eyes
and nocturnal lifestyle, none of the
roughly 1,100 bat species are blind.

21. Handling a baby bird will make its
mother reject it – as most birds have
a very poor sense of smell, most birds
are unable to even notice human scent
on baby bird.

22. Your blood is blue before it is
oxygenated - human blood is always
red, although the level of redness does
differ depending on how oxygenated
it is.

23. A goldfish has a memory span of
three seconds - goldfish actually have
very good memories for fish. They can
be trained to respond various ways to
certain colours of light, different kinds
of music and other sensory cues.

24. You need to wait an hour after
eating before you can swim safely -
as with any exercise after eating,
swimming right after a big meal might
be uncomfortable, but it won't cause

you to drown. The digestive process
does divert the circulation of the blood
towards the gut and to a certain
extent, away from the muscles,
meaning swimming could feel harder.

25. Bulls are enraged by the colour red
- bulls only see blues and yellow and
they only react to the red cape
because of the movements that flutter
around.

26. Shaving your leg hair will make it
grow back quicker - shaving facial or
body hair gives the hair a blunt tip
which might feel coarse or ‘stubbly' for
a period of time as it grows out, but it
does not grow quicker.

27. Microwave radiation can cause
cancer - microwave ovens don’t give
off enough energy to damage the
genetic material (DNA) in cells so they
can’t cause cancer.

28. Ostriches bury their head in the
sand when they are scared - ostriches
swallow sand and pebbles to help
grind up food in their stomachs, so
they bend down and briefly stick their
heads in the earth. It is not because
they are scared.

29. Waking sleepwalkers harms them –
this won't cause them any physical
harm, but could leave them startled or
disoriented which is why many people
believe it is best not to disturb them.

30. Albert Einstein failed maths at
school - he failed one entry exam to a
school, but he actually excelled at
mathematics.

31. Carrots help you see in the dark -
carrots contain Vitamin A, or Retinol,
which is required for your body to
synthesise rhodopsin, which is the
pigment in your eyes that operates in
low-light conditions. If you have a
Vitamin A deficiency, you could
develop nyctalopia or night blindness.
Eating carrots would correct this and
improve your night vision, but only to
the point of an ordinary healthy
person. It won’t let you see in
complete darkness.

32. Houseflies only live for 24 hours -
the adult housefly can live up to one
month in the wild.

33. Alcohol keeps you warm - alcohol
may make your skin feel warm, but this
apparent heatwave is deceptive. A nip
or two actually causes your blood
vessels to dilate, moving warm blood
closer to the surface of your skin,
making you feel warmer temporarily.
At the same time, those same veins
pumping blood closer to the skin’s
surface cause you to lose core body
heat.

The Top Common Misconceptions
Information
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News

Information mainly supplied by www.thinkSPAIN.com

SPANISH NEWS
Saint George’s Day Book and Flower
Fair moved to July
Saint George is not just the patron of
England – among the other regions and
countries where the mythical dragon-
slayer is celebrated on April 23rd is
Catalunya, where he is known as Sant
Jordi and his ‘day’ normally fills the
streets with book and flower stalls.

The former marks International Book
Day, which also falls on April 23rd as this
was the date, in 1616, when Don
Quĳote author Miguel de Cervantes and
British poet and playwright William
Shakespeare died. In practice, Cervantes
passed away aged 69, 10 days before
Shakespeare, who was just 52. Although
the dates are both recorded as April 23rd

1616, England was still using the Julian
calendar, whilst Spain had already
moved onto the Gregorian calendar, the
one used in most of the world today.

Long-standing tradition has it that
on SantJordi's Day in Catalunya, people
would give their partners or spouses a
rose. The two events combined eventu-
ally and it is now customary to buy your
loved one a flower and a book on Sant
Jordi’s Day. About six million red and
yellow roses are sold in just one day in
the north-eastern region and many
towns would have open-air flower and
book stalls on the street. The most fam-
ous Sant Jordi fair is in Barcelona, where
top national and international authors
sign their books. Siri Hustvedt and
Marian Keyes have been among them in
recent years.

With Spain in lockdown due to the
Covid-19 outbreak, the entire country’s
festival calendar has been moved and
Sant Jordi will be celebrated on July
23rd. Cancelling it altogether would not
only cause massive disappointment, but
also put paid to a large slice of florists’
and book shops’ annual income, since
they make several months’ worth of
profits on that one day.

‘Social distancing’ will still probably be in
force in mid-July, even though quarant-
ine is expected to be over, but book
sellers and florists have guaranteed they
will take steps to protect the public’s
safety. Even though this spring is likely to
be hard on florists, it could be that they
actually end up having a bumper year. It
is estimated that, even if some opt to sell
flowers online, they will not shift even a
quarter as many as they usually do on
April 23rd, so it is likely that those who
had been looking forward to the usual
street fair will enter the July one with re-
newed enthusiasm.

Moving fiestas to later in the year may
seem unprecedented, but is in fact noth-
ing new in Spain. Many festival organ-
isers hold ‘half-year’ versions such medio

año, or in Catalunya and the Valencia re-
gion, mig any, which are a low-key re-
peats of the event on the six-month an-
niversary. About a decade ago, for the
first time in its history, the nationally-po-
pular pre-Lent Carnival in the Alicante-
province village of Pego was rained off,
leaving revellers devastated. Pego town
council opted to hold it in summer in-
stead and this has since become known
as the Mig Any Carnestoltes and contin-
ues to be held to this day in addition to
the main event on the last Saturday night
before the start of Lent.

Vuelta A España Could Be Late Octo-
ber Or November
The Tour de France has been postponed
from August 29th to September 20th,
which will set the entire race calendar
back and the Aigle Martigny World
Championship will start in Switzerland on
the day the Tour de France finishes.

After this comes the Giro d'Italia, the first
major cycling race to be called off in
2020 due to the Coronavirus crisis. A
new date for La Vuelta has not been re-
leased, although the UCI will need to
carry out a fine balancing act to ensure
the The Giro and La Vuelta do not clash.

Mobile World Congress To Stay In Bar-
celona Until At Least 2024
The Mobile World Congress will con-
tinue to be held in Barcelona until at
least the year 2024, confirm organisers
GSMA.

Probably the planet’s largest and most
up-to-date new technology and commu-
nications trade fair, the Mobile World
Congress has been based in Barcelona
for many years and for the first time ever,
2020 saw it cancelled. At the time – mid-
February - Covid-19 had not reached
Spain, other than one confirmed case on
the Canarian island of La Gomera where
a German tourist had caught the condi-
tion from a Chinese woman in Munich
and was immediately isolated. Everyone
who had come into contact with him was
quarantined, as were 21 Spaniards repat-
riated from the Chinese city of Wuhan
where the first cases of the ‘new’ strain of
the Coronavirus were detected.

The decision to call
off the February
2020 Mobile World
Congress (MWC)
was purely prac-
tical. After an initial
handful of corpora-
tions based in
China and due to
exhibit in Barcelona
opted not to travel
in order not to risk
spreading the virus
to Europe, numer-
ous others – not just

on the Asian continent but also in Europe
and the USA – decided to follow their ex-
ample. With Ericsson, Rakuten, Nokia,
Amazon, Facebook, Sony, Cisco, Intel,
LG, Orange, Vodafone, Deutsche
Telekom, BT, AT&T and NTT Docomo all
having pulled out, the MWC would have
been left largely empty and the manage-
ment decided it was pointless to pro-
ceed. GSMA said it would start working
immediately on the MWC 2021, getting
ahead for next February. They have now
confirmed the trade fair is set to stay in
Barcelona long term, despite concerns a
couple of years ago that it may be con-
sidering not renewing the contract due
to the political unsettlement caused by
the attempted Catalunya independence
referendum.

A new deal has been signed guarantee-
ing the MWC will be held in Barcelona
until the year 2024 inclusive, although
GSMA says this is ‘at the very least’, since
its current intention is to continue renew-
ing the contract indefinitely.

Even though this year’s cancellation has
been a blow to Barcelona, especially
local businesses who were expecting the
mass influx of visitors, particularly
wealthy ones from other continents, to
bring them in plenty of extra trade, the
fact that it is safe for the next four years
at least is good news for the city. This
year’s event would have brought in
nearly half a billion euros to the city
alone and created 14,100 temporary
jobs. Next year’s event will take place
between March 1st and 4th, in the usual
venues – the 'Fira de Barcelona', sites in
the Montjuïc area and on the Gran Via de
L'Hospitalet.

The MWC accounts for around 30%
of Fira de Barcelona’s annual income.
Its visitors are mostly corporate, al-
though some time slots are open to the
general public and is a fascinating insight
into just how far the imagination can take
technology and to what extent it can
make all areas of life easier, not just the
world of work, but right down to the
health service, farming, cooking and
cleaning.

https://www.thinkspain.com/news-spain/28930/books-and-flowers-for-barcelona-s-saint-george-s-day-author-marian-keyes-signs-her-much-loved-chick-lit-novels
https://www.thinkspain.com/news-spain/28930/books-and-flowers-for-barcelona-s-saint-george-s-day-author-marian-keyes-signs-her-much-loved-chick-lit-novels
https://www.thinkspain.com/news-spain/32073/carnival-craziness-week-long-pre-lent-fancy-dress-parties-in-spain


The dreadful coronavirus outbreak brought
a suspension of all football, not only in
Spain, but in most countries throughout
the world. At the time of writing it seems
that the Spanish Football Federation is
about to decide that the current season has
now concluded, except that the top four
teams will be involved in Play Off games to
qualify for the National Group Play Offs for
promotion to Segunda B when the current
coronavirus crisis allows.

Real Murcia ‘B’ cannot be involved in the
play-offs as they already have a team in the
Segunda B, soMazarrón FC, in fifth place,
would be involved in the play-offs with
Lorca Deportiva, Atletico Pulpileno and
Mar Menor. Unlike in normal
circumstances, the games, both semi finals
and the final, would be decided, not over
two legs, but on one game played on a
neutral ground behind closed doors.

Lorca Deportiva will play Mazarrón and
Pulpileno will play Mar Menor. It is hoped
that the games will be streamed live on the
internet as many games already this season
so that supporters can watch their favourite
teams in these vital matches.

Many small clubs will be fearful of the
future as there has been no source of
income through the turnstiles and
sponsorship monies will also suffer, so it is
hoped that clubs likeMazarrón can survive
the current crisis.

All social events have been postponed
including the Los Amigos de Mazarrón FC
Gala Week events. It is hoped that the
Race Night, Celebrity Golf Day and Gala
Dinner can be re-arranged as proceeds
from these events boost the coffers of
Mazarrón FC. Tickets for all the events
should be retained until such time as we
are able to announce new details.

It is still hoped that the Trip To Calpe -
Monday 12th - Wednesday 14th October will
still go ahead. B & B at the AR Roca &
Esmeralda Spa Hotel with trip to Guadalest
(Tues) and the Chocolate Factory,

Villajoyosa (Wed). The cost of a twin room
with balcony, terrace, private bathroom
and free Wi-Fi is €125 pp to include coach
and trips.
Email pamada.1130@yahoo.co.uk

Los Amigos de Mazarrón FC has been in
existence now for over 14 years, since the
inaugural meeting in February 2006 which
was attended by just 14 ex-pat football
followers. It has formed a very close
relationship with Mazarrón FC and has
been of great value both with support at
games and with financial assistance which
has helped keep the club afloat during
difficult times in the past.

There have been many ups and downs with
the Mazarrón FC, almost going out of
existence in the summer of 2009 when
some players took action against the Club
to recover unpaid wages. Los Amigos
stepped in to make an emergency
payment for the registration fee for the
2009/10 season and provide the playing kit
for the season. Without this intervention
there is little doubt that Mazarrón FC
would have folded.

The playing field has been a roller coaster
ride!! Promotion to the Segunda B was
achieved in 2007/08 for the first time in the
Club’s history. This was to be short lived as,
despite a tremendous effort towards the
end of the season, Mazarrón were
relegated, finishing 4th bottom of the
league. After a brief spell in the Tercera
Division, two subsequent relegations saw
Mazarrón in the lower depths of the
Primera Autonomica where they had to
regroup and virtually start from scratch with
a team comprising many local players who
had come through their successful junior
ranks.

The 2014/15 season saw Mazarrón
promoted back to the Preferente
Autonomica via the play-offs in a season
which saw Tolo score a record 40 goals for
Mazarrón. The start of the 2016/17 season
saw the departure of Club President Jose
Rodriguez and the future of Mazarrón FC

was again in
doubt until
the current
P r e s i d e n t
R u b e n
C o l l a d o
stepped in
at the 11th

hour to
secure the
future of the
Club.

Promot ion
back to the
T e r c e r a
Division was
achieved in
the 2018/19
s e a s o n
when an
injury-time goal by Blaz Bazan, (his first and
only goal for Mazarrón), saw a nail biting
victory on the away goals rule against CD
Algar. In their first season back in the
Tercera, Mazarrón finished in a creditable
10th position and the improvement has
continued this season.

Normally, Los Amigos de Mazarrón FC
hold weekly meetings throughout the
football season and new members or
guests are very welcome. Social meetings
take place every Thursday at The Club
House, Camposol C at 4pm. Business
meetings are held on the last Thursday of
each month when only members are
allowed to attend.
Membership is €20 with numerous
discounts available on most social events
and coach travel.
Email pamada.1130@yahoo.co.uk for a
membership form.
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Los Amigos de Mazarrón FC
Sports

www.mazarronfc.es/introen

Los Amigos Donation to Mazarron FC from
10th Gala Evening

Promotion 2017-18

Promotion 2014-15

Tolo
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Our game for March was on the 13th and
had been arranged to be an intersociety
game with Aguilon Golf Society at the
very popular course of Lorca Golf Resort,
but as they had cancelled, it was changed
to a Texas Scramble event with teams of
four competing for the top prize.

The day went very well with good weather
and the course was in great condition and
every player enjoying the change of
format. The change really suited one team
as Team Captain Ken Blakeman, with Dave
Perry, Malcolm Archibald and Dave Hall

came in with a team score of 5 under par
which consisted of five birdies and no
blobs to win the top prize of Callaway golf
balls.

In second place was Team Captain Gerry
McRobert with Derek Hayward, Roger Joy
and Richard Dixon and the Nearest The Pin
winners were Cameron Dickie, Malcolm
Archibald and Gerry McRobert; all taking
home their Callaway golf ball prizes.

Our next game due to be held at Altorreal
on April 30th .

Should anyone wish to know more about
Fuente Old Guards Golf Society, please
contact us by email at
info@fuenteoldguardgolfsociety.com

Dave May

Winners Dave Perry, Dave Hall, Malcolm
And Ken

Runners Up Richard, Roger, Derek And Gerry
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Camposol Golf Association
March Club de Golf Results:
The com-
petition at
Camposo l
Club de
Golf took
place on Fri-
day 13th

March and
the winners
were as fol-
lows:
1st - Andy
Saunders 36
points CB
(20 pts back
nine)
2nd - Jesper
Held 36
points CB
(15 pts back
nine)
3rd - Clive
Porter 34
points CB
(16 pts back
nine)
4th - Derek
Clarke 34
points CB
(15 pts back
nine)

Nearest the
Pin Win-
ners:
Hole 3 -
T e r r y
Colvin -
6.60m

Hole 5 -
P e n n y
Sadler -
2.20m
Hole 11 -
Mark Cole -
1.77m
Hole 13 -
Sue Brew -
4.55m

There were
4 x 2’s recor-
ded this
month, but
two of those
p l a y e r s
didn’t enter
the 2’s com-
petition so
we just had
two winners in the end.
Well done to Gaza Powell and Penny
Sadler!

Well played to all the prize winners and
thanks to all the participants, our ever
present Marshall, ‘Flip Flop Flav’, Noemi
‘The Mask of Zorro’, the green keeping
staff and the committee for helping make
this competition a success.

We are all looking forward to getting out
on the course again, so everyone please
take care and stay healthy through this
tough period.

Colin Reid

Camposol Golf Course
The Golf Course should be much improved
by its rest due to the enforced lockdown,
although with the restrictions on the move-
ment of labour there is only the Head
Green Keeper, Mark Teasdale and one
other who only works part time trying to
keep things tidy. They are facing a mam-
moth task battling the weeds that seem to
be winning at the moment. After the warm
rain we have had they are springing up
everywhere. The golfers will just be de-
lighted to be able to play, exercise and get
out of the house to say nothing of the so-
cialising in the 19th hole.

CGA Charity Quiz
This had to be cancelled due to the Corona
virus. It will be re-scheduled at a date later.
The CGA offered to distribute the 890€
held from the last Charity Quiz to FAST
and MABS who are still operating to some
extent. This was appreciated, but they said
they are prepared to wait when hopefully
there will be a more substantial amount.

CGA Summer Ball on 12th June may be
cancelled.

CGA Golfing Away Day – Friday 23rd Oc-
tober @ Mar Menor
First tee 10.32am. Hopefully by then we
will be able to go ahead.

We applaud all of you who have adhered to
the lockdown and I am sure we will all come
out of this stronger.

Betty Roberts

Andy Saunders 1st in March
Comp.

Clive Porter 3rd in March
Comp.

Jesper Held 2nd in March
Comp.

Fuente Old Guard Golf Society
Email: info@fuenteoldguardgolfsociety.com

Sports

Costa Cálida Chronicle
Contact Sales on
619 199 407

Web: www.costacalidachronicle.com
Email: costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Remember deadline 15th of the month!!!
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Some 30 year old Formula 1 History.
The first round of the 1990 season was the
American GP held at Phoenix on 11th March.
The 72 lap race around the 3.798km circuit
was won by A Senna driving a McLaren-
Honda V10 in 1h 52m 32.829s from 3rdplace
on the grid. He was joined on the podium
by J Alesi driving a Tyrrell-Ford Cosworth V8
from 2nd place and T Boutsen in a Williams-
Renault V10 from 5th place. The fastest lap of
the race was recorded by G Berger in the
other McLaren at 1m 31.050s on lap 34,
after a good qualifying and starting from
pole, but unfortunately he retired on lap 44
with a clutch problem.

I am sure you are all aware of what is
going on, but here is some information
regarding Formula 1.

Due to the Coronavirus outbreak, the
Australian GP was cancelled at the very last
minute for the safety of all concerned. The
Bahrain, Vietnam Netherlands, Spanish &
Azerbaĳan races have subsequently been
postponed with Monaco being cancelled for
the first time since 1954. The August shut-
down period has been brought forward
from August to March/April and extended
from 2 weeks to 3 weeks. Ferrari had already
stopped production of all F1 & road cars on
Monday 16th March.

This will now free up August to slot in some
of the postponed races should the situation
improve enough by then. The cancelled
races will not be re-scheduled.

As it stands at the present time, the season
will start with the Canadian round on 14th

June. I think they are hoping for too much as
will Canada be ready to open their doors to
the world? They put the Easter weekend as
the deadline for their decision as did
Silverstone which is not until July 19th, after
France & Austria, so when is the season
likely to start?

Bernie Eclestone suggested cancelling the
2020 Championship and concentrating on
the 2021 season, which appears to be the
best option as opposed to getting
cancellations and postponements one by
one.

The new technical regulations set to
change in 2021 have now been
postponed until 2022.

Coronavirus
The Agnelli family, who control Ferrari and
Fiat-Chrysler as well as the Juventus
Football Club, made a 10 million euro
donation to the Italian Civil Protection
Department as well as providing a fleet of

cars to the Italian Red Cross & National
Association for Public Assistance to assist
with the distribution of food & medicine to
the sick, elderly & people in need across the
country.

Mercedes, Ferrari, Red Bull, McLaren &
Williams all offered to assist with the
production of ventilators, working with
Innovate UK & the University College
London Hospitals.

Now For Some Brighter News.
Lawrence Stroll with his consortium have
increased their stake in Aston Martin-
Lagonda from the original 16.7% purchased
in January to 25%. The original shares were
around £4.00 per share, with the revised
price of £2.25 per share.

Pietro Fittipaldi who last year was a test
driver with Haas, as well as driving in DTM &
the Asian F3 series and Louis Daletraz. He
acted as the simulator driver for Haas and
drove in the F2 series and from this year he
will share the duties of test/reserve drivers
for Haas.

I hope that after obeying the Coronovirus
rules, and you have kept safe and well.
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Corona Virus 19
Due to the Corona Virus, several events
had to be cancelled, so hence I don’t have
any news or results to report! The 18th and
final match of the season of the LLB
Southern League was cancelled with the
consequence that the results after the 17th

game gave clubs their final position in
Division ‘A’. This meant that MBC finish 7th

out of 10 which we are content to accept
having been promoted as winners of
Division ‘B’ last season. We look forward to
challenging even more strongly in Division
‘A’ again next season.

A Day for Andrew was also cancelled. It
was planned that in the summer Andrew
Bunce, a former member of MBC and who
now has Motor Neurone Disease, would be
doing a Tandem Parachute Jump in the
UK to raise money for the MND charity.
MBC wanted to support Andrew in his
venture and had planned a special Fun
Day in March. Andrew came from Cornwall

to Spain with his parents Brian and Dawn,
also bowlers, to be part of this special day,
but sadly we were unable to enjoy the
event. Members still made donations and
raised £500 for MND. We look forward to
an update later in the year on Andrew’s
jump.

The MBC Club Championships
Presentation Lunch has been postponed
till later in the year.

The COVID 19 Gauntlet
Mike and I enjoy the winter sunshine and
playing bowls in Spain, but home is in the
UK. Having changed our Bilbao ferry
booking to go home three times because
of COVID19, we ran the gauntlet by car to
Bilbao, staying the night in Vitoria Gasteiz
in a hotel that had been told by the
Government to close the next day. Buying
diesel was not a problem, but ‘aseos’ were,
as they were closed! We by-passed several
police road blocks and had police pass us
on motorbikes on the motorway. Although
we were prepared with paperwork and the
knowledge that we were allowed to travel
to our habitual home should we be
stopped, we were very relieved not to have
been pulled over. We were delighted to
see our ferry dock even though there was a
three hours delay. After our 850km trip, we
knew it was the last passenger car ferry
from Spain until whenever. All being well
we will return to Spain for the autumn
season of bowling. We thought Brexit was
our only worry!

A Year Has Passed
I have been reporting on behalf of MBC in
the Costa Cálida Chronicle for a year now,
taking over from Doug MacFarlane who
always kept readers entertained. I am
delighted to say Doug still has a monthly
input as he kindly reads my script, adjusting
it so it makes for a better read. Thank you
Doug! You mentor me well and I appreciate
the time you spend supporting me. Also
thanks to Clive Hoyal, Colin and Gill
Appleton and Don Henry along with others
who support me with photos and ideas.
MBC bowling rink is closed until further
notice. Harry our Secretary is doing a
grand job keeping members informed with
the latest news and can be contacted by
email at info@mazarronbowlsclub.com
TheMBC website is
www.mazarronbowlsclub.com

Stay safe.

Helen Chambers

SPORTs

by Dave Bass

Dawn, Andrew and Brian Bunce

MBC Rink in Lock down

Mazarrón Bowls Club
Tel : 605 492 937 or email info@mazarronbowlsclub.com

Sports

mailto:mailto:info@mazarronbowlsclub.com
http://www.mazarronbowlsclub.com
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Animal care is included among the
‘exceptions’ for which people in Spain are
allowed to leave their homes. This also
covers feeding and attending to feral cat
colonies, since these are regarded under
national law as ‘domestic pets’. Most local
councils, animal shelters, or both, now run
schemes for volunteers to feed the ferals
and also ‘trap-neuter-return’ programmes
for sterilising street cats and are issuing
cards to them so they can show the police
they are authorised to be out for reasons
other than shopping or medical issues.

In towns where alley-cat care is organised,
the animals are coaxed into a specific area
used as a permanent feeding station, with
shelter, outside space and well-fenced in to
keep them off the busy roads. In towns
which do not yet have such facilities in
place, cat colonies are now finding the
world is their oyster – sadly for them, not in
the fishy sense – and they are now able to
stroll around at ease where cars and people
used to be.
Anecdotal evidence has shown that wildlife
is becoming more of a presence in urban
areas now that humans and vehicles are
mostly absent and in many areas, residents
have noticed there are more birds around
than usual.

Whilst in the UK, people who like to
encourage and care for the birds can buy
properly-tailored food for them from
almost every supermarket, this is not the
case in Spain and ornithologists have
urged the public not to feed them.
Environmental charity SEO/BirdLife says
food left out for the birds by the general
public is rarely nutritionally appropriate for
them and if they fill up on the usual dried
bread, crisps and other offerings, they will
not eat food which is more suitable for
them, suffering poor health as a
consequence. SEO/BirdLife says nature, in
spring, provides what birds need and
assures caring residents that they will be
fine. Some cities fit pigeon-food dispensers
in places where their droppings would not
cause a mess. Barcelona, when the pigeon
population is out of control, lace these
meal supplies with contraceptives. This is
harmless to the birds and prevents them
from constantly reproducing.

Cats and birds are not the only species
which have been appearing in areas where
humans are normally the dominant species,
according to official reports and video and
photographic footage by members of the
public.

Wild Boar
A mountain species mainly, Wild Boar
often head down to terra firma during
times of drought when vegetation at their
habitual altitude is sparse and they are
short of food. They not only cause havoc to
farm crops, but also private gardens. An
even greater concern is that they stray into
the roads and a car colliding with a Wild
Boar can cause serious injury to drivers and
passengers, as well as the animals.

Wild Boar culling has started to attract
rejection from the public, especially the
younger generations and some rural
authorities are maintaining vegetation on
uninhabited mountains and lacing food
with contraceptives to keep the population
under control. Despite their wanderlust in
search of sustenance, finding one strolling
down a city-centre street is somewhat
unusual. One large Boar was recently seen
in Mazarrón and someone filmed a Wild
Boar wandering along a main road in the
heart of Madrid City, completely
untroubled by cars.

Goats
The sight of farmers herding their Goats
across the fields, sometimes on country
lanes, forcing cars to slow down and wait
for them to pass is quite common in rural
Spain. Goat’s milk and cheese is a staple in
most supermarkets, and cheese is
frequently found on salads and pizzas in
restaurants.

It is less
common to
see Goats
l o i t e r i n g
a r o u n d
t o w n
squares, but
on March
1 9 t h ,
residents in
Chinchi l la,
to the west
of Alicante
saw loose
G o a t s
po t t e r i n g
about in a
c e n t r a l
Plaza.

Other Birdlife
P e a c o c k s
s t r a y i n g
from Madrid
parks into
the streets
have been
seen and
Ducks are
becom ing
increasingly
m o r e
c o mm o n .
N a t i o n a l
Police in
Z a r a g o z a
( A r a g ó n ) ,
saw a
m o t h e r
Duck with
her four tiny,
fluffy ducklings in tow ‘breaking lockdown
rules’.

Bear With Us
A Brown Bear has been seen meandering
about in an empty town centre. Singer and
songwriter Borja Casado videoed
Paddington's wanderings from his window
in Cangas de Narcea, Asturias, and added:
“Let's see who reports this bear for not

staying at
h o m e . ”
Bears are
n o r m a l l y
found in
r e m o t e
m o u n t a i n
areas in
Asturias and
Cantabr ia,
Galicia and
Castilla y
L e ó n ,
including in
Picos de
E u r o p a
Mounta ins
that span
Asturias and
Can t ab r i a
and a tiny
population
is known to
live in the Pyrénées.

Controlled breeding programmes meant
that 40 females with 67 cubs were
confirmed to be living in Spain’s northern
mountains, the highest number since
records began in 1989, but even those
fond of hiking in off-grid hard-to-reach
mountainous areas would be extremely
lucky to spot one.

Sea-Ing Is Believing
It’s not just the streets that the animals are
reclaiming. Nesting Sea Turtles in full view
of the public have been reported on the
shores of India and Brazil, off the northern
State of Pernambuco. It would not surprise
most of us, nor our marine biologists, if a
similar phenomenon were happening on
our own coasts – Loggerhead Turtles in
particular are a very frequent inhabitant of
the western Mediterranean.

Rorqual, or Fin Whales and Bottlenose
Dolphins are no strangers to Spain’s
eastern coast. Late summer is when they
tend to be spotted, since the Cabo de la
Nao bay between Dénia and Jávea
(northern Alicante Province), is right on the
Whale migratory route south from the
Ligurian Sea. They are so frequent, that this
stretch of coastline has been dubbed
locally as ‘the Whale-Way’. Extreme
weather conditions seen earlier this year in
the Mediterranean have led to the
distressing experience of dead Dolphins
appearing on beaches, but the truth is that
if any Dolphin is seen close to a beach, it is
likely to be dead or dying in any case. They
tend to become washed inland once their
vital strength is waning and they are unable
to swim against the current.

Seeing live, healthy Dolphins is incredibly
rare in Spanish waters, but the Barcelona-
Province port-town of Premià de Mar has
turned into a dolphins’ playground. There
have also been sightings off the coast of
Mazarrón and Bolnuevo.

by Think Spain

Information

Photo: National Police in
Zaragoza (Aragón)

Photo: Borja Casado
(@franpenat)

Photo: Luciano Lugo
(@Luciano434)

https://www.thinkspain.com/news-spain/29588/cantabrian-brown-bear-numbers-on-the-up
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CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED

GROUPS

BOXED CLASSIFIEDS - 10€
To Place a 10€ Boxed Advert:
Please email
costacalidachronicle@gmail.com putting
boxed classified advert in the subject box

or
Call 618 451 798 10am-2pm Tues/Wed/
Thurs

Payment can be made in our office on
Camposol B Mon-Fri 10am-5pm (4pm
Friday), or call 619 199 407 to arrange
payment.

To Place a Classified Advert on the website:

Please email
costacalidachronicle@gmail.com putting
free classified advert in the subject box or
click on Classifieds on the menu bar on our
website www.costacalidachronicle.com

ALCOHOL PROBLEMS?
Is your drinking costing you more than just money?

Alcoholics Anonymous can help you stop drinking. Is
a loved one’s drinking causing relationship problems?
Alanon Family Groups can help. Mazarron area AA and
Alanon meetings. For information call 646 290 420.

Freemasonry in Mazarrón
Craft, Chapter, Mark RAM, Allied, KT, Malta,

OSM, R&S
Please contact Peter Kent
699 261 828 or 968 970 637

Samaritans in Spain operate on 24/7 basis
and now cover the whole of Spain.
Any help that you can give us
would be greatly appreciated.

Tel 900 525 100

13th May Answers
1. Pope John Paul II
2. Conquer Everest without the help of

oxygen of Sherpas
3. For recruiting players to Kerry Packers

world XI
4. Tornado
5. Stevie Wonder
6. Winston Churchill
7. Daphne de Maurier

14th May Answers
1. Smallpox
2. Luton Town
3. From Here to Eternity
4. Lewis and Clark
5. Che Guevara
6. H. Rider Haggard
7. National Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Children
8. Cate Blanchett
9. Skylab

18th May Answers
1. Pope John Paul II
2. Perry Como
3. Fred Perry
4. Czech
5. Napoleon Bonaparte
6. Lawn Mower
7. Haley’s
8. Wimpy Bar
9. Graham Hill
10. Silkwood (Karen)

21st May Answers
1. Harold Robbins
2. Fats
3. Atlantic
4. Queen Victoria
5. FIFA
6. 1916
7. Cassius Clay
8. Elton John

23rd May Answers
1. Tobey Maguire
2. The Mounties
3. Denis Compton
4. Parker & Barrow
5. Alexis Colby
6. Himmler

7. Tommy 1969
8. Marvelous

24th May Answers
1. Victoria
2. Fahrenheit
3. Bob Dylan
4. Duke
5. Dartmoor
6. 1st Morse code message sent
7. Bismarck
8. Eurovision Song Contest

26th May Answers
1. South America
2. Larry Parks
3. 1950
4. Dunkirk
5. Lisa Marie Presley
6. Marion Morrison
7. Black Sea
8. Equity

27th May Answers
1. Peter the Great
2. 1919
3. Cilla Black
4. Queen Mary
5. Sydney Harbour Bridge

28th May Answers
1. William Pitt the Younger
2. Ian Fleming
3. Thora Hird
4. Sir Francis Chichester
5. Kylie Minogue
6. Barcelona
7. 1984
8. Red Square
9. First ever all woman crew
10. Damon Hill

29th May Answers
1. John F Kennedy
2. Road to Singapore
3. Nanette Newman
4. Humphrey Davy
5. WS Gilbert
6. United Artistes
7. Nigel Short
8. Liverpool and Juventas

Riddle Answers

1. A candle

2. They were all married

3. Heroine

4. His son

5. An egg

6. Your breath

7. The moon

8. Your Word

9. No-one. The doctors were Bill’s
sisters.

10. Darkness

11. A shadow

12. Ton

13. A river

14. A coin

15. The letter ‘E’
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Terraced house with spectacular
views in Moratalla old town

3 bedroom,
1 bathroom

Refurbished Kitchen

€67,000

Office
Attic

Laundry
Storage room

Roof Terrace 20m²

Tel: 611 033 400
Beautiful Plot Of Land
For Sale In Moratalla

Call Andrea on 619 919 976
for more details

Approximately 5200 square metres, with
views and trees. Partly fenced. It also

has plans for a 4 bedroom,
3 bathroom large house with garage.

Altogether with the plans, licences
and ground inspections etc,
it initially cost 79,000€.
BARGAIN now it is
for sale for 43,000€.

Property

Work On Hold
Like many self-employed people, I am not
able to work at the moment so this article is
just a reminder that you can still register your
interest for Murcia Solutions’ services
throughout the lockdown period and I will
be making applications after restrictions are
lifted in date order.

Tourist Board Licenses
New registrations are on hold as Town Halls
are closed. Turismo are sending out
notifications by email now instead of
registered letter, so I can still receive results
from applications put in before the
restrictions.
If you would like to apply for a licence,
please contact me for details. I have seen a
lot of false and inaccurate news and
statements posted on Facebook and other
social media regarding the rules, regulations
and the process.

If in doubt, please ask someone who knows
the facts!! You can follow me on
@lizedmiston or @murciasolutions for
updates and information.

Guardia Civil Registrations
My friends in the Guardia are a LITTLE bit
busy with other matters just now, but normal
service will be resumed eventually!

If you are renting out your holiday home,
don’t forget that you need to be sending
guest info to the police and need to do this
via their online system.
ONLY legally registered holiday homes can
do this, so if you are not complying with 1)
above, I cannot register you. The fine is a
double whammy for 2 non-compliances!!

If you would like to join the waiting list for
Guardia registrations, please contact me.
After lockdown ends I will be going weekly

again, but the Guardia limit the number of
application I can make at a time so I don’t tie
up the agent for too long. Now, there’s a nice
thought, so there is currently a waiting list for
this procedure.

As well as those services, if you need
anything dealing with such as building
licences, IBI or general translations, just
contact me for help.

By the end of May I should also have another
exciting venture going, but at the moment I
am using lockdown to design a new website
& Facebook page and these are not yet live.
Watch this space! I’m keeping busy… well at
least it stops me raiding the fridge every 10
minutes!

Call Liz Edmiston on + 34 662 556 433
liz@murciasolutions.com
www.murciasolutions.com

liz.murciasolutions
Email liz@murciasolutions.com or visit www.murciasolutions.com

Contact Liz Edmiston on
0034 662 556 433

for more information

TOURIST BOARD LICENCES
GUEST REGISTRATION GUARDIA CIVIL

Don't risk a fine, get a licence!

* We make it easy to get legal & get registered.
* Covering the whole of Murcia region
* Fully inclusive pack, including supply & fitting of your plaque!!
* Holiday homes, Casas Rurales and B&B

mailto:mailto:liz@murciasolutions.com
http://www.murciasolutions.com
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Page numbers are in black
Accommodation:
Las Casas Cuevas (57) 680 326 817

Accountants:
Corral & Alcaraz (53) 968 078 754
Legal View (50) 968 153 957

Airport Parking:
Airpark Murcia (47) 618 806 989

Architects:
Martinez de la Casa (21) 665 810 411

Bars, Cafés & Restaurants:
62 Corvera (19) 617 899 288
Ana’s Café Bar (83) 699 060 472
Cafeteria Plaza (73) 968 705 406
Club de Tenis Restaurante (81)

968 421 804
Elliot’s Bar/Restaurante (81)

968 158 499
La Herradura Restaurante (43)

656 264 514
Los Galayos (57) 968 155 906
Viggos Restaurant (80) 968 154 544

Blinds - Repairs & Made to Measure
Brian Jones (71) 646 705 021
Curtain Call (7) 616 240 171
Richard The Blind Man (53) 611 250 819

Builders/Building Services:
Alan Eustace (Dehumidification Service)
(31) 609 265 899
C & G Fabrications (27) 966 764 730
Camposol Aluminium (67) 686 733 844
Handyman Builder (75) 602 643 436
JD Construction (7) 630 269 994
Kevin’s Flyscreens (79) 650 662 579
Lasting Impressions Stamped Concrete
(26) 711 033 605
The Red Square Group Spain (17)

634 959 183
Woodworks Direct (53) 649 540 016

Care Companies:
The Good Care Group (59) 664 111 990

Car Hire:
Bolnuevo Cars (20) 968 150 979
Flamenca Cars (40) 661 086 403

Cars Sales/Mechanics/Services/Spares:
Automociones Ureña (Renault) (69)

631 116 772
Car Registrations Spain (3) 711 001 721
Car Solutions Mar Menor SL (3)

868 990 576
Decklid Auto Services (18) 626 678 840
El Valle Autodesguace (30) 968 630 600
Ken Sherwood Mechanic (23)

679 646 859
Kwik Fix (71) 634 317 310
Mobile Car Mechanic Peter (53)

666 161 129

Specialist Vehicles SL (93) 968 146 158
Talleres Norberto (12) 968 591 221
Trade Cars Spain (54) 646 600 898

Chimney Sweeps:
Sooty & Son (12) 660 478 881

Cleaning:
CamposolOven Clean (78) 666 917 695
Camposol Property Care (85)

634 329 191
Oven Cleaning Specialists (54)

635 750 752

Computer Repairs/Sales/Servicing:
Alex Woods (56) 696 667 182
Compusurf (99) 968 970 666
Loco Murcia (96) 968 971 893
The Tech Shop (14) 965 058 499

Dentists:
Dr Olivier Houdusse (60) 968 153 645

Electricians & Electricals
Evergreen Electrica (27) 951 773 477
Louis Harris (18) 619 712 821

Entertainment:
Harlequin Rock Choir (84) 628 149 840
Spangles (82) info@spangleschorus.com

Equipment Hire:
Bolnuevo Cars (20) 968 150 979

Finance:
Abbey Wealth (13) 660 289 615
Blacktower Financial Management (19)

Office 968 187 331
Keith 657 684 094

Currencies Direct (55) 968 976 383
TorFx (69)

Funeral Plans:
ASSSA (17) 968 153 396
Ibex Insurance (28) 958 595 945
Tony Smith (79) 650 631 719

Furniture:
A Time 4 A Change (43)
El Algar 968 136 501
Los Alcazares 608 016 880
Cash€Cash€Cash€ (56) 630 455 336
Furniture Plus (9) 968 153 907
Oceans Rattan Furniture (41)

Cartagena 868 813 094
San Javier 672 209 192

Gardening:
All Seasons Garden Services (85)

642 032 098
Anchor Landscapes (98) 622 648 038
Damian Canovas/Alfareros (2)

968 422 543
Jardineria El Milagro (14) 610 949 595

Hairdressers & Barbers:
Karalee’s (57) 868 110 254
The Beauty Palace (99) 968 971 828
The Salon (59) 691 916 717
The Salon 2 (59) 653 463 490

Health & Beauty:
Cambridge Weight Plan (60)

673 162 695
Healthy H20 (11) 666 302 987
Iberoptima (61) info@iberoptima.com
Karalee’s (57) 868 110 254
Permanent Beauty by Yvonne (62)

663 176 233
The Beauty Palace (99) 968 971 828
The Salon (59) 691 916 717
The Salon 2 (59) 653 463 490

Heating & Aircon:
Camposol Heating & Maintenance (39)

968 199 184
Louis Harris (18) 619 712 821

Home Furnishings:
Curtain Call (7) 616 240 171

Insurance:
ANRA (33) 629 733 427
ASSSA (17) 968 153 396
Camposol Insurance Services (75)

634 329 191
Harriett Richardson Liberty Seguros (14)

669 046 167
Ibex (28) 968 595 945
Liberty Seguros (97)

www.libertyexpatriates.es
Nash Warren (53) 968 156 583

Internet Services/Internet Cafés:
Compusurf (99) 968 970 666
IPhone Repairs (25) 663 675 502
Loco Murcia (96) 671 682 579

Job Vaccancies:
ASSSA (16) 968 153 396

Kitchen Fitters/Suppliers:
KitchensPlus1 (43) 968 184 235

Legal Services:
Car Solutions Mar Menor SL (3)

868 990 576
Corral & Alcaraz (53) 968 078 754
Costa Cálida Property Serv (66)

968 199 251
Ferrandez (47)

Cartagena 968 521 008
Hacienda del Alamo 968 157 326
Pto de Mazarrón 968 154 521

Gestoria Carvajal (70/95) 968 154 045
Legal View (50) 968 153 957
Murcia Solutions (93) 662 556 433
Professional & Legal Solutions (7)

Pto de Mazarrón 968 595 826
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La Manga 968 175 552
Spanish Number Plates (37) 966 753 375

Locksmiths:
247 Locksmithspain (77) 609 265 899
Alan Eustace Locksmith (31) 609 265 899
Keysmar (31) 968 596 186

Outdoor Living:
Camposol Aluminium (67) 686 733 844
Furniture Plus (9) 968 482 456
Kruger Canopies (20) 968 971 854
Lasting Impressions Stamped Concrete
(26) 711 033 605
Oceans Rattan Furniture (41)

Cartagena 868 813 094
San Javier 672 209 192

Solar Light Centre (68) 968 551 464
Woodworks Direct (53) 649 540 016

Painting and Decorating:
Pinturas Acosta (50) 626 960 354
Rhys Brightman (37) 659 328 439
The Red Square Group Spain (17)

634 959 183

Plumbers:
Brian Jones (71) 646 705 021
Camposol Heating & Maintenance (39)

968 199 184
Paul the Plumber (65) 634 326 804

Printing & Design:
Entorno Grafico (63) 968 654 007

Property Rentals / Management /
Maintenance:
2let2sell2buy (17) 968 979 876
Another World Properties (51)

968 592 679
Brian Jones (71) 646 705 021
Camposol Property Care (85)

634 329 191
Las Casas Cuevas (57) 680 326 817
Rhys Brightman (37) 659 328 439
The Red Square Group Spain (17)

634 959 183
Property Sales/Purchases:
2let2sell2buy 17 (17) 968 979 876
Another World Properties (51)

968 592 679
ANRA (33) 629 733 427
Fuenta Alamo Real Estate (25)

968 598 173
Prime Property Murcia (12) 868 580 320

Removals & Storage:
Easy Move Spain (77) 07736 843410
Lord’s Removals (95) 608 061 872
Man & Van Services - Ian (24)

634 338 121
Mar Menor Removals (85) 968 564 298

Retail Outlets:
Another Planet Brewing (27)

664 694 344

Damian Canovas/Alfareros (2)
968 422 543

Furniture Plus (9) 968 482 456
Keysmar (31) 968 596 186
Quicksave (75) 968 199 860
Solar Light Centre (68) 968 551 464
The Tech Shop (14) 965 058 499

Security:
247 Locksmith Spain (77) 711 006 510
Alan Eustace Locksmith (31) 609 265 899
C & G Fabrications (27) 966 764 730
Erik’s Metal Works (55) 636 050 008
Keysmar (31) 968 596 186
The Forge (53) 618 963 958

Solar Power:
Freesol (11) 659 232 507
Solar Directa (72) 659 315 130
Solar Light Centre (68) 968 551 464

Spas & Hot Tubs:
Eurospas (5) 650 722 905
The Spa Superstore (100) 965 711 136

Sport & Leisure:
Dance Star (80) 646 933 090
Las Casas Cuevas (57) 680 326 817
Rose Parker Art Gallery (69)

634 345 763
Sunflight Aviation (21) 634 313 972
Total Star Radio (67)
Yogamayga (83) 649 613 336

Swimming Pool Construction/
Maintenance/Repairs:
David Pools (47) 686 733 844
Köhn Pool Service (26) 626 684 979
Pump Fix (15) 651 587 397
Watermaid (21) 646 705 088

Telephone/Mobile Providers/Repairs:
Compusurf (99) 968 970 666
IPhone Repairs (25) 663 675 502
The Tech Shop (14) 965 058 499

Translation:
Alex Woods (24hr) (56) 696 667 182
Costa Cálida Property Serv (66)

968 199 251
Murcia Solutions (93) 662 556 433

TV & Satellite:
IPhone Repairs (25) 663 675 502
Loco Murcia (96) 671 682 579
Rainbow Satellites (29) 686 358 475
Web TV (11) 647 424 430

Veterinary Clinics:
Clinica Veterinaria Mediterraneo (45)

968 589 457
Emerg 625 559 632

Clinica Veterinaria Pto Maz (32)
968 153 931

Emerg 608 466 553
Clinica Veterinaria Sur Este, Pilar de la
Horadada (40) 965 352 438
Veterinary Clinic Maskota, Fuente Alamo
(71) 968 597 929

Emerg 619 378 473

lordsremovals@hotmail.com
www.lordsremovals.com

Murcia Camposol:
(0034) 608 061 872

UK:
(0044) 7709 557109

* From single items to full loads
throughout UK & Europe *

* Full & Part Packing service available *
* Storage Facilities incl Free Storage Period *

* Goods In Transit Insurance Inc *
* Over 20 years experience *

YOU WON’T FIND A BETTER PRICE OFFERING
THE SAME COVER AND INCLUSIONS

LET US TAKE THE STRESS
OUT OF YOUR MOVE.

The price we quote
is the price you pay.

CONTACT US FOR NO
OBLIGATION QUOTE TEL: +34 968 154 045 OR +34 619 173 626

www.gestoriacarvajal.com
info@gestoriacarvajal.com

Avenida Dr Meca, nº38, Pto de Mazarrón

TRANSFER YOUR VEHICLE WITHOUT WAITING WITH GESTORÍA CARVAJAL,
PUERTO DE MAZARRÓN

Gestoria Carvajal is a company focused on providing a high quality of traffic services,
with maximum speed and satisfaction to the customer.

The transfer of vehicles is one of the steps.
We process the change of name instantly, telematically, without waiting and

you can leave with the vehicle in your name on the same day.

In addition, Gestoria Carvajal offers registrations, notifications, vehicle de-registrations,
duplication of documentation, importation of vehicles, Spanish plates, etc

For more information and appointments in English and Spanish

TRANSFER
YOUR VEHICLE

WITHOUT WAITING
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Liberty Seguros Supports the NGO
Doctors Without Borders in Their Work
Against COVID-19 in Europe, Especially In
Support Of The Elderly, Migrants and
Homeless People

▶ Liberty Seguros has made a donation to
Doctors Without Borders to support its
professionals who are responding in Europe
to the medical needs generated by the
pandemic and its consequences.

▶ Doctors Without Borders provides
pandemic management solutions in different
crisis committees, such as designing external
hospitalisation units to help reduce the
hospitals’ congestions.

▶ Doctors Without Borders has focused its
efforts on those places where the epidemic is
hitting harder and on the most vulnerable
social groups: elderly, homeless, and
immigrants.

Liberty Seguros is a company that is
committed to society and is aware of the
importance of the support from private
companies to the organisations that are
leading the management of the COVID-19
health emergency and its consequences. For
that reason, Liberty Seguros has made
various donations to entities operating in
Spain, Portugal, Republic of Ireland and
Northern Ireland, where it carries out its
business operations in Europe.

Thus, Liberty Seguros has donated 250,000
euros to the NGO Doctors Without
Borders, with the aim of supporting
professionals who are responding in Europe
to medical needs generated by this
pandemic, which has mainly hit Italy and
Spain and affected 100 other countries
throughout the world.

“At Liberty Seguros, we want people feel
safe. Therefore, as a socially responsible
company, we believe that it is our obligation
to make an effort to support the professionals
who are working day by day to protect
people and helping to stop this crisis. We

also want to thank them for everything they
are doing for our employees, clients,
mediators and partners, for our families and
for our society at large”, explains Tom
McIlduff, CEO of Liberty in Europe.

In other European countries, Doctors
Without Borders has focused its efforts on
those places where the epidemic is hitting
hard, with the most virulence and among the
most vulnerable social groups: the elderly,
homeless and immigrants. In this way, its
work strategy includes three areas:
Technical and strategic support and advice to
hospitals and health centres.
Advisory work, training and support in
nursing homes.
Support for vulnerable groups such as the
homeless and migrants.

In Spain, their response has focused on
advice and support when preparing
intervention and decongestion plans of
health care structures, thanks to a highly
experienced group of professionals.

To this day, Doctors Without Borders in
Spain has participated in the evaluation of
the response in around 12 hospitals,
collaborated in the creation of 22 hospital
extensions, which are allowing to decongest
emergencies and intensive care rooms and
also facilitating the delivery of medical
materials and logistical resources.

In addition, with the aim of maximizing their
response capacity and reaching the

maximum number of health professionals,
socio-health workers, cleaning personnel,
structure managers and other professionals,
Doctors Without Borders in Spain has
developed some tools such as guides,
protocols and audiovisual content, which are
accessible on a specific website for
professionals.

COVID 19 seriously affects the elderly, thus a
large part of the efforts of Doctors Without
Borders have focused on this vulnerable
group and on supporting nursing homes. So
far, more than 100 nursing homes in Spain
have already been advised and they continue
to work to reach many more.

In Portugal, Doctor Without Borders teams
have started to visit nursing homes and
supporting authorities and management
teams to train staff and establish basic
hygiene and prevention of transmission
measures.

In Italy, Doctor Without Borders support a
network of nursing homes in various cities, to
prevent the spread of affected cases.

In France and Belgium, Doctors Without
Borders is focused on helping migrants and
homeless people, thus its teams have been
pulled out in some of the emergency shelters
established to accommodate people living
on the streets during the confinement and in
other collective accommodation facilities,
providing medical support, assessing health
status and identify possible COVID 19 cases.
They also attend general enquiries close to
food distribution points, five days a week.

Other Liberty Seguros Initiatives to
Support Entities That Protect People From
COVID 19 in Europe

In Spain, Liberty Seguros has made a
donation of 50,000 euros to the Red Cross to
help with sending medical supplies to
medical professionals and hospital centres in
the most affected regions, as well as
delivering food and other basic necessities to
those in need. It has also contributed by
making a donation to the NGO Messengers
of Peace, to help with the distribution of
food to soup kitchens for the elderly and to
the Foundation for the Promotion of
Development and Integration (FDI). This
aid will go towards carrying out
psychomotricity courses to help young
people with disabilities – a group that is
particularly vulnerable at this moment in
time.

In Ireland, donations have also been made to
Pieta House and Alone. These charities
reach protected characteristic groups that are
at specific risk of social exclusion, such as the
elderly and people with mental health
disorders.

Liberty Seguros has also ensured its help
has reached Portugal with a donation to
CASA (Centro de Apoio aos Sem Abrigo).
CASA is delivering food to people in need in
quarantined areas. Also, in our neighbouring
country and thanks to another donation
made by Liberty Seguros to APAMETAL,
500 protection masks have been produced
and delivered to health personnel at the Sao
José Hospital in Lisbon.

Aditorial
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The Beauty Palace

During the current Covid-19 crisis
Compusurf on Camposol B are continuing
to maintain the network and make any
repairs as and when required to ensure
customers connectivity during this testing
time. Their support service is still operating
and they are able to send engineers to
clients’ properties to make any repairs
required to maintain service.

Safety precautions must be adhered to with
home visits:
• Engineer will be wearing mask and

gloves.

• Clients must maintain at least 2 metres
distance from the engineer at all times.

• Sanitize any modems, routers etc the
engineer has touched after they
leave.

Although Compusurf has closed their
offices to the public to maximise safety for
customers, they are still operating within.
Customers who normally make payments at
the office can no longer do so until the
lockdown is lifted. Provision has been
provided to make payments online
at our online payment portal http://
shop.compusurf.es and the banks
have authorised us to take card payments
over the phone.
Please call 968 970 666
Mon to Fri 10am-2pm.

Persons unable to make payments online or
over the phone who have
applied for unemployment benefit can ask
to have payments deferred
until such time as they are able to attend the
office. You will not be cut
off for non-payment during the lockdown
period.

If at any time you have lost connectivity to
the internet please do not
hesitate to use the normal support methods
to contact Compusurf. It’s important we all
stay connected and safe during this crisis.

Chris Jennings
Compusurf

The Beauty Palace, Camposol B would like
to thank all their lovely clients for all your
continued support. They hope you are all
staying safe and they look forward to see-
ing you when this is all over. Keep an eye
on their Facebook page https://m.face-
book.com/thebeautypalacecamposol for
updates.

The Beauty Palace is available for or all
your hair and beauty needs in one place,
including hair services, nails, waxing, eye-
lash extensions, microdermabrasion, non-
surgical face lifts, non-invasive lipo suction
and DermaPen Facials.

Don’t forget their separate barber shop
with a full list of services including cut
throat shaves.

Take advantage of The Beauty Palace spa
session offer of just 13€ including a glass of
bubbly.

If you would like The Beauty Palace to add
you to their appointment list for when they
re-open, please send a message on Face-
book or to yoli@compusurf.es with your
contact details.

Anchor Landscapes would like to say a big
thank you to their loyal customers for their
patience and understanding at this difficult
time. They hope to be back at work soon,
catching up on the jobs they have had to
delay. The days are getting longer and the
sun is coming out more, so now is the time
to get your garden ready for summer.

Anchor Landscapes can come to your
rescue. Based at Camposol with many
happy clients and references, they provide
a wide range of services of garden
maintenance, garden make-overs,

gravelling, site
c l e a r a n c e ,
levelling of
plots and
ground works
with a mini
digger &
experienced
driver. They
can also
provide legal
disposal of
garden waste
and a jet wash
service to
keep your
patio clean.

Anchor Landscapes also offer collection
& delivery service.

Call for weekly/
monthly visits or
as and when
required on 622
648 038 to
ensure you are
on their list of
gardens to visit
when they
resume work.

In the
meantime, stay
safe and stay
well.

ANCHOR
LANDSCAPES
(Always on the cutting hedge)

Mazarrón and surrounding area

Free no obligation quotes

anchor.landscapes@hotmail.com
Tel: +34 622 648 038

* Professional Garden Maintenance
* Trimming / Pruning / Chainsawing
* Tree Climbing / Felling
* Mini Digger with professional driver
* All Building Work Undertaken
* Legal disposal of garden waste
* Palm tree removal

Aditorial

http://shop.compusurf.es/
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Now is the perfect time to start to enjoy the benefits that we offer you
through Hydrotherapy, recommended not just for fun but also for impro-
ving flexibility, arthritis, diabetes, sport injuries and decreasing blood
pressure. Offering you Wellness at Home throughtout Spain with next
day delivery on models in stock (+ 40 units). More than 15 models to view
in our Showroom.

NOW is the perfect time to start to enjoy the benefits that we offer you through Hydrotherapy, recommended
not just for fun but also for improving flexibility, arthritis, diabetes, sport injuries, blood pressure and much
more. We at “The Spa Superstore” are here to guide you with your new health investment, finding the Spa
which is right for you with the best warranties given from the largest Spa and Wellness manufacturer in
Europe—WELLIS. As the official distributor for them - we offer Wellness at Home throughout Spain with
next day delivery on models in stock at our Showroom, which is easily accessible and has parking.
Open from 10am - 4.30pmMonday to Friday and 10am - 1.30pm Saturdays or by appointment, you can see
and try the wide selection of the latest models available or we can come and give you a free home inspection
without obligation. We also offer Part Exchange and Technical Service for ALL BRANDS.

Before you buy—give us a try! info@wellisonline.com

We also offer Made to Measure Thermal Covers for your Spa, Free Maintenance Steps, Hand Rails, Cover Li�ers, Spa
Trays, Towel Rails, Spa Parasols, Cartridge Filters, Spa Sanitisers, Spare Parts and Technical Service on ALL SPAS.


